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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
The current volume of the Lambda Alpha Journal offers eight articles, each of
which offer insight, debate and perspectives across the discipline of anthropology. The
opening manuscript (Crown) offers a case study in the identification of resourcing and
use-activity in Folsom deposits at the Mountaineer Site, Colorado. Subsequently, distinct
activity areas associated with food processing and flint knapping respectively, thereby
adding context to an archaeological assemblage. The next manuscript revisits the revived
“Cooking Hypothesis” and new perspectives on the manifestation of fire and cooking
in the early fossil record. Particularly with reference to the debate of the eventual
divergence and manifestation of early Homo and humankind.
A third manuscript offers a perspective on the power of “memory” (and tradition)
on changing cultural and ideological manifestations over time (Flannagan).
Archaeological and modern manifestations reflective of ideology and tradition in Upper
Egypt, are compared, past and present. The following manuscript addresses the
interrelationship of myth and the many faces of globalization, particularly as it relates to
the impact of tourism and missionary activity impacts a Quechua community in southern
Peru (Bridges). The paper to follow reports on an activity area/feature comprising a
firearm target practice locus found in a dry creek bed near an historic cabin from St.
Charles County, Missouri (Kindler). Questions related to the reconstruction and
interpretation of the nature of the firing activity itself and what it can add to an
understanding human behavior related to the use of firearms in historical contexts.
A change in theme is represented by a manuscript addressing the complexity of
reproductive variation in the human body or genome (Johnson). Issues related to
intersexuality are discussed, including the diversity of social/culture-based response to
what amounts to human biological variation. This is followed by an article on the topic
of human sexualities in the context of globally diverse cultural and political responses
to LGBT rights (Hoefer). The paper reviews global homonormativity and the conflicts
and inequities imposed by this concept on local forms of sexuality. The second to last
manuscript raises the topic of female genital mutilation practice in cultures across the
world (Todd). Documented physical and psychological trauma associated with this
practice, re discussed in the context of explicit violations of women’s human rights.
The final manuscript brings attention to the relationship between “nation
building” and racial politics in the Dominican Republic (Diaz). The author posits
political and economic inequalities resulting from discriminating government
characterizations of cultural identity.
The annual Lambda Alpha Student symposium in now in its 19th year. Presenters
attended from at least three different states in the U.S and included 14 undergraduate and
graduate student podium presentations from a diverse spectrum of anthropology.
I thank the student journal editor Gracie Tolley, and the officers of Lambda
Alpha, Hannah Whipple, Chelsea Barringer, Samantha Fisher, and Allie Ferguson, for
their efforts leading to the successful completion of the Lambda Alpha Student
Symposium. Finally, I wish to thank the authors and contributors to the journal.
Peer H. Moore-Jansen
Editor-in-Chief
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Analysis and Interpretation of Block H, Mountaineer site, Gunnison,
Colorado

Key Words: Archeology, Excavation, Folsom, Projectile Point, Tenderfoot Mountain,
Tool

Suzanne N. Crown
Department of Anthropology
Western State Colorado University
Introduction
By 2015, Western State Colorado University’s archaeological field school had completed
excavations uncovering six Folsom structures at Block A, B, F, G, and H (Stiger, Block F 2016).
All six structures, (Block A contains two structures), were located by placing test excavation pits
at the highest concentration of surface artifacts, as revealed by the accumulation of 15 years of
resurvey and recollection. The objective of Western’s 2015 field school was to discover features,
either duplicating the ones previously found in Block A, B, C, F, and G or features showing
additional variability. Undergraduate field school students would then record lithic
concentrations, protecting them from vehicle traffic on the mesa top and from natural erosion of
the surface soil. Undergraduate students of Western State Colorado University, under the
direction of Dr. Mark Stiger, conducted the fieldwork described here during 2015 and 2016.
Surface Area and Landscape
The Mountaineer site is located on top of Tenderfoot Mountain, near Gunnison,
Colorado at roughly 2,630 m (8,600 ft.) elevation above sea level. The top of Tenderfoot
Mountain is covered by welded tuff, a volcanic ash deposit from a volcanic event that took
place roughly 25 mya? (Stiger 2006). The mesa top consists of shallow eolian deposits and
exposed bedrock in several places. Over 100 small lithic aggregations (approximately 5-10 m
across) are found across the entire mesa. Named projectile point styles found within the surface
artifact clusters and the underlying excavated structures on the site include Mallory,
Parman/Windust, and Folsom. Two surface clusters yielded Goshen projectile points, but they
have not yet been excavated, see figure 1 (Stiger, Block F 2016).
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Figure 1. Tenderfoot Mountain Surface Collection. Green dots are artifacts.
Field Methods
Block H was initially located on a small aggregation of mapped and collected surface
artifacts that resulted from 15 years of resurvey and recollection. Students conducted a survey
crawling on hands and knees of a 25 m x 25 m area covering the mapped aggregated artifacts.
Additional artifacts found during the hands and knee survey further enhanced the focus of the
distribution. The initial test pits were placed in the center of the highest concentration of surface
artifacts. The first excavation of test pits showed an anthropogenic deposit of bone, debitage and
charcoal.
During the summer of 2015, Western’s Field school students excavated a total of 22
square meters of Block H. All excavation was conducted using hand tools in 50 cm x 50 cm grid
squares and 10 cm levels. During the first week of 2016 field season, an additional three 1 m x 1
m squares were excavated in the northwestern corner of Block H to determine the extent of the
lithic scatter. Rocks over 10 cm in length were mapped, photographed, and removed from the
quads to continue excavation. Features and tools were mapped with a total mapping station for
precise location. Sediment was removed using trowels and dust pans, placed in 5-gallon plastic
buckets, and dry screened on site through window screen. Sediment was then bagged, and
labeled, and transported back to the lab on Western’s campus. This sediment was then water
screened in the wet lab through window screen and allowed to dry. Once dry, the sediment was
screened through 1/8-inch mesh and hand sorted in the lab to recover any artifacts, bone or daub
that remained.
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Analysis and Curation
All material recovered from Block H was analyzed using standard methods. Lithic
material was examined to determine rock type, platform type and percent of cortex. All material
was also weighed and examined for refitting. All materials and artifacts are curated at the
Clarence T. Hurst Museum, Western State Colorado University.
Feature
Excavation of the first 10 cm level of block 431N 533S revealed a dark stain, which is in
the center of the concentration of surface artifacts. This stain is thought to be the remains of a
prehistoric hearth. Although many rocks were mapped across Block H, overhead photography
and a plot of the mapped rocks show a roughly circular area about 3 m in diameter, largely devoid
of rocks was centered on the hearth. Arching across the northeastern side of the excavation area,
rocks of 10-15 cm in size were found to be clustered together in a wide strip, which is postulated
as the boundary of the structure (figure 2). Larger rocks are absent in the center of the structure
and around the hearth.

Figure 2. Block H site map
Artifact and Faunal Remains
Out of 628 pieces of debitage and 4,140 pieces of bone, all tool and tool fragments
collected are stone except for one bone piece that appears to have been worked. The artifact
assemblage consists of 1 flaked scraper, 7 utilized pressure flaked fragments, one channel flake,
2 pieces of Opal CT, and a Windust projectile point base fragment. Fifty two percent of the lithic
material recovered is chert, and the other 48 percent is quartzite.
Large chert sources in the Gunnison Basin are rare, compared to quartzite sources. A few
known sources consist of poor-quality chert are located between 5 km and 10 km from
Mountaineer (Stiger 2006). However, more likely the chert artifacts or raw material used to make
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the chert artifacts were brought to the site by the occupants from more distant sources. Houses
with assemblages that are over half chert are very rare in the low valley. When excavated they
reveal small structures like Block G and H, both of which are more than fifty percent chert.
The quartzite material recovered from the block appears to be predominantly from local
sources. The variety of colors and grain size of the artifacts are very similar to what is found in
other areas of Mountaineer. Quartzite is abundant in the Gunnison Basin area in large
outcroppings and there are cobble deposits within 1 km of the Mountaineer site (Stiger 2006).
Many more outcroppings of higher quality quartzite occur within a 25km radius of the site. It is
assumed that the raw material of quartzite used to manufacture the artifacts found in Block H is
from the numerous nearby sources. Yet, some of the material could have been brought into the
basin from other areas. Currently there is no adequate method to determine the source of chert
and quartzite material (Stiger 2016).
Windust Projectile Point
A base fragment of a pressure flaked stemmed projectile point was in Block H, see figure
4, artifact in the bottom left corner of picture. While there is no indication of shoulders, the base
appears to be from a Great Basin, or Western Stemmed Projectile Point, and appears to be very
similar to the base of the “Windust” stemmed projectile point found associated with the Buhl
burial (Green, et al. 1998). A second Windust projectile point was found in the structure
excavated in Block G (Stiger, Block F 2016). Stemmed projectile points have been given many
names by different people. Most are specific to the region of their discovery like Great Basin
Stemmed points. Few stemmed points have been found in the Rocky Mountains, and even fewer
people believe that they were used by mountain people at all. Until further research and dating
can be completed on the stemmed points located in mountain sites, I will refer to the stemmed
point found in Block H, as a Windust stemmed point.
The majority of Windust or Great Basin stemmed points in the Intermountain West
(between the Sierra Nevada Mountains and the Rocky Mountains), have been found on the
surface of sites and have not been dated. But a few have been found associated with some of the
earliest radiocarbon dated human occupations in the Intermountain West, ranging between
11,000 and 10,500 BP (Beck and Jones 2010). Most notably a “Windust” projectile point was
found below the head of the female interred at the Buhl site. Radiocarbon analysis of skeletal
material date the burial to 10,675 RYBP (Green, et al. 1998).
Tools
Seven tool fragments and 2 complete tools were found in Block H. The complete tools
are a quartzite scraper, and a small sandstone rock, which appears to be worked with sides
flattened into a rough cube shape. The sandstone material is not local to Tenderfoot Mountain
but can be found within a kilometer of the site. The other tool fragments are comprised of pressure
flaked quartzite and chert (see figure 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Tools found in Block H.

Figure 4. Block H Chert (right) and Quartzite tool fragments (left).
Debitage
Fifty-two percent of the debitage from Block H is chert. The other 48% of the debitage is
quartzite. Only 10% of the debitage were complete flakes, and only 30% had platforms, which
were normal core platforms. Cortex on the debitage was very rare, only 6.6% of the debitage had
cortex.
The majority of debitage found in Block H is very small. The total weight of the debitage
was only 37.8 gm; the mean weight is 0.07 gm.
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Bone Distribution
Faunal remains are concentrated inside the postulated structure. The count of bone
fragments is highest immediately north of the hearth (see figure 5). Slightly lower counts extend
south along the eastern side of the hearth. Another concentration is northwest of the hearth. The
bone fragments then spread north and northeast, away from the hearth area to the back wall of
the structure parallel to the entrance.
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Figure 5. Block H distribution of bone fragments.
Among the bone fragments, an elk occipital condyle was identified and processed for
radiocarbon dating. Unfortunately, the elk bone was too poorly preserved to be dated. Additional
large mammal long bone fragments have been sent for dating.
Lithic Distribution
Debitage counts are highest inside the boundary of the postulated structure. The highest
concentration of debitage is in the northeast corner of block 431N 532E, just west of the hearth
(see figure 5). This concentration spans north and northwest away from the hearth to the corner
of the block to the back wall of the structure. Another of debitage concentration occurs in block
431N 534E in the same location as the densest concentration of bone, which is east of the hearth.
These concentrations are most likely from retouching, because of the very low average weight
0.07 gm of debitage. If tool manufacturing had taken place in the postulated structure, the average
weight of debitage assemblage would be much higher, and the percent of material with cortex
would be greater than 7 percent.
The western side of the hearth might have been a designated area for tool retouching,
because most artifacts found on the western side are lithic materials as opposed to bone, which
suggest tool retouching not food processing. Although the debitage was concentrated inside the
structure the small assemblage size suggests a short occupation, as was argued for the structure
at the Agate Basin Site located in Wyoming (Frison and Stanford 1982). No core or biface
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reduction sequences were discovered during the excavations in Block H. The lack of bifaces and
cores could indicate that the people of Block H brought finished tools to Mountaineer that were
manufactured elsewhere, hence the high frequency of non-local chert in the assemblage.
Distribution of Tools
The tool and tool fragments were all found inside the structure. The tool fragments circled
the hearth from the south to northeast of the hearth. The quartzite scraper was located close to
densest concentration of bone fragments. The eastern side of the hearth might have been a
designated food processing area, or the same person with the same job always sat in that particular
spot. Most of the material on the eastern side of the hearth is bone fragments as opposed to lithic
debitage, which suggest food processing as opposed to flintknapping.
Interpretation of Distribution
All prehistoric material in Block H is related to the short occupation of a Folsom age
residential structure. The debitage and bone distribution counts per square show two separate
obvious patterns.
When examining the bone distribution map several high concentration areas are clear (see
figure 5). When looking at the debitage distribution map (figure 6), the map shows a similar
pattern. Overlaying both distribution maps on the site presents a whole different perspective.
South of the hearth bone and debitage counts are minimal. When looking at the map, the hearth
must be the primary source of light in the structure. All activities in the structure are centered on
the hearth. The lack of debitage and bone fragments south of the hearth could indicate that this
was the entrance to the structure. The entrance would act as a secondary light source, and most
likely a person would not block the light by sitting in front of the door. Alternatively, the lack of
debitage and bone fragments could indicate this area was periodically cleaned and served a
different purpose.

Figure 6. Block H distribution of debitage
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Summary
The remains of a structure were discovered in Block H. The bone and debitage
concentrations indicate the fallout of activity conducted by four seated individuals (Stiger, Block
F 2016). The material counts are different at each position, which seem to have been used
habitually for separate tasks. The eastern side of the hearth is mainly bone, and the distribution
of bone indicate the fallout activity of a seated individual processing food. Similarly, on the
western side of the hearth where the material is primarily lithic debitage, the distribution of
debitage indicated the fallout activity of an individual flintknapping and re-sharpening stone
tools.
Block H was a short occupation, see figure 7. It is not clear yet if it was a residential house
or a seasonal hunting lodge used when the inhabitants hunted for elk in the Gunnison Basin area.
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Figure 7. Block H activity model for projectile point retouching and food processing.
The higher percentage of chert to quartzite in Block H is rare compared to other sites
found in the Gunnison Basin area. Block A, B, C, and F are all located between 18-36 m off
Block H, see figure 8, yet the percentage of chert in these sites is only 11 – 35 percent (Stiger
2016).
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Figure 8. Block A, B, F, G, and H. Colored dots are surface collected artifacts. Black lines are
excavation block boundaries and blue lines are structures.
This indicates the people who inhabited Block H came from a different area than the
people that inhabited Block A, B, C and F. Alternatively, it could simply mean the inhabitants
preferred chert and did not mind the extra effort to locate and acquire the rare material.
According to Beck and Jones, Western stemmed site assemblages in the Intermountain
West, are primarily comprised of chert. This with the identification of the Windust projectile
point base supports the theory that the inhabitants of Block H, pre-date the residents of the other
Folsom structures on Mountaineer and implies a connection to the Great Basin. Further bone and
fauna analysis and dating is planned for next year, 2017, and the results will hopefully provide
answers and information to arrive at a more definite conclusion.
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How Cooking Makes Us Human

Key Words: Biological, Culture, Food, Hominid Tools

Allison Kelly

Department of Sociology & Anthropology
Truman State University
The question of what makes us human is a common one among anthropologists and
scientists alike. Many factors of evolution are explored to determine the point in history where
our ancient ancestors branched away from primate lines, and there is no greater contention in
anthropology than when to date humans. This is an important topic of study because it relates to
the origin of the human genus as well as species and allows for the broader study of humanity.
By pinpointing what behaviors shifted human evolution away from primates, one can continue
to examine further behaviors and cultures that developed as uniquely human. From physical
bone structure, to behavioral change, and even socialization, all aspects of what makes humans
have been examined. Recently, there is a more contemporary argument emerging that cooking
and human's control of fire is the transformative movement leading to human development. The
idea behind this is that fire and cooking led to brain development and a social evolution that
produced all things which are uniquely human. The "cooking hypothesis"- a term used by those
who believe fire and cooking is the point of human origin- works to encompass all other
arguments for what makes us human. This argument is breaking down past theories and
assertions about human evolution and will be the focus of this essay as the answer to what led to
human origins.
To definitively answer the question of what makes us human, one must first examine
aspects of the many different theories and answers previously accepted in the scientific
community. When the fossil "Lucy" was found by Donald Johnson, the point of origin for
humans was set at the emergence of bipedalism; though, the "Lucy" fossil and those found like it
still show evidence of ape like behaviors for species of this time (Leakey 1993). The arguments
for bipedalism don't explain the transition in behaviors away from apes other than the physical
bone structure and how the body was carried. Leakey (1993) argues that humans were not
different from apes until later in time, with the development of cooperation and a more complex
social life. He uses the discovery of the "Turkana Boy" in 1984 as a basis for this argument
(Leakey 1993). The estimated height of the Turkana Boy and smaller pelvis bone measurements
indicate a further change away from ape like behavior and appearance. The larger brain volume
also leads Leakey (1993) to write of the higher social evolvement of this species.
Others would argue that it is not a physical change that created our species, but rather a
mindset and development. Joseph Henrich (2015) and Milton Dawes (1994) make claims to
this extent. Henrich (2015) argues that humans crossed a "Rubicon" from genetic evolution to
cultural, which allowed the species to develop beyond others. With this argument, humans
developed after their brain capacities evolved in a way which allowed for the formation of
culture. Milton Dawes (1994) also argues that it is mindset and brain capacity which sets
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humans apart from other species. Milton credits bipedalism, tool use, and social role
development as products of higher brain functionality saying:
“We have a relentless drive to understand ourselves and
the universe of which we are a part. Full of questions
and questions about our questions, we want to know what
makes us human? Where did we come from? How did the
universe start? Where are we going? What's the fate of the
universe? How do we know what we know? Not only do
we want to know, we want to know everything. We do not
just adapt to our environments; we change environments
to suit ourselves (Dawes 1994:282).”
This means that our species pushed itself to greater physical and cultural adaptations,
subsequently making humans what they are. Even Darwin, though credited with saying that the
art of fire is "probably the greatest discovery, excepting language, ever made by man," assumes
fire as irrelevant in the course of evolution. He credited human evolution with human's ability to
adapt and survive to greatly changed circumstances, similarly to Dawes' position. The issue
with these arguments is that it is assuming our early ancestors had the brain capacity and
curiosity to pursue greater cultural adaptations. It is also difficult to find physical evidence to
prove a moment when the Rubicon was crossed allowing cultural evolution, or evidence
indicating curiosity in early species. Though these arguments could relate to Leakey's (1993)
argument that cooperation and social development created humanity. They also create theories
tying into brain volume and capacity, though neither Henrich nor Dawes study brain volume
changes among early species.
Further evidence in support of sociality and interactions as motives for human origins is
offered by Elizabeth Culotta (2010). Based on arguments that 40,000 years ago, when modern
humans migrated to Europe, there was an explosion of art and culture, indicating a jump in
cognition. Culotta (2010) offers evidence found of art dating back from 90,000 years ago, as
signs of human cognition beginning much earlier than once thought. Marine shell beads were
found in Israel dating 90,000 years ago and etched eggshells dating back 60,000 years ago have
also been uncovered; as seen in images 1 and 2 (Culotta 2010). This evidence shows that
species were writing and creating art much earlier in the evolutionary timeline than once
thought. She argues that perhaps it is not individual cognition which appeared 40,000 years ago,
but rather collective. Culotta's (2010) theory means that, "modern humans'' did not get smarter,
they just grouped together creating a much bigger and more noticeable event in history. This
theory is also reflected in Henrich's (2015) book and is coined the "communal brain". Culotta
(2010) provides physical evidence to support her theory that humans underwent a cognitive leap
much earlier than once argued, and it was a coming together and shared culture which presented
itself in a creative burst starting at 40,000 years ago. This means that modern human behavior
started earlier and was cultivated by shared experiences and cooperation.
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Image 1. (Culotta 2010)

Image 2 (Culotta 2010)
Though cultural advances can be explained through the coming together of our
ancient ancestors, and increased cooperation, these theories neglect to thoroughly explain
the physical development that occurred when modern humans evolved. What makes us
human is a combination of both physiological and psychological advances away from
primates. Theories to pinpoint the origin of humanity must both explain the physical
changes that occurred in evolution as well as the behavioral ones. A commonly accepted
theory, stemming from the
l 950's is titled the " Man -Hunter" hypothesis. This hypothesis bases human origins on the
inclusion of meat in our diets and works to explain the changes that occurred when our
ancient ancestors began hunting. Buss (2011) looks at digestive systems between humans
and apes as evidence for the hunting hypothesis. Humans’ guts are primarily made of small
intestine, which allows for rapid digestion of proteins, while apes’ guts are primarily the
colon, which is indicative of a vegetarian diet. This physical evidence supports that hunting
was the evolutionary branching point between apes and humans (Buss 2011). Tool usage
and teeth morphology are also credited with the inclusion of hunting. Buss (2011) examines
the enamel on the fossilized teeth of early humans, finding little wear on them indicating
less grinding down of plant matter. This argument stems from evidence of tool use and
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cutting marks on bones found 2.6 million years ago with the emergence of the habiline
species (Wrangham 2009).
The development from Australopithecus to Habilis to eventually Homo Erectus is
explained, under the "Man-Hunter" hypothesis, with the digestion of meat. Richard Wrangham
(2009) states that, "human characteristics such as long-distance travel, big bodies, rising
intelligence, and increased cooperation" can all be explained with man's need for meat and
adaptations to increase success when hunting (7). Since this theory does explain many
significant changes that occurred between the evolution from australopithecine to human, many
anthropologists have accepted it without question. The problem with the "Man-Hunter"
hypothesis is that it does not account for every adaptation and change which led to the rise of
humans. Specifically, as Wrangham (2009) points out, this hypothesis does not account for
gathering practices and why they could develop. It also does not consider mating practices and
social development outside of hunting party cooperation.
The "cooking hypothesis" takes the "Man- Hunter" hypothesis one step further and
offers a more complete picture to human evolution. This theory maintains that the point at
which humans began evolving away from primates coincides with the development of cooked
and processed foods. The changes that occurred both behaviorally and physically can be
related to how cooked and processed foods affect the body. Richard Wrangham is the leading
scholar in this field, offering some of the first comprehensive arguments in favor of the
invention of cooking food as the point of origin for humans, which all started with a control of
fire. Since evidence for fire is rarely found, due to destruction of fire sites; the malleable
nature of physical evidence from fire; and the non-distinct differentiation between controlled
fires and wildfires, pinpointing the exact moment in history that the humans-controlled fire is
difficult. Those who follow this up and coming theory argue that the control of fire began as
early as 2 million years ago with the emergence of Homo Erectus. If fires were being built
around 2 million years ago, they can explain the rapid developments which occurred at that
point in time, initiating a change in genus from australopithecines to habilines to Homo
Erectus.
The study of fire is relatively new in anthropological fields due to the rarity of finding
evidence, but with new archaeological finds, the study of fire has reopened discussions on
human origin (Gowlett and Wrangham 2013). Though most evidence dates fire control with
Homo Sapiens, evidence has been found within the decade that could lead to the conclusion
that fire control started much earlier with previous species. Jean-Laurent Monnier of the
University of Rennes has uncovered a fireplace that has been estimated to be 465,00 years old,
a date which falls within the time period for Homo Erectus (Balter 1995). Balter (1995) reports
that researchers have found that burnt pebbles and charcoal remains are strong indicators for
human controlled, purposeful, fire; allowing for the search for fire evidence to be targeted
more specifically. If new evidence such as the fireplace Monnier uncovered is concluded to be
correctly dated and," if H. Erectus did indeed use fire in a tended hearth for cooking, the
finding may have important ramifications for understanding human social evolution" (Balter
1995: 1570).
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Though there is not much evidence to support fire usage as far back as 2 million years
ago, as Wrangham (2009) claims, there is evidence for fire activity at 1.7 million years ago.
Through the examination of red sediment and charred bones throughout African cities,
scientists can say that fire usage was a part of early hominid activity ( Roebroeks, Villa,
Trinkaus 2011). It should be noted that the evidence dating back 1.7 million years, does not
show a habitual control of fire but rather a usage of preexisting fire (Roebroeks et al. 2011).
This does show that arguments can be made for fire usage in early hominids and opens the door
for further research into the "cooking" hypothesis. Gowlett and Wrangham (2013) agree with
Roebroeks (2011) in that though there is evidence at East Turkana in Kenya that points to fire
use at 1.8 million years ago, most of the evidence from this site dates closer to the 1.6 million
year ago range. An examination of artifacts found in an Oldowan cave site have been
interpreted as probable evidence for control of fire (Gowlett and Wrangham 2013). Though
there is limited evidence found in the past pointing to early control of fire in the Homo genus,
there has been more recent archeological finds that provide evidence in favor of these theories
causing a reexamination of the previous evidence. Since early fire usage is hard to physically
prove, even the slightest physical evidence in support of Homo Erectus control of fire cannot be
ignored, and the implications for an early human species controlling fire is huge.
Control of fire is the basis of the "cooking hypothesis" and hinges on this detail in human
evolution. Though exactly when humans had full control of fire has yet to be proven, one can say
that there is ample evidence and discussion that the dates go back further than was once
understood. This inclusion of fire activity in life leads to further cooking and food preparation, a
key step in the development of modern humans. Apart from the evidence of fire usage, there are
other aspects of human evolution that the "cooking hypothesis" works to explain.
The aspects of human biology that are often cited when looking for what makes us
human progressed from use of fire and digestion of cooked foods. When looking at human
evolution from a biological perspective, tooth size, gut size, and range of motion are considered.
Biologically, modem humans have adapted in such ways that do not allow for the consumption
of raw food (Wrangham 2009). As humans moved further away from apes, they developed
smaller guts which allowed us to walk and run further distances, but made the processing of raw,
fibrous material much more difficult. Humans adapted and overcame this by cooking their food
(Wrangham 2009). Gowlett and Wrangham (2013) later write to the same effect that,
“The most obvious aspect of human biology associated with the requirement for a
cooked diet is a reduced digestive system compared to great apes, including small
molars, mouth, stomach and large intestine. The benefits of gut minimization include
less energy having to be spent in metabolic activity. Since these benefits could not
have been realized until high-quality foods were available all year, tooth and gut
reduction appear to be unambiguous markers of adaptation to cooking (11).“
Both changes are found with the emergence of Homo Erectus, leading us to believe that
this species-controlled fire (Gowlett and Wrangham 2013). Tooth morphology is also a strong
indication for the introduction of cooked foods. The evolutionary consequences to food
processing led to smaller teeth and weaker jaws. The evidence found from early humans shows
that these adaptations were made from lessened time spent chewing food, and a lower need for
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larger teeth to use for cutting tissues and fibers (Organ, Nunn, Machanda, Wrangham 2011).
Molar size and time spent feeding are directly related to behavioral changes found in history
and are correlated with the use of fire and processed foods. With the emergence of Homo
Erectus "the evolutionary shift in dietary habits (including reduced feeding time) likely
causally preceded these morphological adaptations because cooking or non-thermally
processing food decreases its toughness, which reduces the need for high bite forces and
changes feeding patterns" (Organ et. al 2011:10). As seen in image 3, a clear reduction in jaw
size occurred in Homo Erectus, which continued to decrease in Homo Sapiens. Jaw size is
related to chewing force and musculature around the face in relation to dietary habits and
needs. Gorman about how (2008) Wrangham studied ape chewing times and was able to
conclude that with the tooth size evident of Homo Erectus, they would have to spend 5.7 to 6.2
hours a day chewing raw meat. If it was not gathering food it would be forced to spend the rest
of the day chewing the meat, giving reasonable suspicion that food processing of some sort
occurred with this species.

Image 3. (Jim Folley)
Bipedalism and frame structure are also associated with changes made from cooked
meals. Larger body sizes show an increased need for higher calorie meals, which processed
foods offer (Organ et. al. 2011). This greater calorie intake allowed humans to have to eat less
often allowing the species to focus energy on other tasks. The long legs and shorter trunk of
Homo Erectus indicates a lowered ability to climb, which is hard to explain with any other
hypothesis of human development other than the use of fire (Gowlett and Wrangham 2013).
Along with the control of fire comes the safety in provides, allowing species to sleep on the
ground rather than having to climb into a tree for protection. Gowleet and Wrangham (2013)
summarize the physical development cause by humans with:
“The key points appear to be that brain size had already reached 1000 cm3 one million
years ago, that major tooth size reduction in Homo had already happened by 1.7 Ma
and that changes to more modem body form came soon afterwards (being achieved by
1.5 Ma as shown by the Nariokotome specimen (Pontzer et al. 2010) (20).”
This acceleration in physical evolution came with the control of fire and therefore cooked
foods. A final argument which can be made for the biological aspects of cooked food and
evolution lies within genetics. It is undisputed that both modem humans stem and Neanderthals
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had control of fire as early as 400,000 years ago, and both shared a large portion of genetics. It is
along this line of thinking that Gowlett and Wrangham (2013) postulate that a shared common
ancestor who also has control of fire is not out of reach thus accelerating the evolution of modem
humans. When the conservatism of material culture for early species is considered, the argument
gains force.
Wrangham uses the science behind cooking food as another piece of evidence in
support that it was cooking food rather than simply consuming meat that furthered human
evolution away from australopithecines and other primate lineages. Cooking softens the
food allowing for more rapid digestion (Wrangham 2009). Historian Michael Symons
concurs, stating that a cook's main goal has always been to soften the food. Softer food and
quicker digestion allow more energy to be saved and stored. Cooking vegetables and meats
also allows for new compounds to be formed, greater nutritional value, and a larger number
of calories ingested. The energy both gained from cooked food compounds and saved from
chewing allowed for brain expansion and psychological development.
Social factors such as grouping and cooperation, often argued as what makes our
species human, were a result of fire and increased cooking practices. The cooking hypothesis
works to explain why sociality developed along with increased cooperation, placing the origin
of humanity back further than what cooperation theorists such as Darwin, Leaky and Culotta
argue. The main argument here is that it was fire that created cooperation rather than the other
way around. Gowlett and Wrangham (2013) maintain that the decreased gut size in humans
allows energy to be spent expanding brain size in early species. As examined previously, the
smaller gut is a direct consequence of fire use, and it is scientifically accepted that increased
brain size in species allows for more social development. Cooking allows humans to evolve
larger brain sizes at a much faster rate than any other species. Another part of cooking and the
rise of humanity is its influence in societal development. Though the use of hunting has been
found to increase both intelligence and group cooperation among our early ancestors, cooking
moves beyond that to both foster family development and a division of labor. Wrangham
(2009) hypothesizes that cooking meals allowed men to go out hunting all day and return to a
meal which required little chewing. This development allowed early hominids to create
"predictable economic exchanges between men and women"- pushing the creation of
households, a process mostly unique to humans (Wrangham 2009:146).
Using "evidence of hominin fossils, landscapes and various aspects of the
archaeological record" assertions can be made regarding early species' social life and
evolution (Gowlett and Wrangham 2013). Wrangham (2009) goes on to suggest that cooking
and hunting practices are what led to rudimentary patriarchal societies and gender roles. Since
foods found by hunters are brought back to a base camp to be prepared, women are given the
domestic chore of cooking meats gathered by male hunters. Going one step further with this
family oriented theory, it can be hypothesized that it is because of cooking that early humans
formed pair bonds; "Having a husband ensures that a woman's gathered foods will not be
taken by others; having a wife ensures the man will have an evening meal" (Wrangham
2009:154). Males would travel while hunting, allowing females in the group to create base
camps around fires and gather sustenance from around the area (Wrangham 2009). This
allowed for the development of social roles and cooperation among people, both factors that
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are related to as staples for humans and covers adaptations that the "Man-Hunter '' hypothesis
falls short on.
A leap in evolutionary advancement occurred with the emergence of the species homo
erectus, ultimately leading to several key characteristics of humanity being formed. This
species had developed the largest brain size as well as exhibited the biggest drop in tooth size
in evolutionary history. The question is why: what catalyzed the evolution of humans away
from primate stems? The "cooking" hypothesis puts food preparation at the center of human
development. Whether it was full control or limited use of natural fires, fossil evidence stands
that early hominid and homo species used fire in their lives and to process food, explaining
what caused the emergence of this new species. From biological advances to behavioral ones,
humans began making adaptations and began to evolve away from primates with the control
of fire and eventual cooking of food. From gut size, tooth size, to even bone structure, the
nutrients gathered, energy gained, and time saved with food preparation allowed humans to
evolve as a species. Though arguments made are oftentimes theory based, there has been a
resurgence of evidence in support of earlier dates of fire usage with humans, giving the
"cooking hypothesis" ground to stand on. With this evidence and Wrangham 's continued
push, human evolution is being reexamined. Cooking behaviors successfully incorporate and
produce all things that are understood to be uniquely human, creating a direct point of origin
for humanity, and offering a definitive answer to what makes us human.
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Introduction
What is now the city of Luxor in Upper Egypt has been in use since 3200 BC when it
went by the name of Waset, commonly known now as the ancient Egyptian city of Thebes
(Sullivan 2010: 1). Although not reaching its height of royal and political importance until the
New Kingdom, Thebes became the capital of upper Egypt under the Intef dynasty in the First
Intermediate Period (Dorman and Bryan 2007: XIV). When Intef III’s son Menhotep II reunited
Egypt in 2050 AD, Thebes remained the capital of a now unified Egypt (Sullivan 2010:1). The
Middle Kingdom was thus born, and with it a new era of prosperity. With the arrival of the
Middle Kingdom also came a “widespread building of religious structures,” most of which are
scarce now because they were later demolished or “substantially rebuilt” and then “incorporated
into more elaborated structures erected on the same sites” (Wilkinson 2000: 22). Two notable
exclusions to this pattern are the temples of Karnak and Luxor, both still situated in situ in the
modern-day city of Luxor, their structural presence still very dominating of a landscape that is no
longer ideologically pagan.
Thebes, like most ancient Egyptian cities, was built on the east bank of the Nile. Across
the mighty river, the famous Valley of the Kings was built during the New Kingdom, only
increasing the popularity of the area, in both population and visitors. As Thebes grew, so did the
Karnak and Luxor Temples. Pharaohs continuously added to the structures and thus also to the
glory of both the temples. They came to be regarded as one complex, which is now recognized as
the second largest religious site in the ancient or modern world, second only to Angkor Wat in
Cambodia (Peters 2005).The environment seems to have been very important to both the rise of
civilization and the creation of religioscapes, “physical markers of the space in which
practitioners of a given religious community interact, and thus to the spatial parameters of social
presences” (Hayden 2016: 37). Religioscapes are inherently fluid and their built environment
changes as the ideological environment changes (Hayden 2016: 134-51). Archeoscapes, on the
other hand, are the physical remnants of a past religioscape that can be observed and establish “a
past religioscape in the absence, for centuries, of practitioners of that religion” (Hayden 2016:
151). Religion has always been an important element of life in Luxor, and various religioscapes
have passed through including different forms of paganism, Coptic Christianity, and Islam. The
last of these, Islam, still dominates the political and ideological landscape today in the Arab
Republic of Egypt, even though the economy thrives on the tourism focusing on the physical
remains of the long-dead Egyptian paganism religioscape.
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Through my research I hope to use the history behind modern-day Luxor to emphasize
how a purely physical archaeoscape (paganism in Luxor) can hold just as much power as a
religioscape that is both physical and ideological (Islam in Luxor) despite its absence in living
population. Most Egyptologists end their research on the ancient world with the advance of
Alexander the Great in 332 BC (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 198). However, the effects of
ancient Egyptian paganism did not disappear with Alexander, nor did they disappear with the
introduction of Christianity or Islam. I will also examine how the physical landscape – in
Luxor’s case, the presence of the Nile – can produce and endure these archeoscapes/religioscapes
in ways that may be seen as syncretic to some due to the intrinsic similarities of religions from
different time periods within the same geographical area. However, these similarities are nothing
more than a completely natural and human occurrence to retain culture and tradition, not
necessarily religion or ideology; a “muscle memory” of culture, if you will. A cultural muscle
memory is the continuation of a ritual or tradition even after the dissolution of the ideology,
belief, or religion behind the original ritual. It rather unintentionally retains a traditional cultural
element.
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Figure 1
Figure 2
Outlines of Luxor (Fig. 1) and Karnak (Fig. 2) Temples (Wilkinson 2000)
The Layout of Luxor-Karnak
Although there is evidence that Luxor Temple (Figures A and C) was not recognized as a
fully sacred space until the New Kingdom (Dorman and Bryan 2007: 11), the outstanding belief
in academia is that Senwosret I began its creation during the Middle Kingdom as the surrounding
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city was built up as the new capital of a reunited Egypt (Sullivan 2010). Wilkinson (2000) tracks
its progress through time: Luxor’s original Middle Kingdom core included a barque shrine and is
the southwestern most section of the temple, and all other ancient Egyptian additions were
developed northeastern from there outward, following the Nile toward Karnak Temple. The next
substantial addition happened under Amenhotep III, who added a sun court and colonnade in the
18 Dynasty (New Kingdom). Next, Ramesses II added a court, another barque shrine, and a
pylon, among other monuments. Several later rulers continued to add their own chapels, courts,
temples, and kiosks within Luxor Temple, with the Avenue of the Sphinxes that physically leads
to Karnak Temple at the “top” of the complex. This addition, completed by Nectanebo I of the
last native Egyptian dynasty, was possibly one of the last additions to either temple that was of
the ancient Egyptian religion. At least three or four Coptic churches and one mosque were added
to the archeoscape during the relevant periods of rule (Wilkinson 2000: 48).
th

Karnak Temple’s construction (Figure 2) occurred differently than Luxor’s. Pharaoh Intef II
sponsored the original construction, most likely during the First Intermediate Period (Sullivan
2010: 1). Instead of an orderly line of additions, construction at Karnak was more sporadic, but
also more imposing. In fact, it is considered the most impressive ancient temple still standing in
Egypt today, commonly used as a backdrop for movies wishing to convey exoticism, awe, or raw
power (most iconic in The Spy Who Loved Me, Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen, and The
Mummy Returns). It was built upon mostly by rulers from native Egypt through early Coptic
times and seems to have almost always been used for pagan purposes (Wilkinson 2000: 154).
Karnak is dedicated to the god Amun, the highest-ranking god by the New Kingdom (Hornell
1938: 145) but it also contains subsidiary temples to the two other gods in Amun’s triad, Mut and
Khonsu, as well as lesser gods including Montu, Maat, Harpare, and Opet (Wilkinson 2000:
154). Karnak contains a wide variety of other monumental structures and statues dedicated to
gods and pharaohs alike and hosts two sacred lakes, multiple barque shrines, and a grand
hypostyle hall (Wilkinson 2000). As shown in Figure 2, Karnak has three main enclosed sections
with the Precinct of Montu to the north and the Precinct of Mut to the south of the main area
dedicated to Amun. The Avenue of Sphinxes that leads up from Luxor splits into two other
avenues near the Precinct of Mut – the Avenue of the Rams and the Avenue of the Ram-Headed
Sphinxes (Bell 1997: 134). Unlike Luxor, the literature only discusses one area of evidence of
use after the Roman Period: Coptic icons painted onto six columns in the hypostyle hall (Figure
5) (Peters 2005).

Figure 3. Luxor Temple as seen from the main road, modern day
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Although Luxor and Karnak were connected by the Avenue of the Sphinxes by the end of
native Egyptian rule, it is clear they developed separately, and each had their own individual
purpose. Karnak became the cult center for worship of Amun, and thus a very important temple
to Egyptians everywhere. The meaning of Luxor’s existence, on the other hand, has proven more
difficult for researchers to determine. It was neither a mortuary temple nor a cult temple to a god
of the pantheon, as most others were. Bell (1985) suggested instead that Luxor was indeed a cult
temple, but to the royal ka instead of a standard god (251). A ruler cannot become divine until he
becomes one with the royal ka, a process that most likely took place during the annual ancient
Egyptian Opet Festival at Luxor-Karnak (Bell 1985: 261). It has also been suggested that Luxor
was instead dedicated to rebirth and may have been the location of the crowning of kings (Bell
1997: 138). Luxor-Karnak was at its peak under Amenophis III and Ramesses II in the
eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties. This was during the New Kingdom, an era which showed an
“expansion of Egypt’s political and economic power… [which] led to both the building of
numerous new temples and the expansion of many which already existed” (Wilkinson 2000: 24).
It was during this time that stone became the main building material, with the first temples
entirely made of stone beginning to appear (Wilkinson 2000: 24). This may also be one reason
why Luxor-Karnak exists today when many other Middle Kingdom temples do not. The site
finally entered decline in the Third Intermediate and Late Periods due to invaders and outside
rulers such as the Nubian Kushite kings, the Assyrians, Achaemenid Persians, Alexander the
Great, and the Romans (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 198).
There were many physical religious elements added to Luxor Temple over the years by
various religious institutions. By 400 AD, much of the ancient Egyptian lands had been
Christianized by the Romans, and churches were established (Wilkinson 2000: 29). As for the
four Coptic churches noted in Figure 1, none remain erect today and there are only a few residual
elements that reveal Luxor Temple’s Christian moment; these are discussed later. By 639 AD, an
Arab army from Sinai had wrestled Egypt from Byzantine control. From this point forward, the
Luxor-Karnak area was considered Islamic by rule, and eventually the population became
predominantly Islamic as well (Wilkinson 2000: 29). The city remains under Islamic rule today.
The Abu’l Hajjaj mosque was built directly on the church that was the most central within the
Luxor Temple. There may be archaeological evidence for this church underneath the mosque,
but as the mosque is still in use and the Muslims are the dominant group, the information may
never be uncovered (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 207-9). One can also see the outline of a
castrum, or Roman military camp, within and around Luxor Temple. Scholars are unclear on
whether or not the Romans did much to convert the temple religiously before they were
Christianized, although there is evidence of a Roman cult dedicated to the Roman emperor at
Luxor (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 204) and of Augustus adding onto the Temple of Opet
within Karnak Temple (Wilkinson 2000: 162).
Ancient Egypt
The most well-documented use of Luxor-Karnak in ancient times was the annual Opet
festival. The “Beautiful Festival of the Opet” (Figure 4), as the ceremony is often called, was in
ancient times a glorious and magnificent affair that celebrated the god Amun. At one point it
included at least fifteen boats, as recorded on the western wall during the time of Ramses III,
which carried the pharaoh, his court, statues of Amun and his family Mut and Khons, priests,
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musicians, and dancers, all either under sail or towed by more boats (Hornell 1938: 145). The
royal barque that the pharaoh rode in during the ceremony was “resplendent in gold and silver
ornament and richly painted in bold primary colors that strike no jarring note in a sun-bathed
land” (Hornell 1938: 145). Peters gives a detailed description of the path of the Opet, which
began in the inner sanctum at Karnak with the barques of the king and queen accompanied by a
barque that held Amun-Ra’s cult statue (2015: 68). The procession continued through various
pylons within Karnak, and assorted statues of gods on their own barques joined before the group
processed the two miles to Luxor Temple, either over land or by river (2015: 69). The gods and
the king and queen interacted with the public during the procession and were even “rejuvenated”
by these exchanges with them (2015: 69).
Templeol
Hatshepsut

Ramesseum

[} {]
Beau11ful Feast
Ol lhe Valley

Ji
Temple
of
Sethosl

Luxor

Karnak

Figure 4. Path of the Beautiful Festival of the Opet (Wilkinson 2000: 95)
The purpose of this festival has been lightly contested in the literature. Peters (2015) and
Bell (1985) both note that the importance of this festival for a king to reunite with his ka (spirit)
and thus live forever in the afterlife; other sources, however, say that the Opet festival was one
that celebrated the marriage and fertility of the pharaoh, as Opet means fertility (Fluck et al 2015,
Wilkinson 2000, Hornell 1938, etc.). Even Bell discusses Amun’s role as a “self-generating
fertility god” (259) and the numerous representations of the divine conception and birth of
various pharaohs within Luxor (280), which may give evidence to support the latter argument.
Still, Peters, Bell, and their opposition all stress the ultimate importance of royal barques (boats)
and their use by kings within the festival. Sacred barques were pulled on land as well as along
the Nile, and at Luxor Temple’s original core was a room dedicated to the sacred barque
(Wilkinson 2000: 48). In fact, the importance of the barque to the people of Luxor was so
prominent that even foreign rulers began to take part in celebrating it.
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Foreign Rulers
Most of the time, foreign rulers adapted their religion and their rule to accommodate the
Egyptian populace. Alexander the Great built shrines at Karnak and Luxor in order to build a
reputation among the people, as Augustus may have also done later (Peters 2015: 71).
Alexander, whom came to be considered a son of Zeus-Ammon by his Egyptian subjects (Bell
1985: 254), helped continue the importance of the Opet festival by rebuilding the free-standing
barque shrine within the confines of Luxor (Peters 2015: 71). He was also “undoubtedly”
formally accepted as a legitimate Egyptian ruler, as curved ram’s horns (Alexander’s symbol of
divinity in the Hellenistic world) appeared in association with Egyptian god Amun (Bell 1985:
270). Alexander, the Ptolemaic dynasty, and the Romans (at least at first) took good care of
standing Egyptian structures and sometimes even built their own in the same architectural format
(Wilkinson 2000: 27, Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 198). They attempted to integrate
themselves within the existing ideologies and cultural systems and recognized that “temples to
Egyptian deities was an obvious method for these foreign kings to legitimize their rule, and one
which they exercised to the full” (Wilkinson 2000: 27). In fact, the previously-mentioned
Temple of Opet within Karnak Temple is a small Graeco-Roman Period sanctuary that was
chiefly built by Ptolemy VIII and decorated by later rulers, including the Roman Emperor
Augustus (Wilkinson 2000: 162) that reflects Ptolemy’s acceptance of the Egyptian religion
instead of completely replacing it with his own. For the most part, the different variations of
paganism seemed to coexist without much turmoil. The Luxor Temple cachette, discovered in
1989, was a deep pit within Luxor Temple that was contained “a remarkable hoard of statuary”
from the 18 dynasty to the Ptolemaic Period; it was likely deposited in the early 4 century AD
to make way for the installation of the cult of the deified Roman emperor in Luxor at that time
(Wilkinson 2000: 64). The statuary within the cachette, explicitly kept unbroken by the Romans,
could simply be evidence of the Romans’ respect for Egyptian artistic styles, but removing the
statues instead of destroying or reusing them in a Roman pagan context is part of this larger
pattern of assimilation instead of destruction of sites to gain dominance. Later, the Romans took
a brief detour from religion at Luxor: for a short period, Luxor Temple was turned into a Roman
castrum, or military camp (Wickett 2012: 114, Bell 1985: 274, Strudwick and Strudwick 1999:
71). This camp was established close to end of the second century AD, “perhaps fifty years or so
after it ceased to have any remaining religious functions” (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 204).
There is no literature noting the effects that putting this militaristic camp on top of the extremely
sacred site of Luxor had on the Egyptian people, but one can imagine it was a bit jarring.
th

th

Coptic Egypt
When the Romans built their castrum at Luxor, there is evidence that they may have
blocked the doorway to the king’s barque and ka statue with an apse, signifying that “the source
of the emperors’ divinity was now different from that of the Egyptian king” (Bell 1985: 274).
This strategic effort almost forewarns of what would happen to most ancient Egyptian temples
once Christianity became the rule of the land. In 383 AD, pagan temples throughout the Roman
Empire were ordered to close by emperor Theodosius under Christian doctrine. By the mid-400s
AD, Valentinian was “[sanctioning] the persecution of pagans and destruction of their religious
structures,” resulting in many Egyptian temples being shunned and left empty. Wilkinson (2000)
notes that if temples were not destroyed, they were utilized instead as chapels, basilicas, and
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areas of prayer for the new faith (29). In fact, Egyptologist Heike Behlmer of Macquarie
University writes that it seems that almost every pharaonic temple in Thebes shows evidence of
once displaying signs of Christian reuse or settlement – signs that have mostly been erased due to
the rapid increase of interest in ancient Egypt during the late 1800s onward (Dorman and Bryan
163).
Luxor Temple
At least three or four churches were built in and around the Luxor Temple during
Christian rule, but none remain except as ruins today. Most sources easily indicate four churches
(Wilkinson 2000, Peters 2005), however Bell (1985) insists that an apse consistently identified as
a Coptic Church within Luxor is that of the abovementioned Roman castrum (274). Note that it
is unclear from the literature whether the apse Bell (1985) is referring to is included in the four
churches that Wilkinson and Peters each describe. The Romans became infinitely more
destructive of ancient Egyptian pagan temples once the Roman Empire was Christianized
(Wilkinson 2000: 29). This was to be expected, as their former paganism was better adapted to
living peacefully with Egyptian paganism than is or was monotheistic Christianity. Without both
the conquerors and conquered adhering to similar paganisms, the Romans used destruction,
violence, and site takeovers to assert the dominance of the new religion, Christianity (see later
section on antagonistic tolerance). Other instances of religious takeovers in history (Istanbul by
the Turks, for example) show conquerors’ tendencies to simply reuse a religious structure by
embedding the core of their own religions with a structure of the old one. The Christians here,
however, took a different approach. Instead of taking over the temple structures, they attempted
to dismantle paganism by literally dismantling temples and using the sacred stone from there to
build something new; the old religion was literally and metaphorically placed under the new
religion. This is almost ironic, as in turn, as the old religion has not gone away, as we will
discuss regarding the moulid of Abu’l Hajjaj. According to Wilkinson (2000), a Christian
basilica was built in the northeast corner of the first court of the Egyptian temple. This basilica
no longer exists in full, as a temple to the local Muslim saint Abu’l Hajjaj (Figure 6) (also
written Abu el-Haggag) now stands there (98).
Karnak Temple
At least four Orthodox icons can be seen in the center of the Hypostyle Hall in Karnak
Temple meaning that the hall may have been turned into a makeshift church (Figure 5) (Peters
2015). The reasoning in choosing the hypostyle hall for these images and rituals may have been
twofold. First, the hypostyle hall is a structure of unsurpassed beauty and grandeur – this is
usually the part of Karnak shown in the abovementioned Hollywood movies. Second, it is in
close proximity and leads directly to the Great Temple of Amun, the seat of power within
Karnak Temple and possibly the entirety of Thebes. These two aspects – centrality and
perceptibility (discussed later) – are important to an efficient demonstration of dominance of the
new religion during a forceful change in regime. Beauty and grandeur attract attention, making
the Coptic portion of Karnak more perceptible. The proximity to Amun centrally locates the
Coptic church and possibly even allied it with Amun for a moment to integrate the pagan
Egyptians into the new monotheistic religion. The literature does not give an approximate date of
these images in relation to the creation of Coptic churches within Luxor.
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Figure 5. Coptic saint images on columns in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak (Erin Peters)
Islamic Egypt
Islam quickly spread to Egypt just after its founding in the 7 century AD and included
several different ruling empires throughout time including Abbasid, Fatimid, Ayyubid Mamluk,
and Ottoman (Fluck et al 2015: 150). The caliphs, Muhammad’s successors and rulers of Islam,
were for a while “content to run Egypt through a Coptic administration, but eventually the
majority of Egyptians converted to the new religion” (Wilkinson 2000: 29). The ruling Arabs
took over only the highest administrative positions with members of the Islamic faith and left the
local ruling to the Copts (Fluck et al 2015: 39). Mosques were built throughout Egypt, and in
1286, the Abu’l Hajjaj mosque was built in Luxor to honor a local Muslim saint by the same
name (Wicket 2012: 406). Like the Luxor Christians before them – whose churches with LuxorKarnak were, by that point, mostly destroyed – the Muslims also chose to build their new
mosque within the remains of Luxor Temple. I cannot find evidence of any other mosque in
Egypt that is so obviously built on or within ruins of a pagan temple.
th

Muslim/Christian Saint Contestation
Although the mosque (Figure 6) was built for the Muslim sheikh (saint) Sidi Yusef Abu’l
Hajjaj, modern Copts of the area disagree with the Islamic majority on his identity. They claim
instead that the holy man being celebrated is actually Amba Samuīl, a Christian monk who was
“beheaded by the Arabs because he would not apostatize,” or renounce his religion (Hornell
1938: 146). More information on Amba Samuīl does not seem to be available, at least in English
literature. Sidi Abu’l Hajjaj is known as “Our Lord, Father of Pilgrims” and “Greatest of All
Pilgrims,” and is the patron saint of Luxor. He received his name from a miracle attributed to
him in the late 12 or 13 century. One version of the miracle sites Abu’l Hajjaj in the deserts of
al-Hejaz in western Saudi Arabia, stranded with other pilgrims and without water. Suddenly,
“their empty flagon brimmed with water and overflowed after his supplications,” indicating a
th

th
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religious miracle (Wickett 2009: 405). Another version that became popular in the 1930’s instead
claimed that Abu’l Hajjaj was originally from Iraq and rescued a ship of a group of pilgrims
from Mecca through “divine intervention” (Wickett 2009: 405, Hornell 1938: 145).

Figure 6. Abu’l Hajjaj Mosque within Luxor Temple ruins
Moulid Festival
In Egypt, moulid festivals (also spelled mulid or mawlid) (Figure 7) celebrate the birth of
one of the many Muslim saints in Islam (Shia Islam). In Luxor, the moulid celebrates the
mediaeval Islamic sheikh Sidi Abu’l Hajjaj “in his shrine above Luxor temple” every year
(Wickett 2009: 403). S. Wachsmann describes the moulid festival that he witnessed in 1998,
where, “During the moulid, celebrants draw boats mounted on wagons around a processional
route (dura)… several men in a processional boat belonging to the felucca-men [soldiers] held
up models of their namesake vessels” (2012: 261). Hornell describes the scene sixty years earlier
in 1938 (145-6):
On the fourteenth day of the month Sha'ban the participants in the procession gather
in the Markaz square, adjoining the mosque of Sheykh el Miqashqash, around the
gaily-beflagged boats of Sheykh Yisef Abu 'l Haggag. These are mounted on fourwheeled lorries, drawn by men and boys hauling on ropes attached to the shafts. Each
boat is freshly painted; each has been fitted with a mast whereon is hoisted a bluestriped lateen-sail. Privileged children, preferably those of the people who claim
descent from the saint, crowd aboard, swarming everywhere. Flags inscribed with
sacred texts are carried before and after the boats, and float, from the masts.
Peters (2015) claims that the “musicians, singers, dancers, members of the military, and other
members of the monarchy participated in festivals, creating a boisterous and celebratory
environment” (70), indicating that the lavishness continues into the modern day. Fluck et al
describe the moulid festival as one celebrated by both Christians and Muslims (2015: 187), but
no other sources have confirmed this. The Fatimids (969 – 1171 AD) sponsored several religious
and public feasts during their rule. Most were abandoned in the following periods (Fluck et al
2015: 186), yet the moulid festival has continued.
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The Moulid versus the Opet
Every source of literature I have examined that mentions both the moulid festival and the
Opet festival marks them as at least manifesting something of a continuation of each other
(Canney 1938: 144, Wachsmann 2012: 261, Wickett 2012: 114, Wicket 2009: 403, etc.). In
1938, James Hornell wrote, “This gorgeous festival has dwindled away lamentably [from its
Opet origins]. Its character has changed completely. Its elaborate ceremonial has been annexed
and degraded into a ragged procession through the streets of Luxor in honor of an obscure
Muhammadan saint… in which foremost place is given to one or two small boats” (145). Either
the moulid has changed drastically since 1938 or Hornell was simply dismissive to Islam due to
the Orientalism mindset that raged during his time, because the festival today is a grand event
involving dancing, faux stick fighting, a procession, multiple car-sized or larger symbolic
barques, ceremonial dress, and other entertainment festivities evident from Internet videos of the
festival, as seen in the various Internet videos uploaded by travelers who watch the festivities.
Wickett (2009) cites the story of Abu’l Hajjaj and the pilgrimage miracle with the boats
as evidence that “the sacred boat paraded in his festival [is] in commemoration of that critical
event” instead of a continuation of the Opet festivities as other scholars have argued (405).
However, I believe there is a high possibility that this boat version of the Abu’l Hajjaj miracle
was created to allow for the Egyptian cultural event to publicly continue while adhering to their
Islamic practices.
It is not unheard of for ancient Egyptian festivals to still have resonance with modern
peoples where a religion continues “beyond the life of the worship of the old gods” (Wilkinson
2000: 98). For example, there is a festival day that honors the rising of the Nile, held annually on
what is now June 19. In such a ceremony, the ancient Egyptian gods were also worshiped, as
everything was connected, and thus the gods were connected to the rising of the Nile which
sustained the people and their crops. This event must have been “important enough in the culture
of the Egyptians and so embedded in their consciousness” that when Christianity entered the
region, the festival did not disappear. In fact, the modern-day Coptic church still holds a
celebration on June 19, but instead of directly saying it is for the Nile, it is deemed the feast Day
of St. Michael – patron saint of the Nile (Wilkinson 2000: 98). Hornell also mentions several
festivals and customs which are incorporated into Islamic practices, but fairly obviously “echo”
ancient Egyptian practices (1938: 146).
Wickett (2012) asserts that the greatest change to come to Luxor in the last few centuries
was when men who had emigrated to work in the Gulf and Saudi Arabia returned to Luxor (114).
While in Saudi Arabia, they practiced Islam within the context of their new home – Wahhabi
Islam – which had never been under the influence of ancient Egyptian culture or religion.
Wahhabi Islam is a stricter form of Islam than the Shia Islam that is more commonly practiced in
Egypt. These returning men began a campaign against practices that they had always been done
in Luxor, but they now considered “heretical” due to the influence of Wahhabism. Soon, local
sheiks “and later on… the literate male community” joined in on this campaign, particularly in
its aims towards women who performed laments at funerals. These lamentations were performed
in the Luxor area all the way back to the times of the Pyramid Texts (Wicket 2012) but were not
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practiced in Islam in Saudi Arabia. Thus, the returning men saw it as “un-Islamic” and enforced
a ban on the practice. Some women ignored this and continued to lament, as women and men
were traditionally split up at funerals anyway, and the women felt that it was “their moral duty to
[loudly lament] for the perpetuation of the family unit” (Wickett 2012: 114-115). This issue
continued to boil until 2003, when traditional houses were being destroyed for tourist sector
development. Many of the women who longed to lament recontextualized the activity (lyrics,
sounds, etc.) into expressing “their sorrow at the destructions of their homes and neighborhoods”
in order to make their wailing acceptable within the new Wahhabi-inspired guidelines (Wickett
2012: 114). This does not mean that these women practiced any form of syncretism of Islam and
ancient Egyptian religion within their religious schema. Instead, this is a prime example of
muscle memory, with the continuation of tradition and culture reigning supreme over religious
ideologies.

Figure 7. Image of 2011 moulid festival – one of the many makeshift boats used in the
procession
In addition, as Wahhabism rejects the veneration of saints, it is slightly confusing that
these same men who, returning from Saudi Arabia, scorned women for their use of laments
based on ancient pagan rituals, yet they themselves continue to parade in a festival that venerates
a saint. In this case, there could be deeper reasoning behind the banning of laments; possibly
these men were less concerned with religious perfection and more with decreasing the
involvement of women in ceremonial ritual.
The continuation of lamentation through situations other than their original intent simply
to be able to continue them can be seen as an example of muscle memory. Recall that muscle
memory refers to the continuation of religious rituals or practices beyond their original religious
contexts due to an adherence to tradition. Although the ideological intent behind the ritual,
tradition, or practice may have changed, it remains an important aspect of a culture and continues
to be performed within different situational contexts. Flack et al. state the difficulty that comes
with trying to determine how specific traditions emerged, as well as if common features prove
“deep shared roots between the different religions and customs, [or] which group influenced the
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other” (2015: 187). To get closer to determining this, we must examine how these different
ideologies and religions related to each other in the physical space in which they existed
together, even if only for a brief time. One model that may support the concept of muscle
memory is Robert Hayden’s model of antagonistic tolerance.
Antagonistic Tolerance
Even a basic literature review of sources discussing the moulid of Abu’l Hajjaj the word
“syncretism” appears in conversation. The term syncretism has a variety of definitions but
generally describes when two separate parties develop similarities and via contact show signs of
unity in practice of belief, usually unintentionally (Bowman 2010, Lubanksa 2013). The use of
the term is often slightly derogatory as well, especially in terms of religion where purity of form
is normally crucial. However, the question remains as to whether similarities of practice
automatically constitute syncretism or if there are deeper cultural constraints at work. Robert
Hayden and his global team have developed a model termed antagonistic tolerance, which
applies to “communities who define themselves and each other as Self and Other primarily on
religious grounds, and who live intermingled but usually discourage intermarriage” (Hayden
2016: 1).
Hayden (2016) also writes that, “Controlling key religious sites make the dominance of
the group in power visible and palpable, and changes in dominance can be observed in the
changing physical qualities of religious sites” (2016: 1). Physical qualities at Luxor-Karnak were
changed by various rulers. Akhenaten, who was a native Egyptian pharaoh, destroyed many of
the depictions of Amun that had been carved into the temple walls when he tried to change the
empire from the traditional ancient Egyptian polytheism to a sort of monotheism during his reign
(Wilkinson 2000: 25). As discussed earlier, the Romans infused the Egyptian paganism with
some of their own symbolisms, and Christians and Muslims built on top of the existing religious
structures. Through the presence of the various stages of dominance throughout history within
the ruins (the temple itself, Amun’s face scratched off, evidence of a church, etc. – see Figures I
and J), Luxor-Karnak is a perfect example of changes in power that adheres to Hayden’s model
of antagonistic tolerance. Although Luxor-Karnak has been incorporated into the Islamic
religioscape, both temples are still incredibly obvious and perceptible on the physical landscape.
The minaret may be the tallest part of the complex, but the pagan temple ruins dwarf the Islamic
structures within in pure square-footage, mass, and intrigue.
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Figure 8
Figure 9
Examples of religious destruction to assert dominance at Luxor Temple
Outside of Luxor, other ancient Egyptian temples still exist as well. Wilkinson (2000)
mentions that some of the best-preserved examples of Egypt’s ancient religious structures are
temples that were distant from major population centers (29). These temples were abandoned or
ignored by newer religions who focused their efforts on incorporating, destroying, and/or
building on top of more central and important sites such as Luxor and Karnak. This is evidence
for the existence of antagonistic tolerance within Egypt, and similar acts of dominance (changing
over only the most central and/or perceptible sites).
As previously mentioned, although syncretism could be argued between ancient Egyptian
paganism and Islam in current practice in Luxor, I believe any “syncretism” noted could instead
be chalked up as a continuation of certain aspects of culture, specifically for those traditions as
traditions and not for their religious symbolism. Thus, the “syncretism” seen is surface-deep, and
not true syncretism – i.e., it is unintentional, not malicious, and does not extend into changing the
true meaning or beliefs of either faith system. Examples of this exist all over the world.
Lubanska (2013) discussed an example of this taking place in Bulgaria, where Muslims,
Christians, and the like all come and pray to St. George, yet make sure to keep the most
important aspects of their faiths separate and pure of one another; Bowman (2010) discussed a
similar site concerning St. Nicholas in Macedonia; Hayden (2016) discussed other similar sites
outside of the Balkans that also function as locations of religious sharing with religious
similarities that does not indicate total or “true” syncretism between two or more religions.
Hornell notes a strange occurrence concerning the use of ceremonial boats that may give
evidence of this non-syncretism in Luxor, finding that “Except for their appearance on the day of
the festival, [the boats] lie neglected in the precinct of the saint’s tomb-mosque” (1938: 146). For
the ancient Egyptians, the use of boats ceremonially ran deeper into their culture, as was evident
to Alexander the Great’s construction Karnak when he came to Egypt and tried to integrate
within the existing cultures (Fluck et al 2015: 46). During Hornell’s time, at least (1938), citizens
of Luxor took only the physical object and not the emotional intensity from the Egyptians, thus
revealing a surface-level syncretism that should not be considered a true syncretism at all.
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Wachsmann notes that “we must keep in mind that we are not dealing with actual ships, but
rather with representations… images refracted through the eyes, minds, and hands of their
creators, as well as through their culture, schooling, mental attitudes, and skill sets” (2012: 240).
Still, it is important to note that Luxor-Karnak is almost – if not completely – unique to
Egypt. Luxor is the only previous temple that now serves as grounds for a mosque. This could
possibly be because during Christian times they destroyed so many pagan temples that, by the
time Islam spread through the area, there were no temples left to reestablish as Islamic. Still,
many temples do still exist outside of Luxor-Karnak all over Egypt and are a part of the tourist
landscape today; so, why Luxor-Karnak for the mosque?
Why Luxor?
Today, the three to five Coptic sites that once stood in and directly around the Luxor and
Karnak temples are gone, their only remnants being scattered painted imagery on some of the
colonnades. The temples themselves are in partial ruin but continue to dominate the site, despite
the Abu’l Hajjaj mosque and its minaret that stand within the Luxor Temple’s ruins. The city as a
whole is a very popular tourist destination for foreigners and Egyptians alike, including other
attractions such as the tomb of Queen Hatshepsut and the Valley of the Kings, located across the
Nile River.
One aspect that does at first seem to contend with the antagonistic tolerance model is the
fact that most of the post-Egyptian additions were to the lesser temple, Luxor, instead of Karnak.
Karnak, as you will recall, was the larger, more perceptible temple of the two since the Middle
Kingdom. It housed Amun, the main Egyptian god, and was the starting and ending point of the
Opet festival. Daily prayers were performed within the temple by priests even into the Roman
period (Peters 2015: 67) and the temple was probably even able to be accessed by the more
common populace as well (Peters 2015: 70). Egyptian rulers added to both temples throughout
various reigns (Wilkinson 2000: 48). However, almost every ruler from the Romans onward
chose Luxor instead on which to build any temples or additions.
This preference is most likely due to the significance behind the one time of the year
Luxor’s function outweighed Karnak’s, the Opet festival. It signals an awareness that
“legitimacy as an Egyptian ruler depended on… formal acceptance [at Luxor] by Amun-Ra
during the Opet Festival” (Bell 1985: 270). Luxor was known to be where “god and king were
rejuvenated” (Peters 2015: 71). This may have influenced strong leaders from both Egyptianand foreign-born such as Ramses II, Alexander the Great, Ptolemy I, and Augustus each to build
there (instead of Karnak) to affirm himself as the true king who was to be respected as a god.
When Alexander the Great reigned over the area, one of his actions was the revitalization of the
room of the sacred barque at Luxor Temple (Wilkinson 2000). Furthermore, the use of Luxor
instead of Karnak on which to build new religious structures to assert dominance implies the
dominance of Luxor over Karnak, and thus the continuation of the utmost importance of the Opet
festival both in practice and in the minds and culture of the Egyptians.
This importance of Luxor over Karnak is emphasized by how the most well-known
female Pharaoh, Hatshepsut, used the area. Hatshepsut’s right to rule was contested by many due
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to her strange accession to the throne and her female gender (Bell 1985: 291). She was the first
pharaoh to depict the miracle of her divine conception and birth, and her rule seems to hold the
earliest artistic representation of the Opet festival procession. She seems to have generally
emphasized Luxor Temple and even embellished the processional avenue (the Avenue of the
Sphinxes) between Karnak and Luxor. Bell (1985) claims that, “Given the unusual circumstances
of her accession to the throne, it is understandable that the proof of her legitimacy, afforded by
the celebration of the Opet Festival, would have been one of the priorities of her reign” (1985:
290-91). The insistence of later foreign rulers such as Alexander, the Romans, the Christians, and
the Muslims are echoes of this belief that holding Luxor meant holding the people. These rulers,
like Hatshepsut before them, knew that the people they ruled believed that Luxor was the exact
physical point where the earthly rulers become one with the divine rulers. This was a concept
central to the ancient Egyptian religion, and a concept that kept the ruler easily and safely in
power. Hatshepsut, Alexander, and the like used Luxor to assert their right to rule, and the later
Muslim rulers who built Abu’l Hajjaj in its premium location seem to have capitalized on this
approach to slipping into power as well.
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Figure 10. Modern city of Luxor. The red dashes show mosques; the blue dashes show churches.
Created using Google maps.
Modern Egypt Religioscapes Today
Today in Luxor, a few different religioscapes and archeoscapes exist. There is still a live
Christian presence in Egypt overall with recent census data showing the population is ninety
percent Islamic and ten percent Christian, with less than 2,000 individuals claiming to be Bahà’í
and 200 individuals claiming to be Jewish (Central Intelligence Agency, 2016). Within the main
area of the east bank of the modern city of Luxor, there are twenty-three active religious houses
of worship. Of those twenty-three, six are churches and seventeen are mosques, giving the
churches a very high twenty-six percent control over religious institutions within the main tourist
area of the city. However, when mapped, a strange pattern appears: all six churches are clustered
together in one part of the city, between the two temples. Furthermore, mosques physically cut
the churches off from both Luxor and Karnak ruins (Figure 10). The Abu’l Hajjaj mosque is
within the ruins of Luxor Temple; there is another mosque less than 200 feet away across the
street. Although there are no mosques within Karnak ruins, there are no less than six within a
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200-foot radius on either side of the temple. Meanwhile, the closest church to either site is
around 1,000 feet away from the edge of Luxor’s ruins. This reveals that although Christianity is
most likely a small yet sizable portion of Luxor’s modern population, its populace and
religiospace are both dwarfed by those of Islam. Islam, however, may itself take a secondary
position to the past religioscape – now the archaeoscape – of pagan ancient Luxor, Egypt.
Tourism unrelated to religious pilgrimage began in Thebes when Egypt became part of
the classical world between the third century BC and the second century AD (Strudwick and
Strudwick 199: 204). Before this point, visitors to the area came mostly for the Beautiful Festival
of the Opet and to worship Amun at his holy seat (Bell 1997: 140). In the modern day, tourism
overwhelmingly surrounds ancient Egyptian sites rather than any other religious or secular
institutions. The “dead” religion of ancient Egypt is still able to infiltrate modern culture even as
connected to a deep-rooted religion like Islam. There seems to be, or have been, attempts to
contain the amount of power this archaeoscape has over Egyptians and tourists alike. The
placement of the mosques closer to and within the pagan temples is one approach. Wickett
(2009) claims that the main concourse through which Luxor residents went to visit the Abu’l
Hajjaj mosque was flanked by two statues of Ramesses as recently as 1925 (403). This perfectly
imbues the ancient Egyptian religion within the context of Islam. Having these direct
connections between the ancient Egyptian religion and Islam takes the power that comes with
being associated to the former mystique and supremacy of the ancient Egyptian empire, and
molds it to fuel the power of Islam.
In a way, turning important sites from the ancient Egyptian religion into a sport for
tourists severely defiles any remaining religious gravity left within the site and its original use, a
“forced desanctification” of a once-holy space (Hayden 2016: 134). Technically, the space is still
holy, as it is used by Muslims, but there is no evidence that I know of, of Christians or pagans
coming to worship at Luxor-Karnak. Thus, the remaining religioscape within Luxor-Karnak is
Islamic; both Christian and pagan religioscapes (within the physical outlines of the temples
themselves) have died, becoming archeoscapes. Thus, at Luxor, the tourist is transported into an
ancient past, focusing on dynasties, emperors, and deities that have not been worshiped in almost
2000 years. Yet, through blatant perceptibility of beautiful mosques and their centrality to these
pagan tourist sites, dominance is asserted by the Islamic religioscape that keeps a watchful eye
over its conquests.
Luxor Massacre of 1997
Throughout the many transitions of political and religious power in Luxor’s history, the
only large-scale transitional violence came with the early spread of Christianity (Fluck 2015: 78).
The only other major outbreak of violence did not occur until 1997, over thirteen hundred years
after the first Arab Islamic ruler. The Luxor Massacre of 1997 was noted as “among the most
spectacular and outrageous acts of terrorism in modern times” before 9/11. It was carried out by
a group of Islamic extremists on November 17, 1997, at the Temple of Doom, a mortuary temple
of Queen Hatshepsut on the west bank of Luxor in the Valley of the Queens. Although across the
bank from Luxor-Karnak, the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of the Queens have always
been associated with them. The terrorists were “reportedly under the orders from commanders in
Afghanistan” and believed that the massacre of tourists within a site with a famously pagan
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history would bring Egyptians together in celebration and create a form of unity. This plan
ultimately backfired. The terrorists had killed sixty-two people – fifty-eight foreign tourists and
four Egyptians – and as a result the entire Luxor area suffered heavy economic devastation as
their tourism rates immediately plummeted (Stock 2001/2002 689).
This event was contained yet poignant, because even though ancient Egyptian paganism
effectively does not exist today, it is continuously brought back to consciousness by the
prevalence of tourism and tourists who tend to focus almost solely on these pantheistic temples.
In fact, ancient Egyptians made sure to put the name of the deceased into prayers inscribed on
their coffins, tomb walls, or cult chapels, for simply speaking someone’s name, no matter how
long ago they died, gives praise and offering to that deceased person (Teeter 2011: 128-31).
Thus, by the existence of these tourists that come through and engaged with the architectural
remains (even if they did not speak aloud a deceased’s name), were interacting with this
religioscape that is long gone. By its very nature, the religioscape and subsequent archeoscape
created by the ancient Egyptians for their religion accidentally-on-purpose ensured that the
religion itself would never truly die, as long as someone somewhere remembered what it was;
their insistence on the building of grand structures definitely helps safeguard this immortality.
Even though a religioscape is a construct that itself has no agency (and agency belongs to those
who have shaped the religioscapes) (Hayden 2016), I would argue that the pagans of the past still
have some form of agency in the religioscapes of modern Luxor. Their agency survives, as Percy
Shelley’s poem Ozymandias articulates, “stamped on lifeless things,” and with a passion that
never dies even though the original population has themselves.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I would argue that the story of Abu’l Hajjaj’s miracle with the boat was
most likely created after the moulid festival came into existence, instead of being the reason the
moulid festival came into existence as is implied by Hornell (1938). Instead, I hope my research
has shown that it is indeed very possible that the Muslim moulid festival naturally grew from the
pagan Opet festival as “official” religious ideologies changed. With the creation of the Muslim
Brotherhood in 1928 and an increased effort by Islamic areas to enforce their version of the
supposedly “true Islam,” a reason unrelated to ancient Egyptian paganism had to be given as
reasoning for continuing this festival that had many obvious ties to the pagan past. Thus, the
miracle of Abu’l Hajjaj and the boat was born. Hornell (1938) and Wicket (2012) both mention
in passing that this tale was not around until the early 1930’s but give no opinion as to why that
was. Even famed German Egyptologist Eberhard Otto wrote in 1966 that, “we must consider the
possibility that the Egyptians themselves lost the true understanding of the festival in the course
of time” (Bell 1985: 251). If there was a chance that the ancient Egyptians were continuing a
ritual without its original ideologies, then it is not inconceivable that that could be continuing
today with the moulid festival. In addition, I argue that this is not technically a case of true
syncretism, although some of my sources have argued that it is. It is not an attempt at syncretism
or a defiance of the new religion that keeps festivals such as the Opet alive. Instead, it is an
insistence on culture and a basis of tradition. Ideologies may change, but the muscle memory of
customary action remains the same and the movements remain the same among the populations
of Luxor over time. Religion develops from culture, and the moulid festival of Abu’l Hajjaj
mosque shows that culture can continue once its original religion has been wiped away.
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Introduction
My research is positioned at the convergence of myth and globalization, exploring how
intercultural contact impacts myth in contemporary Peruvian Quechua communities as well as
how myth aids in interpreting and shaping the meaning of that contact. In the fields of folklore
and anthropology, myth is operationally defined as a sacred narrative that describes events that
occurred before historical time (Dundes 1984). Myth proves to be a valuable area to study in the
context of globalization due to the various functions it performs in navigating the interaction
between cultures, such as providing societies and individuals with ultimate moral ground
(Schrempp 2012) or serving as means of making sense of intercultural contact (Clarke 2007).
The Quechua are the direct descendants of the ancient Inca, an empire that extended
along the Andes Mountains until conquered by the Spanish in the late sixteenth century. The
Sacred Valley, previously the heart of the Inca Empire, is now a popular location for the study of
the Quechua in a modern context, combining the indigenous culture with a contemporary urban
environment. Within these Quechua communities, myth remains prevalent, preserved through
oral tradition (Howard 2012; Mannheim and Van Vleet 1998; Nuckolls 2003) as well as through
ritual (Hill 2008).
While myths, legends, and folktales all provide significant insight into the values of a
culture, myth is distinct for its sacredness, often regarded as particularly salient and central to a
culture’s core beliefs. Furthermore, because of the ahistorical nature of myth, many cultures
continually reference and apply myths to contemporary situations (Clarke 2007; Hill 2010).
Myths are incorporated and integrated into a coherent view of the world, often by means of
ritual, thus bringing the creative events of the beginning of time to life and enabling them to be
repeated and applied in the present (Myers 2001).
Traditionally, myth has been explored using a variety of approaches, including
functionalist (Malinowski 1926), structuralist (Lévi-Strauss 1976), and psychological (Dundes
1962). More recently, folklorists have employed instrumental and expressive lenses, analyzing
myth for its social and cultural functions as well as its style and presentation (Bronner 2012).
Previous research on specifically Quechua myth and narrative has focused heavily on
morphology and other linguistic structures (Carpenter 1985; Seligmann 1987; Mannheim and
Van Vleet 1998; Howard 2012) rather than the functional role it plays in the community. In his
analysis of Quichua myth (an Ecuadorian subpopulation of the Quechua), Carpenter (1985)
studies morphemes and narrative structure of the oral traditions of the Loreto Quichua to
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demonstrate how individual myths function at both the concrete and symbolic levels and how
each performance follows underlying concepts of the language and culture. Mannheim and Van
Vleet (1998) also rely heavily on the linguistic analysis of Quechua myths to draw conclusions
about these narratives. Both Seligmann (1987) and Howard (2012) employ analytical methods
rooted in linguistics to investigate specific Quechua concepts of “wallpa” (“chicken”) and
human-spirit metamorphosis, respectively.
From these studies, Quechua myth has been explored through textual and linguistic
analysis, rather than ethnographic methods of interviewing and participant observation. Such
approaches lack both a balance of instrumental and expressive analysis as well as enough
attention to contextual dimensions of narrative performance, dimensions that are central to the
contemporary folklore theory (Cashman 2012). Accordingly, applying folklore methods and
theory provides a new avenue for the analysis of Quechua myth, one grounded in the more emic
or native perspective offered by ethnographic analysis.
However, scholarship on other indigenous Latin American groups such as the Peruvian
Yanesha and the Venezuelan Wakuénai has employed more instrumental approaches to great
effect. The Yanesha, who have been displaced by colonization, have interpreted such events
through their mythology and conceptualized these efforts as acts of desecration (Santos-Granero
1998). In this way, myth functions as an interpretive agent for the Yanesha considering present
globalization. Similarly, the Wakuénai have incorporated the experience of Western colonization
into "their narrative representations of the original coming-into-being of human society and
history" (Hill 1993:159). The myths of the Wakuénai have shifted to include these experiences of
globalization by changing and adapting the details of the landscape to reflect the effects of
colonization. Santos-Granero (1998) and Hill (1993) employed interviews, participant
observation, content analysis of narratives, and archaeological and historical analysis of local
geography in efforts to connect myth to the surrounding landscape for both the Yanesha and
Wakuénai.
Understanding the relationship between myth and globalization is crucial since myth is
often used by the Quechua to actively navigate and make sense of their globalized identities.
Globalization embodies “a transformation in the spatial organization of social relations and
transactions, generating transcontinental or interregional flows and networks of activity,
interaction, and power” (Held and McGrew 2004:462). Recent literature on Latin American
society and culture emphasizes the ways in which Latin American cultural groups are
refashioning traditional or indigenous cultural practices in the context of modernity (Hill 2010,
Belton 2010), showing how they are taking ownership of globalizing forces. For example, the
emic, political dimension of “interculturalidad,” that requires the interplay of Spanish and
Quechua cultures is built upon a notion of adaptation and resistance, showcasing how indigenous
activists are working with the Quechua to claim more of a stake in the Peruvian government
while still maintaining their indigeneity (García 2003; Bonilla 2006; Hill 2010). Myth plays a
fundamental role in the construction of indigenous identity as it positions indigeneity in relation
to culturally shared values and beliefs (Bamberg 2012). Furthermore, the pride people take in
their indigenous identity, known as indigenismo (Hill 2010) provides the Quechua a means of
presenting themselves to external communities. Recognizing the active role indigenous groups
play in myth narration parallels recent scholarship on globalization, which calls for indigenous
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peoples to be seen not as victims but as actors (Hahn 2008, García 2003). Through both the
examination of the role Quechua storytellers assume in myth narration as well as the framing of
indigenous peoples in the context of globalization, this project will bridge the connection
between myth and globalization through the construction of Quechua indigenismo.
Main Goal of Project
The purpose of this research project is to analyze how myths are perceived, shared, and
applied in Quechua communities in southern Peru; determine the specific functions myths have
within these communities; explore how globalization has impacted Quechua myth; and
investigate how myth is used to navigate instances of intercultural contact and globalization.
Analyzing how myth is perceived, shared, and applied among the Quechua addresses
critical matters of indigenous identity, looking at ways local communities behave as active
agents in constructing identity in a rapidly globalizing world. Furthermore, this project addresses
the crucial role myth plays in the belief systems of Quechua communities, focusing on how myth
functions at both the individual and institutional levels of belief systems. The Peruvian Quechua
are a particularly relevant group to examine as Quechua activists are attempting to reform the
educational and political systems of Peru to become more inclusive of indigenous groups.
Making the national education system more intercultural, activists argue, will better equip
indigenous people to empower themselves and demand that the state grant them rights as
indigenous citizens. Moreover, activists demand government attention to the cultural and
political rights of indigenous groups by asking for the recognition and legitimation of linguistic
and ethnic differences (Brysk 1996; García 2003; Hill 2010). Investigating the impact
intercultural contact has on myth and the way community members apply myth to understand
that relationship is particularly relevant to these activist groups, as myth’s encapsulation of the
core values of a culture influences the way Quechua people present themselves to external
communities.
Diverging from the existing literature that rests in the field of linguistic anthropology, this
project pioneers a folkloric examination of Quechua myth and ethnographic exploration of
myth’s function in the communities. Although other Latin American indigenous groups like the
Yanesha and Wakuénai have received attention regarding globalization and instrumental
approaches to folklore, the Quechua have yet to be studied under such contexts. The intersection
of globalization, myth, and Quechua identity is unexplored territory and this project, positioned
at that convergence, helps yield new contributions to the fields of folklore and cultural
anthropology.
Community Site
Huilloc, situated about three hours from Cusco and 45 minutes from Ollantaytambo, is
one of the many different Quechua communities on the Río Patacancha, a river located within
the province of Urubamba in the department of Cusco. A small village, Huilloc has a population
of about 800 individuals, or approximately 200 families. All citizens speak Quechua and a
substantial fraction speaks Spanish at varying levels, primarily men and younger individuals.
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Agriculture, artisanship, and tourism drive Huilloc’s economy, each family owning at least one
chacra—a farm typically worked by men—and many kinds of animals. Almost all able-bodied
men work on the Inca Trail during the tourist season (May-September) as porters or cooks,
ranging from hikes once a month to hikes every week. Most women tend to remain at home
weaving textiles, though current trends in Huilloc encourage women to visit Ollantaytambo to
sell their products. Awamaki is a nonprofit that works with weavers in the region to help sell
products, refashioning woven textiles into marketable products for a tourist consumer base.
Tourism, a stimulating factor for the textile-driven part of Huilloc’s economy, yields ample
income on its own, too. Claudio Laucata, a key informant, led a tourism association comprised of
thirty community members, each contributing to the tourism industry in some capacity.
Furthermore, because Huilloc is situated on the Lares Trail and a popular mountain biking path,
tourists unaffiliated with a company often pass through the town.
Methodology
Data was collected during June and July 2016 in the small Quechua community of
Huilloc in the Sacred Valley. I employed ethnographic methods for data collection as well as
situational and cultural context analysis for myths. These approaches allow me to consider how
the Quechua use myth to navigate intercultural contact and globalization as well as the ways
such forces impact the myths themselves.
For collection methods, my project relied on ethnographic fieldwork to provide a detailed
description of a culture using interviews, participant observation, and direct observation. Though
unstructured interviews were occasionally conducted, my main method for collecting data was
semi-structured interviews, allowing for participants to elaborate upon a set list of questions
(Annex 1), thereby providing unique perspectives for each individual. I interviewed eleven
community members, nine from Huilloc and two from neighboring communities. Snowball
sampling was used to obtain further interviews, relying on the connections of my key informant,
Claudio Laucata. Because Andean folklorist John McDowell (1998) posits that South American
Indian myth cannot be analyzed apart from its native language, I sought Claudio’s assistance in
contextualizing and translating those interviews held in Quechua. Future studies should be
conducted in Quechua to help overcome this barrier.
To gain context for the data collected through interviews, I also conducted participant and
direct observation in the community. I observed instances of globalization and intercultural
contact in the community, namely the presence and enactment of tourism. However, other factors
of intercultural contact—a phenomenon catalyzed by globalization—were also observed, such as
the gradual transition from Catholicism to Evangelicalism and the increase in adolescents
attending school in Ollantaytambo. Furthermore, I took notes any time myths or mythic figures
were shared or referenced, be it in more formalized ritual settings or during casual
conversations.
I spoke using a tape recorder with a total of eleven community members. Because I
wanted to focus on myth and its function within a single community, most of my participants
were from Huilloc. One informant, Cristina, lived in the neighboring town Qallqanqa while
another, Mario, lived in Choquechaca. While their interviews cannot necessarily be analyzed
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directly in relation to Huilloc, they still provide insight into some of the narratives shared in
Quechua communities in the Sacred Valley region. Although collecting a diverse range of voices
is ideal, one of the limitations of snowball sampling is its reliance on the relationships of the
informants already interviewed. This should be taken into consideration when reading the results,
as having a concentrated group of primarily Catholics is not necessarily representative of
Huilloc’s religious demographics.
Myth
Academically, taxonomy matters when it comes to narrative folklore. William Bascom’s
1965 article adds clarity to the ambiguity behind generic boundaries, arguing that the term
“folktale” refers to a fictitious narrative, “legend” refers to a true narrative that takes place in a
past time and setting still familiar to the audience, and “myth” refers to a true narrative with a
setting is the remote past. Furthermore, myths are accepted on faith and are often associated with
ritual and dogma.
While there are clear definitions and differences in these three predominant forms of
prose narrative folklore, such definitions are etic and not particularly applicable or relevant to the
community members in Huilloc. According to Claudio, myth is defined as “Nuevo. Como una
educación… Preguntas universitarias.”1 Claudio’s definition of mito includes explanations of
cultural systems and phenomena, often apparent in conversations with educators or persons
associated with academia. For legends, Claudio provided an example: “Muere mi papa, entonces
yo estoy caminando tristemente. Muere mi papa, muere mi mama, entonces no tengo dónde de
vivir. Voy a una casa de mi tía. No me hacen buena alimentación…”2 A legend is classified as a
personal history shared in narrative form. Lastly, Claudio referred to the term cuentos antiguos to
indicate the stories shared in the community, which encompasses the etic definition of myth.
Cuentos antiguos are shared through many different media, the most common of which is
oral narration. Stories tend to be shared by grandparents to kids when they are young. Many
informants commented that they used to know stories when they were younger but have now
forgotten many because of the lapse in time. According to the majority of informants, abuelitos
and viejitos (old men) are the comuneros, or community members, who share stories, evident in
my interviews with Manuel (80 years old) and Primetivo (75 years old), both happy to share
some of the stories they knew. Decades prior to the study, cuentos antiguos were typically shared
within the household at night after dinner. Benigno remembered how his father used to tell
stories to calm down him and his siblings when it was time for bed. According to participants,
why stories are shared in Huilloc seemed to depend on situational context: sometimes it is to
entertain, other times it is to pass the time, and still other times it is to share a part of Huilloc’s
cultural history.
Cuentos antiguos are also present in some of the textiles. Francisca Laucata walked me
through some of the animal figures on the manta she had with her, showing images of foxes,
condors, and pumas. According to her, the production of textiles has changed over time due to
tourism. Patterns have shifted to become more iconographic, as tourists are interested in the
images that more clearly represent the community from which the textiles are produced. Older
textiles are more design-driven rather than image-driven. Animals from cuentos antiguos are
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present in contemporary textiles but not old textiles, showing how the details of these stories are
being evoked in a tourism context as means of expressing cultural identity.
Lastly, mythic figures are communicated in Huilloc via ritual. The payment to
Pachamama is a great example, which is a ritual in which comuneros make an offering to
Pachamama, the Andean Earth mother. These payments occur predominantly in August but also
take place throughout the year, many times with tourists involved. When asked about the
difference between an offering with tourists versus one without them, Claudio insisted that both
are equally legitimate. However, the key difference between the two contexts is the takeaway
from the audience, as the offering would likely be more spiritually significant for a comunero
than it would be for a temporary visitor. Overall, like textiles, rituals have increased in frequency
because of tourism.
Globalization
Globalization is frequently framed as a negative phenomenon faced by indigenous
populations, and while true in many instances, such a stance positions indigenous populations as
victims and does not frame them as active agents considering globalization. I propose to take a
stance like that of Haarstad and Fløysand (2007), who frame the individuals in Tambogrande,
Peru as agents in response to outside forces. That being said, the emic perspective is still crucial
for understanding how the Quechua in Huilloc navigate globalization. Based on the data
collected, Huilloc comuneros understand globalizing forces at multiple levels, including the
environmental, economic, and religious.
Environmental globalization is most evident in the introduction of the eucalyptus tree to
the region. Claudio mentioned that the Spanish brought the invasive species in the sixteenth
century, which has continued to grow in controlled and natural situations since its arrival.
However, according to a tour guide, the Peruvian government introduced the tree in the early
twentieth century to aid in wood supply for the region. Although one is in the context of
colonization and the other in globalization, both recollections demonstrate how the tree is a
physical representation of intercultural contact in the region.
Claudio dubbed the tree as a negative entity for Huilloc because it hurts Pachamama.
When asked why, he cited the fact that it soaks up water from the other native plants. At the
same time, the tree is a valuable resource used in the community, providing items like firewood
and construction materials. Claudio insisted that the tree’s negative presence was not the fault of
an outside force, but rather of the community for continually allowing it to grow. The
community taking the role of the perpetrator in the eucalyptus issue shows Huilloc’s agency in
the situation, thusly positioning the comuneros in a place of power to act should they want to in
the future, paralleling the communities studied by Bonilla (2006) and Haarstad and Fløysand
(2007).
The principal way Huilloc comuneros experience economic globalization is through
tourism. The Laucata family owns a small handbook that serves as a guide for navigating
tourism, explaining the proper ways to prepare for and accommodate visitors. Cleaning the yard
and offering flowers to visitors are tips mentioned to ensure tourists have a positive experience.
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As mentioned in the previous section about myths, textiles have changed, too. Tourists are more
likely to buy a manta with animals than one with geometric designs. New color schemes and
products have also been introduced, including small handbags and coin purses that are
increasingly popular among younger generations of tourists.
Generally, comuneros have positive views of tourists. Marta Laucata de Quispe
appreciated both the connections formed—comparing tourists to sisters—as well as the
additional income. Because most of my informants were involved in the tourism association,
tourism was greatly appreciated by the folks with whom I spoke. Some comuneros did not want
to associate with tourists, but Marta attributed that to their general lack of desire to do any
additional work.
Another major change that has come from tourism directly deals with the sharing of
cuentos antiguos. Decades ago, Francisca recalled hearing stories from her grandfather late at
night in their small shack by the farm. When it was too cold to go to bed, everyone would stay
awake and listen to stories. Once tourism and its inherent revenue boost were introduced to
Huilloc, comuneros constructed houses with warm rooms, electricity, and multiple beds. The
physical setting where stories were typically shared changed and, because of that, so did the
instances of sharing stories. During our nighttime interview, Francisca turned to her daughter
Mily, asleep on the table next to us, and pointed to her as a perfect example of what she was
talking about: because the house was warm and the weather and animal noises did not keep her
awake, there was not a natural time to share stories with her.
The final manifestation of globalization is religious. Fifty years ago, all the comuneros in
Huilloc were Catholic; now, the population is broken up into different religious fragments,
including Methodist, Israelista, and other forms of evangelical Christianity. Padre Facundino, the
priest of Huilloc, told me that Huilloc is less united because of this religious division. Groups are
distinct now. Even the kids make fun of one another for their religion, as Dino mentioned his
classmates rudely call him, “Catholic!” instead of by his name at school.
The primary religious division is between Catholicism and all other forms of evangelical
Christianity. Catholics in Huilloc are known for keeping with cultural traditions, such as
festivals, rituals, dances, and storytelling. Evangelical Christians refer to these acts as
sacrilegious or, occasionally, as connections to the Devil. The convergence of Andean animism
and Western ideals of Catholicism is termed “Catholic” the region, as beliefs in Pachamama and
apus are distinctly Catholic (yet frowned upon by non-Catholics). The conversion phenomenon
brought about by missionaries frightens Catholics like Claudio and Padre Facundino, who say
that such a change has led and will continue to lead to a loss of culture in Huilloc over time.
Already, non-Catholics do not engage in annual festivals, such as the Bajada de Los Reyes every
January. In the eyes of many Catholics, if Catholicism is lost, so are the traditions that go along
with it.
Interestingly the tourism association—whose members perform rituals and dances
associated with Andean cosmology—is not solely Catholic. Evangelical comuneros still take part
by participating in the preparation of the rituals yet only observing them during their
performances. This paints an interesting image of globalization, as many Catholic comuneros
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now perceive tourism as means of retaining religious—and subsequently cultural—identity in
Huilloc, especially among those who no longer identify at Catholic.
Conclusion
The different manifestations of globalization lead to a central conclusion: the comuneros
of Huilloc view globalization as a complex phenomenon. In many ways, they are appreciative of
its benefits: increased income, increased standard of living, and a chance to express their cultural
identity—not only to others—but to themselves as well. At the same time, they recognize the
detriments: invasive species and religious conversion associated with identity loss. This begs the
question: what role does myth play in this experience for the comuneros of Huilloc?
Mythic narratives are seen as oral representations of cultural tradition to the comuneros
of Huilloc. Sharing them is a method of informing a younger generation of the culture of the
past. In this sense, myths are important for maintaining cultural identity, explaining why they are
shared even though such sharing settings have decreased over time due to housing development
in Huilloc. Ritual and textile representations of myth have increased because of globalization’s
manifestation in the form of tourism. These, too, are seen as representations of cultural tradition
and are similarly important for comuneros.
Globalization has impacted myth in several ways. Beginning with oral narration, the
context and frequency has changed over time due to globalization. Tourism has directly
increased the frequency of ritual performances that have associated mythic figures. Furthermore,
tourists have changed the nature of woven products, as more include animal images that are
commonly mentioned in cuentos antiguos. Indirectly, tourism has rapidly boosted the economy
of Huilloc, leading to changes in house development. Physically altering the setting, according to
Francisca, has reduced the frequency of storytelling, as the ability for children to go to bed
directly after dinner removes the prime time for storytelling. Furthermore, the introduction of
religions other than Catholicism has reduced the ritualistic performances connecting to myth, yet
such changes are countered by their increase due to tourism.
The evocation of the mythic Pachamama in relation to the eucalyptus highlights another
way comuneros invoke myth to navigate globalization. Claudio applying Pachamama to the
situation shows how Quechua comuneros understand the tree as a negative presence in the
region. This connects to the larger illustration of how the Quechua use myth to understand
intercultural contact, a phenomenon that intensifies every year with increasing amounts of
tourism, religious conversion, and changes to the environment.
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Well, Shoot: Firearm Target Practice as A Recreational Activity on A Rural
19th Century Homestead
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Department of Anthropology
Lindenwood University
Background of Site
Excavation began on “Cabin Site #1” in St. Charles County, Missouri in the Summer of
2011. This site lies above the Femme Osage Creek Valley and is located within a mile of the
famous Daniel Boone Homestead where Daniel Boone died and his son, Nathan, lived. It is located
in wooded land. Original interest in this site began with archaeological excavation designed to
recover baseline data on the homestead. Placed on a flat terrace, the site included evidence of
approximately three structures, remains of a two-track road drive, and a stone well. General artifact
content included numerous glass and ceramic fragments, shotgun shells, bullet casings, numerous
personal effects, and one tin-enameled bucket with approximately 120 bullet holes.
Researchers conducted extensive background research on the site and found it to originally
be the homestead of the Diedrich family from Hanover, Germany from 1871 to possibly the mid1950s. The archaeology team used documented evidence such as plat and topographic maps, as
well as tax records and deeds, to determine this information. Immigrating in 1868, Jacob Diedrich
brought his wife and three young children. While the family eventually bought land and grew to
seven members, they remained in a lower socioeconomic class and were relatively self-sustaining
farmers until the 1940s. Throughout the late 1800s, the family’s total worth was slightly over $200,
the price of one year’s tuition at a private girls’ finishing school of the same time (Dixon 1874).
With a gap in the deed records during the early 1900s, it is difficult to tell if the Diedrich family
lived on the property until its abandonment in the 1950s or if the land switched ownership.
Regardless, the relative socioeconomic status stayed the same, as evident by the archaeological
record (Kindler 2016).
Purpose of Study
The presence of the bullet riddled bucket presented an interesting question. If the
homestead family was poor, why would they waste precious resources shooting holes in a bucket?
It is common to find shell casings at archaeological sites of the same time period (Dasovich,
Personal Communication 2016). This is normally limited to a very small number of spent casings
(1-5). The purpose of firing guns in the middle of a homestead are often considered to be utilitarian;
butchering a hog would be a good example of this. There has been little analysis of such casings
in archaeology sites.
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A bucket riddles with an excessive number of bullet holes suggests either target practice or
sport. The expenditure of such a large amount of munitions; however, may suggest that the
property owners had more expendable income than the background research suggested. Perhaps
these holes were not caused in one event. The research team formulated a methodology that
included three features of analysis: caliber, deformity patterns, and bullet trajectory.
Analysis of Bucket
The bucket was found in a dry creek bed that also contained a period trash dump. The
bucket is white with black trim and is ten by nine by nine inches. The weight is approximately two
pounds. The use of tin enameled buckets fits the period of the site and it can be inferred that the
Diedrich family owned and perhaps shot the holes in this bucket (2012 oldandinteresting.com).
There were approximately 120 bullet holes on all sides of the bucket. This suggests there were
approximately 60 bullets fired into the bucket. Approximately two-thirds of these are entrance
holes and the rest are either exit holes or the direction was indistinguishable. The direction of a
bullet as it impacts the bucket can be distinguished by the way the metal folds around the hole. If
the metal flaps point inward toward the center of the bucket, then the holes are an entrance hole
since the bullet pushed the metal from the bucket in. If the metal flaps point outward, then the
holes must be exit holes because the bullet must have come from the center of the bucket and
pushed the metal outward.
I measured the narrowest diameter of each hole using an electronic sliding caliper to
determine the caliber. Table 1 shows the breakdown of caliber sizes as seen through entrance hole
data. I determined caliber size by measuring an entrance hole’s narrowest diameter. For example,
for a hole to be considered to have been made by a .22 caliber bullet, its narrowest diameter
measurement could not be smaller than 0.22 inches or larger than 0.29 inches. Therefore, an
entrance hole measurement that fell between two calibers would mean that the hole would be
considered to have been made by the lower of the two calibers. Caliber categories used are based
on the common bullet calibers of the early 1900s.
Table 1. Measured Calibers of Entrance Holes
Caliber Number of Holes Average Diameter (in)
0.22

27

0.277

0.30

14

0.316

0.33

10

0.340

0.38

3

0.388

0.40

8

0.426

0.45

11

0.627
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The average diameter of the entrance holes is 0.36 inches and the average diameter of exit holes is
0.48 inches. Inches are the unit commonly used to discuss bullet calibers. The greater average
diameter of the exit holes is to be expected due to the tendency of a projectile to swerve/rotate off
axis and lose velocity after it has made contact through the initial wall of the bucket. Due to this,
I only used the measurements of entrance hole calibers to analyze data.
Another feature of analysis is the pattern of deformation in the enamel surrounding the
holes. There are two main patterns. The first pattern is described as circumferential and is
characterized by concentric circles on the metal from the bullet impact (Figure 1). The second
pattern is described as radial and is characterized by radiating points expanding from all sides of a
hole, visible in the enamel (Figure 2). The circumferential pattern is present on approximately 27%
of entrance holes and 2.2% of exit holes. The radial pattern, however, is present on approximately
72% of exit holes and on 1.4% of entrance holes. The radial pattern occurs more consistently on
exit holes than the circumferential pattern does on entrance holes. The average width of these
pattern markings, from the edge of the hole to the farthest end of the pattern, is approximately 0.56
inches.

Figure 1. Circumferential Pattern
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Figure 2. Radial Pattern
The final feature of analysis is the trajectory of the bullet. I used wood dowels to attempt
to trace the trajectory of the bullets. Only 22 had potential exit hole partners. Assuming 60 bullets
impacted the bucket, 37% of bullet trajectories can be estimated. Table 2 shows basic trajectory
paths of these 22. Figure 3 shows general trajectory examples.
Table 2. Trajectory Paths
Number of Holes
Trajectory

Percentage of Sample

3

Bottom to top

8.8%

2

Top to bottom

5.9%

17

Relatively straight

50.0%

BOTTOM TO TOP
8.8%

Relatively Straight

50.0%

Figure 3. Trajectories
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Experimental Archaeology
The whole purpose of doing experimental archaeology is centered on identifying how the
original bucket’s hole diameters do not exactly match caliber sizes. We set the experiment up to
recreate the shooting of similar antique buckets.
Methodology
Our methodology included shooting three tin-enameled buckets of similar size with predetermined bullet sizes matching as closely as possible the calibers studied. The experiment
focused on four goals. The first is to determine if the measurements of the diameters of the holes
would correspond to the known calibers. To ensure the integrity of this data, our shooter took care
not so shoot to have multiple bullet holes in one location. The second goal is to determine if the
enamel markings found on the old bucket would correspond with the enamel markings on recently
shot buckets. The third goal is to match the casing scatter of the modern shooting event with
potential casing scatter at the archaeological site. The final goal focused on the study of recordation
of the movement of the bucket after each shot. This could tell us if the individuals shooting the
bucket would have had to adjust their aim based on the bucket’s movement, allowing us to better
understand bullet trajectory paths.
Each bucket was set 20 yards away from the shooter and was shot six times. After each
shooting session, we numbered the holes in the order of the fired rounds in case that previous holes
were damaged by future shots. The bucket freely moved after each shot, mimicking the original
shooting event(s). We recorded each change in the bucket’s attitude. For the first bucket, the
project’s shooter used a .22 Winchester long rifle with 40 grain lead bullets. For the second bucket,
the shooter used a .30/30 Winchester rifle with 150 grain, semi-jacketed, copper bullets. For the
final bucket, the shooter used a .40 Smith and Wesson handgun with full metal jacketed, 180 grain
bullets (see Table 3).
Table 3. Shooting Session Information
Bucket 1

Bucket 2

Bucket 3

Caliber

0.22

0.30/30

0.40

Grain

40

150

180

Type of Ammo

Lead bullets

Semi-jacketed

Full metal jacket

Notes

Throws every 3 casing
rd

Copper bullets

NA
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Summary of Data
After shooting the first bucket, we measured the diameters of the six entrance holes, and
they averaged to 0.41 inches. After the six shots, the bucket rotated no more than 45 degrees in
total. Each casing is ejected to the right of the weapon in the following pattern of two feet, two
feet, and five feet, two feet, two feet, and five feet. The average entrance diameter of the second
bucket is 0.37 inches, with a total rotation of 15-20 degrees and a consistent casing scatter of half
a foot to the right of the weapon. Finally, the average diameter of the third bucket is 0.47 inches,
rotated with a total of approximately 45 degrees and with a varying casing scatter pattern of one,
two, three, or four and a half feet to the right of the weapon. No bucket moved significantly from
its original location enough to be noted (see Table 4). As for enamel markings, all entrance holes
on all three buckets had circumferential markings and all exit holes on all three buckets had radial
markings. The width varied depending on the grain of the ammunition with lower grains width
causing a larger radius and higher grains causing a smaller width.
Table 4. Shooting Session Data
Bucket 1

Bucket 2

Bucket 3

Ammo Used

0.22

0.30

0.40

Avg. Diameter

0.411

0.365

0.474

15-20

~45

Rotation (degrees) Less than 45
Casing Scatter

2/2/5 ft right 0.5 ft right 1/2/3/4-5 ft right

Data Analysis
Comparison of analyses between the original bucket and the newly shot bucket showed
interesting results. When comparing hole diameter made by each caliber of bullet, we determined
that the hole diameter is not a reliable way to estimate the caliber of ammunition used. As seen in
the experimental data above, a .22 bullet caused holes that averaged 0.41 inches in diameter. This
means that by using the initial method of predicting caliber, the bullet caliber would have been
predicted as a .40 bullet. Similarly, a .30 bullet hole that averaged 0.37 inches would be predicted
as a .33 bullet and a .40 bullet hole that averaged 0.47 inches would be predicted as a .45 bullet.
As for deformation patterns, the patterns found on the newly shot buckets corresponded with those
found on the old bucket. The patterns found on the experimental buckets are even more consistent,
however. It may be inferred that the patterns are, therefore, consistent with the type of hole,
entrance for circumferential and exit for radial, but time and deterioration could affect the visibility
of these markings as well as the potential of multiple bullets to enter and exit at the same location.
As for the effect of casings in the archaeological record, there are distinct patterns in the dispensing
of casing from a weapon. However, casings are rarely found in piles or even in multiples as the
dispensing patterns would predict if the shooter was standing in one spot for multiple shots. This
may affect the final question which was the movement of the bucket and the corresponding
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movement of the shooter. None of the buckets moved from their location except to rotate slightly.
This combined with the lack of casing piles may suggest that the shooter did not stay located in
one spot for long periods of time.
Conclusions
The researchers designed this experiment to fulfill the purpose of initial research into
shooting as a recreational past time in the early 20th century. The bucket found at Cabin #1 gave
us basic information regarding predicting caliber, enamel markings on similar buckets, and the
scatter of casings in the archaeological record. There are many unanswered questions that have
been raised by this study that can promote further research on the topic. While this study focused
on the casings in the archaeological record, there is room for study on the presence of bullets and
their deposition patterns in similar contexts. Some questions raised are if this event was designated
or if the shots were random and isolated?; if the shooting was done for recreation, would a family
of low economic status spend money on ammunition?; and who would be doing the shooting,
bored farmhands, head of household, modern day hunters? Overall, this was meant to be a pilot
study to serve as a springboard to promote further research on recreational shooting in a rural
context. This line of research could reveal many details on the daily life of those of lower
socioeconomic status and possible activities they used to fill their downtime.
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Intersexuality is the condition of either having both male and female gonadal tissue in
one individual or of having the gonads of one sex and external genitalia that is of the other sex or
is ambiguous (Merriam-Webster 2017). It is estimated that there are more than 6 million
intersexuals in the United States, and 120 million globally (Armato and Thompson 2012:44).
However, many biomedical doctors in western society choose to establish either a female or
male sex to those born with this genetic variation. This usually involves a "normalization" or
"corrective" surgery that either reduces or removes certain parts of the reproductive system.
Western society suggests this is the best decision for the child. However, there are a rising
number of critics saying that it is taking away individual's right to choose or establish their
gender later in life. There are feminist movements that suggest that this "normalization"
procedure is a form of genital mutilation and that there are major ethics involved in practicing
this "corrective" surgery, such as the ones performed today. In addition, research suggesting that
medical intervention is either necessary or beneficial to those born with ambiguous genitalia is
hard to find. Assigning a two-model sex to intersexed individuals has increased over the years,
causing conversation about the controversy surrounding gender in the Western Society.
Especially, when more research has been done on transgendered individuals and those of the
third sex.
When a baby is born with both male and female reproductive organs, it could mean a
multitude of combinations or variations of the human body or genome. At least 25
conditions may produce individuals who are not clearly male or female (Armato and
Thompson 2012:44). This could mean something as simple as an enlarged clitoris or small
penis, to something as complex as having a mixture of internal and external reproductive
organs. In Western society, this can be a problem, especially when the normative two-sex
model only considers female and male, and nothing in between. There are different types of
surgeries that involve "sexing" an intersexual. This could include the removal or the
alteration of reproductive organs. When these "corrective" surgeries are done, the concern is
not about whether the individual will ever experience any type of sexual pleasure, but
instead, focusing specifically on making the genital area fit the two-sex model of western
biomedicine. One benefit that western biomedical experts give for having this early surgery
is to allow intersexed children to perceive themselves a seamless and singularly sexed and
gendered persons (Holms 2002:162). However, with the rise in transgendered people in
western society and the knowledge of a third sex in other cultures, this is not the case.
Fausto-Sterling argues that there are at least three more sexes to be added to the two sex model-berms, merms, and ferms-because of variations in genetics (Armato and
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Thompson 2012:52). This is essential to intersexuals, because it would establish that they are
indeed normal and do not need to conform to the two-sex model that western society
believes in. By bringing in the core genetic material that a person is made of, western society
(who places a large belief in biomedicine) has to acknowledge the faults of a two-sex model.
In most basic science classes one can find that there is not just the normal pattern of XY or
XX chromosomal combinations, but instead, XXX, XXY, XYX, XXYY, and XO
combinations are also prominent in many individuals (Armato and Thompson 2012:44).
Each of these unique combinations bring to light a new set of variations that occur in the
human body or genome. With this information being taught in basic Biology I classes, it
would be suspected that other sexes besides female and male, would be not only possible,
but also be as reasonable and valid, as Fausto-Sterling stated. Not to mention, that even those
with normal chromosomal configurations such as XY and XX, can also have a different
genital development than those normally associated with each respective configuration.
There are many different possibilities to explain the necessity for at least a third sex to be
considered and acknowledged by western biomedicine.
Not only is "normalization" surgery controversial because it sometimes takes away
the organs that experience sexual pleasure, but also because you cannot tell what gender the
infant is until it is much older. Therefore, in order to tell if a child is technically female or
male one would need to see what gender the child identifies with before surgery to change
their sex. This would also avoid any feeling of displacement, due to a sex change at birth,
instead of adulthood. However, another question then arises on how to classify this surgery.
According to Holmes in Rethinking Intersexuality:
“Under current policy in Canada such "corrective procedures" are covered under public
insurance; the rationale for public coverage is that the procedures are necessary
medical treatments. The very same procedures done for adult transsexuals, however,
are not publicly insured; the rationale is that as adults, transsexual patients choose
medically unnecessary interventions, which like other forms of cosmetic surgery are
best thought of as "self-improvements." The insurance status of the procedures then
seems to depend on whether someone else is making the pronouncement of sex
(2002:159).”
According to this, if medical professionals were required to wait until the child
determined its gender (and therefore sex) it would no longer be a "corrective procedure" but
instead an "unnecessary surgery." The other underlying question now is if this surgery is
necessary and if the intersexed individual would even elect to have this surgery in the first
place.
Sometimes "corrective" surgery can leave an individual unable to achieve sexual
satisfaction. Results indicate that individuals who have clitoral surgery, are more likely to
than those who have not, to report a complete failure to achieve orgasm and higher rates of
non- sensuality in particular, a lack of enjoyment in being caressed and in caressing their
partner's body (Minto et al. 2003:1256). To take away an individual's ability to achieve
sexual pleasure can be a serious ethical issue, especially when "successful vaginal
construction most often relies on the ability of a vagina to be a receptive for a penis during
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intercourse." (Preves 2003:5) In addition, the psychological aspects of child who was born
intersexed and received a "corrective " surgery is more likely to have stressors later in life
that resemble those who are transgender. Being forced to identify as transgender after having
this corrective surgery, could welcome another stressor that would be caused by stigmatism.
A stigmatism that would have been avoided had surgery been put off until the individual
could consent. Another added mental stressor is knowing that they could have avoided this
confusion if they would have had the right to choose in the first place, creating a feeling of
violation as well as confusion. The next question is whether doctors look at what will be
"easier" and "politically and socially correct" verses what is actually beneficial to the
individual or biomedically supported.
There has been an increased comparison by critics of this corrective surgery to
circumcision, specifically female circumcision. Circumcision is a common concept and
practice in many cultures around the world, especially the United States and Africa. Male
circumcision is practiced by many religions, and it is a very common surgery in the United
States. It is usually done within the first few days of the baby's birth, so that they do not
remember the procedure. However, there are relatively little if any benefits of circumcision,
so the choice usually comes down to whether there are religious beliefs in place. There is
controversy surrounding whether a male should have the right to choose to have a
circumcision done later in life instead of at birth, since the same question of ethics in choice
takes place. Male circumcision can be done as late as when the male is in adulthood or as
early has the day an infant is born. Male circumcision in the Nandi culture is another
important mark of both adult status and ethnic identity for boys who are between ten and
fifteen (Oboler 15). Male circumcision is a common practice in many cultures, including
where there are Jewish and Christian roots. Since the reasoning behind male circumcision is
not always about religion or even culture, there is a higher demand for the actual health
benefits associated with it.
Some cultures have beliefs for circumcision not only for males, but also females.
Female circumcision ranges from the slight cutting off a layer of the skin, to the entire
removal of the clitoris. A clitoridectomy is a genital surgery involving the excision of all or
part of clitoris, and sometimes part of the external labia (Oboler 13). These practices usually
have religious, cultural, and ritualistic roots. In the case of the Nandi, a clitoridectomy is part
of a girl's initiation. This ritual is for the purposes of marrying a girl (now woman) to an
appropriate male once she has healed and recovered. In Somalia, there are two main types of
female circumcision. The first one, Sunna, has two different forms, both involving two
stitches: a drop of blood being obtained from a small incision or a Kaatun (ring), where the
removal of the prepuce is performed (Bo 2013:4). The second one, Pharanic, is much more
extensive and involves cutting most of the sternal genial tissue, with the sides fused together
to leave only a small opening (Bo 2013:4).
There is a major movement in international organizations like the World Health
Organization to stop the ritual of female circumcision and genital mutilation (WHO 2017).
There are, however, mixed views among the people who pursue such practices. In a study,
findings showed that almost all the participants supported the continuation of female
circumcision, with the majority supporting the continuation of the Sunna form, while
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rejecting the Pharaonic form of circumcision (Bo 2013:7). On the 20th of December in 2012,
the United General Assembly unanimously passed a resolution banning the practice of
Female Genital Mutilation (Mabilia 2013:17). With major organizations and governmental
agencies all disowning the ritual of female circumcision and mutilation, it would seem that
there would be a question of whether or not intersexual "corrective" surgeries would also see
as much scrutiny in the future. One of the arguments against (and a reason for) female
circumcision is whether the woman who has this procedure will achieve sexual pleasure. As
stated previously, successful vaginal construction in the "corrective" surgery process has
been proven to take away an individual's ability to achieve sexual pleasure, therefore, it is
not out of the realm of possibility to link the two practices. It would seem that organizations
like the World Health Organization and the United General Assembly would also be against
"corrective" surgeries for intersexuals that involved removing reproductive organs and
genitals without the individuals consent, that do the same thing as some female circumcision
procedures, but no attention has been paid to the subject.
Even though there is a great deal of talk about female and male circumcision (even
though male circumcision is a much smaller conversation) in general and especially when
done at an older age (where they are far more likely to feel pain), there is not a huge
conversation about the ethics of "corrective" surgery on intersexual infants. If one were to
compare these "normalization" surgeries, the removal of the clitoris (or a clitoridectomy) or
the penis (castration), similarities can be drawn to the circumcisions around the world that
are being performed.
However, there is not a discussion about the ethics of "normalization" surgery like
there is on the "barbaric" ritual of female circumcision, no matter the similarities between the
two. One procedure is when the intersexual is a baby and who may never feel sexual
pleasure, whereas the other is when the individual is reaching adulthood and has often times
already felt sexual pleasure and could even still claim to still feel sexual pleasure after
circumcision (Oboler 1998:14). None of these procedures are for medical purposes, but
instead, reasoning consists of cultural and religious validations. This could also be said about
"corrective" surgeries on intersexed individuals.
In some cultures, intersexed individuals are either highly revered or not given much
thought. The Mexican Muxe is considered a normal part of life. The Muxe are an integral part
of Zapotec culture, revered, not reviled (Striking Muxe 2014:62). They are a third gender and
third sex in this culture. Even though there are other cultures where a third sex not only exists
but is also revered, the Muxe is particularly interesting because even though they appear to be a
what western society deems transgender, they are not. They are distinct (Striking Muxe
2014:62). Muxes take on a majority of careers, including those of woman and/or man. Some
even have the responsibility of taking care of their parents and families. According to Lacey,
Muxes are believed to have special artistic and intellectual capacities (Armato and Thompson
2012:47). Interestingly enough, the Muxe is still a present feature in Zapotec and Mexican
culture. Therefore, not only is there a past acknowledgement of the intersexed and the notion of
a third sex, but also a present one as well.
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However, the Muxes are not the only cultures to have acceptance of intersexuals and
third gender/sex categories. In some Native American societies, those who are intersexed are
considered very prestigious. For the Navaho, the intersexed is considered to have been divinely
blessed and are able to convey that blessing to others (Armato and Thompson 2012:46). This
would mean that not only are the intersexed accepted for who they are, but they are also highly
revered for being so, just as the Muxe. The two-spirit people of Native American culture are
considered to inhabit both traits of male and female, making them very wise. In India, hijras
occupy a third gender category. They are neither male nor female, yet are considered man plus
woman, or erotic and sacred female men (Armato and Thompson 2012:48). Some cultures do
not even pay much attention to intersexuals except when determining whether or not they can
function in society. The Pokot, in East Africa, measure intersexuals worth based on practical
concerns (Armato and Thompson 2012:46). Although the Pokot have a more relaxed way of
looking at an intersexual, it is no less evident that they are accepting to the fact that having
ambiguous genitalia is a variation of the human body.
Today, other countries are already questioning the ethics surrounding intersexuality and
sexual rights. In Southern Brazil there was a debate about whether to operate on a newborn
with ambiguous genitalia. “Carolina’s newborn" was a case that brought together a meeting of
specialists called to deal with a "case " of intersexuality where the precise diagnosis and
attribution of male or female sex to the baby was especially complicated (Machado 2009:238).
There is a rising debate in biomedicine on whether to even operate at all, and what bioethics
would be involved in operating on such a young child for a surgery that was not even medically
essential. In places where cultures, such as the Pokot exist, surgery is not seen as a necessity at
all, if the child can function and operate under normal conditions. In China, if the child can
pass as a sociable boy, it is preferable and there is a less likely chance that the child will be
medically altered (Armato and Thompson 2012:47). In fact, prior to the two-sex model
prominent today, many cultures generally accepted that some people’s bodies occupied the
space in between the two-model male and female.
Today, there are movements to increase the rights of children born with ambiguous
genitalia. There are a lot of ethics that are called into question, such as whether or not it can be
fully determined, with or without genetic testing, what sex (or gender) the child truly is. The
next question is whether one takes away a person's natural born right to choose when
performing this surgery. The intersexed patients' rights movement has upset this formerly
unquestioned approach in medical education and practice and placed it into its current state of
flux, crisis, and reform (Preves 2003:1). There are questions of not only human rights involved,
but also the bioethics in the medical procedures. Some people in western society would even go
as far as to use preimplantation genetic diagnosis to avoid having a child who is born with
ambiguous genitalia. Critics would say that the ethics of using preimplantation genetic
diagnosis goes even further, to other important issues of bioethics. In the context of intersex
conditions, preimplantation genetic diagnosis, threatens to become a form of "gender eugenics,"
wherein advanced medical technologies is deployed to prop up heterosexism by preventing the
birth of those with non-normative anatomies (Sparrow 2013:30). However, that is another topic
entirely that needs focus in another light. This question brings into a question of ethics by
altering an individual's reproductive system before they can even have a thought of existing.
Where will a line be drawn, and a unanimous side be taken in the rights of an individual, who
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just happens to have a normal variation of the human body, due to the influence of western
society?
The next problem in case of the intersexed, is the lack of information made available.
There is a sea of information about intersexuality with plants and other animals within the
vast animal kingdom. However, this author was unable to find published research addressing
the ethics of biomedicine's approach to intersexuals. Even when looking at the outdated term,
hermaphrodite, there is a lack of literature on medical procedures and bioethics. The research
done of other cultures is next to non-existent, even with the rise of social sciences trying to
uncover the "other. The individual, whom is looking for more information about the
commonality and reaction to the intersexed, can infer that the subject is not of huge concern.
However, one can dig deep enough to see that it is a rising topic of issue. For a child or
teenager looking into what makes them different, could be a cause for concern, since it is
harder to reach the appropriate resources. Not only could intersexed individuals not
completely understand what is going on with their bodies, but they're not easily found insight
on what this could mean. This could further the psychological effects that take place when
western societies push or conform these individuals into a two-sex model.
All in all, it is very clear that there is a new major, overall, question of ethics involved
with the procedure conducted when an intersexed individual is born. The surgeries themselves
seem questionable, since they can take away all sexual pleasure normally available to an
individual, an issue that is used as argument by WHO and other organizations for the ban of
female circumcision. Critics of the corrective surgery compare this to genital mutilation in this
way. Especially since there is a major discussion and very apparent line drawn with the
majority siding against female circumcision. Both past and present cultures outside western
society have shown acceptance and even reverence when looking into the intersexed. Western
society, on the other hand, which likes to see itself as advanced in almost every aspect,
including in acceptance of the different. However, this western biomedical procedure is still
indecisive and biased when it comes to the intersexed. There has been little if any
psychological studies done on those who have undergone "corrective " surgeries, which makes
the side effects virtually unknown. Not to mention the limited amount of research done on the
subject. The research that is present, does not show very good response and shows little to no
benefits in having a surgery that fits society's two-sex model. It seems that there needs to be a
major talk today, about the ethical and medical practices surrounding the birth of a baby with
ambiguous genitalia. .
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Following the June 2015 Supreme Court ruling allowing same-sex marriage
nationwide, President Obama called the occasion a "victory for America" as many in politics in
the press rejoiced in LGBT people's newfound "freedom to love" (Korte 2015). In recent
decades the world has come a long way in making progress towards accepting non-
heteronormative sexualities, as not only the United States but many other countries before it
throughout the world began to recognize gay rights as tolerance grows. Yet what ideological
framework has made this possible? How can progress be defined globally in such a diverse
world of human sexuality? In this paper, I will presume that the current predominant view of
queer sexuality is dominated by homonormative values and explore the ways those values have
spread under globalization. Under this framework, I argue that globalized homonormativity
conflicts with local forms of sexuality around the world and privileges some ideals over others.
This can be seen through the means of gay tourism and activism that has spread throughout the
globe.
Homonormativity and Neoliberalism
Homonormativity stems as a concept from heteronormativity, or the societal
assumption that everyone is both heterosexual and cisgender. Homonormativity is similarly
applied in the LGBT community not as the assumption that everyone is gay or lesbian, but that
LGBT people desire to live in accordance with heteronormative values. Thus,
homonormativity sets an ideal of what it means to be gay that conforms to society without
challenging historical structures of oppression. Yet, as queer studies scholars have argued in
recent years, this ideal vision privileges certain members of the gay community over others,
particularly wealthy white gay men who come to be seen as the ideal, domestic consumers.
Lisa Duggan first coined the term "homonormativity" in her 2003 book The Twilight of
Equality?, noting that it "[promises]... a privatized, depoliticized gay culture anchored in
domesticity and consumption" (2003:50). Unlike the early gay liberation movements that
often-rejected heteronormative social institutions like marriage, gay life under homonormative
culture assumes that the very definition of achieving equality is based in guaranteeing such
rights to gay people (Brown 2012:1066). In other words, homonormativity brings gay culture
closer to the heteronormative mainstream.
In order to fully understand homonormativity, one must also recognize the neoliberal
context in which it has arisen. Before neoliberalism, the mid-20th century was dominated by
liberal policies first enacted under F.D.R. During the 1930s and 1940s, policies like the New
Deal formed the structure of an American welfare state. This welfare state liberalism moved
away from the conservative vision of a classical liberal economy that dominated the 1920s. It
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expanded government economic initiatives and created a safety net to help those in poverty and
create a greater sense of equality within a capitalist system (Duggan 2003:XI). Despite their
limitations, these social welfare policies such as social security and food stamps built into an
ideal of governance in which the state would be at least partially responsible for the wellbeing
of its people in economic terms, rather than the laissez-faire approach as imagined in classical
liberalism.
Duggan notes that progressive social movements were also shaped accordingly through
the mid-20th century as civil rights groups focused on liberation through what she calls
"cultures of downward redistribution" (2003:XVII). Although these movements were
sometimes at odds with each other through the turbulent 60s and 70s, they were more or less
united in their progressive ideals of equality that emphasized fighting injustice by leveling
existing power and economic structures that combined financial, political and cultural elements
in their goals and motives (2003:XVII). By the mid-1970s, however, a pro-business
counterculture emerged that would change this by focusing on upward distribution (2003:
XVIII). Rather than aid the causes of grassroots civil rights movements, business interests
began promoting policies that would only enforce existing hierarchies in their own interest. By
the 1980s, such social movements became increasingly constrained by a variety of political and
economic forces that forced many to disband or narrow their focus as income inequality grew
and they could not withstand the legal pressures they faced (2003: XVIII).
This pro-business culture rests on the values of neoliberalism. Unlike the welfare state
liberalism that preceded it, this cultural and economic paradigm insists that government should
have minimal involvement in social welfare and instead the economy should be marked by
deregulation and privatization. Neoliberalism borrows many of its economic ideas from
classical liberalism, such that a society is best run under a free market and it assumes an equal
playing field in a situation where business and trade is unregulated because people and states
would naturally specialize in what they do best and trade for what they need. Rather than a
political philosophy that also emphasizes individual liberty and the government's role in
protecting it, neoliberalism emerged as a more specific economic paradigm that dictates how
countries should enact economic policies that encourage the free market system as imagined in
classical liberalism (Fourcade-Gourincas and Babb 2002:533). By cutting taxes, cutting social
programs, deregulating trade and privatizing government industries, countries can get closer to
this vision and as a result, according to neoliberals, will see economic growth and greater
prosperity than they would have in an economy with more government control (2002:534).
Duggan argues that this has created a dichotomy between the economic and the cultural, one to
which many social movements in the 1980s and 1990s were blind (2003: XVIII).
Although neoliberalism is an economic model, it has had widespread cultural impacts
that have also affect the way civil rights groups approach their goals in politics. As a cultural
ideology, neoliberalism is envisioned as a sense of freedoms that are inherent in a free market
system, one which encourages individual enterprise and meritocracy (Harvey 2005:36). A
neoliberal emphasis on economic growth places values of private businesses and personal
responsibility on a pedestal and thus encourages upward redistribution (Duggan 2003:14).
Unlike the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s, later movements worked within this
system with increasingly narrow goals that tie strongly to the existing economic hierarchies
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and reinforce them- thus shedding their radical views and focusing on the economic aspects of
civil rights. Cultural neoliberalism therefore redefined equality from a breakdown of social
hierarchies to the achievement of rights and freedoms on the same playing field one would
assume under a free market system.
For the emerging acceptance of LGBT people in the West and around the world, the
existence of social movements under this paradigm has a wide array of consequences for both
gay culture and overall social morality. Drawing from Duggan's own definition of
homonormativity, cultural neoliberalism is inherent in its construction because it "upholds and
sustains" existing hierarchies (2003: 53). Rather than a desire for gay liberation and a focus on
social tolerance, homonormative culture has led gay rights groups to pursue narrow goals for
equality that fit within existing heteronormative frameworks and whose values are often
underpinned with economic growth in mind. The two biggest goals: same-sex marriage and
military service are then often seen in terms that make institutions more efficient, boost local
economies and save gay couples tax dollars. This is even though in previous gay movements;
marriage was something for straight people and potentially oppressive for the LGBT
community (Brown 2012:1066). Neoliberalism has then entered the push for gay rights by
viewing gay people for their market potential, and this has formed the homonormative image
of the wealthy gay consumer.
To illustrate homonormativity's ties to neoliberalism, Leopold Lippert's 2010 article
"How Do You Think We Get to Pottery Barn?" reveals gay culture as it is intertwined with
consumerism. Lippert explores the lives of gay men and theater culture in New York City
during a time in which the fight for same-sex marriage in the United States was in full force
and social tolerance of gay people was rapidly on the rise. He begins with an anecdote of a
white male couple looking out onto the New York Pride Parade down the street and asking
"how do you think we get to pottery barn?"- A store across the way that had been blocked by
the parade and festivities (Lippert 2010:41). Rather than feel pride or a sense of shared struggle
in the community gay pride parade, the couple finds the event to be an annoyance, and note it
as one reason they plan on moving upstate where the neighbors "keep to themselves"
(2010:41).
Their story is a strong example of a homonormative gay culture in which gays and
lesbians are expected to live as domestic consumers while leading private lives. Under
homonormative equality, there is no need for more talk of social liberation if gay people are
allowed the same domestic rights as heterosexuals because as such they can lead "normal" lives
uninhibited by discrimination. While rights such as same-sex marriage and equal treatment
under the law are certainly important, the homonormative reasoning behind the recent push for
equality has only marginalized others in the LGBT community.
Lippert notes that homonormativity has embraced neoliberal values of privatization and
consumerism while abandoning any critique of social justice or global capitalism, thus
depoliticizing gay rights movements and molding them to fit the neoliberal paradigm
(2010:45).
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Yet this also means that intersecting social hierarchies are also left untouched and the
image of the gay consumer is also marked by the stereotype of wealthy and consumer savvy
white men. Other forms of LGBT experience and identity, such as that of transsexual people,
that do not conform to this are left on the sidelines and are met with indifference by the
dominant group, as is illustrated by the couple in Lippert's example.
Globalizing Homonormativity
Having established homonormativity, one must also consider its relationship to
globalization. Considering that Western countries are paving the way for LGBT rights and the
protection thereof around the world, they are also driving the forces of homonormativity.
Globalization refers to the processes in which global integration occurs through the spread and
consolidation of ideas, values and products among other things. As neoliberalism became the
primary economic paradigm on the world stage after the fall of the Soviet Union in the 1990s,
there was a rapid push for developing countries around the world to adopt neoliberal policies as
outlined in the 1989 Washington Consensus. As such, neoliberal economic vision was
globalized and viewed as the best way forward towards a global free market economy (Brown
2012:1068). Because gay rights movements have also been framed under a neoliberal vision of
upward distribution, their activism abroad also reflects the Western homonormative vision of
gay sexuality as being prototypically cisgender, fixed and the desire of gay people to be
monogamous domestic consumers. Like neoliberalism, a homonormative ideal of a normalized
and private gay individual also became the way forward in terms of advocating for LGBT
rights and social tolerance around the world.
As LGBT rights and culture becomes increasingly defined by homonormativity, its
spread around the world also means there are bound to be conflicting ideas of sexuality.
Although non-heteronormative sexualities exist around the world in many forms, what is
perceived to be normal varies from place to place. So too do the very definitions of sexuality in
general and the attitudes surrounding it. If Western homonormativity has become the dominant
mode of viewing sexuality around the world, especially a political sense, it may then be
reasonable to suggest that these homonormative values begin to replace existing forms of
sexuality. This would therefore create a globalized sexual identity and a unified sense, in that
case, of what it means to be LGBT under a homonormative frame. Yet this may also be too
simplistic of an assumption and can be further explored in ethnographic literature from around
the world.
Globalization via Tourism
As a force of globalization, the tourist industry plays a critical role in shaping
homonormativity both politically and socially. As the niche purchasing power of gay people
became increasingly recognized through the 1990s under neoliberalism, the tourist industry
also saw the creation of gay tourism. One year before Lisa Duggan's book, Jasbir Kaur Puar
wrote about this growing phenomenon and the benefits and problems it presented in his
landmark article "Circuits of Queer Mobility: Tourism, Travel and Globalization" (2002:101).
In this article, he describes how gay tourism is conceptualized in discourse on the subject and
the important role it plays within senses of a global gay identity.
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Gay tourism saw its beginning in the 1950s by Hanns Ebensten, who ran organized
tours for gay males in South America, notably the Galapagos (Puar 2002:104). Decades later in
the early 1990s, there was a sudden boom in gay tourism and new travel agencies that began to
cater explicitly to gay customers. This was due to both the AIDS crisis of the 80s and the
growing Western acceptance of gays and lesbians that led to companies seeing the potential in
their purchasing power (2002:105). Instead of being viewed as a nuisance or disturbance to
other potential customers like they often were in past decades, gays and lesbian travel began to
be a unique niche to be expanded upon. As a market, gay tourism is also fundamentally tied to
the values of an out gay identity in which gay customers are free to be themselves without fear
of harassment from locals or agencies.
As such, the nature of tourism also allows gays and lesbians to explore their identities
in new spaces together, meaning they are free to express themselves in settings far from the
intolerance they may face at home. Puar uses Howard Hughes' work on gay tourism to
exemplify this and notes that ''the search for gay identity is itself conceptually a form of
tourism" (2002:103). When gay men and lesbians come together in organized tourism, they are
in principle surrounded by a friendly environment that allows them to mingle with other gay
people while ideally being assured of a gay friendly experience from the agencies and hosts.
Gay tourism is thus largely about space, as a tolerant environment is constructed away from the
heteronormative society that often excludes LGBT people.
Yet the gay tourism industry often runs into trouble in fulfilling this promise of a
tolerant environment and friendly service to gay customers. This is because tourism is also
inherently an interaction between guests and locals, and in places where gay people travel to
that often have homophobic attitudes towards their guests. Puar gives the example of a cruise
ship being denied entry to the Cayman Islands in 1998. As a gay cruise, locals were worried
about the tourists not upholding local standards of behavior, echoing a previous scandalous
incident in which gay tourists were frequently seen publicly kissing and holding hands
(2002:101). Other Caribbean nations prepared to propose similar policies, to the dismay of
human rights groups as well as Western governments like the U.S. and the U.K., who noted
that turning away the tourists on such grounds was a breach of human rights protocol
(2002:101). Similar homophobic laws in the Caribbean that make homosexuality illegal are
also widely regarded by international organizations and Western nations to be outdated relics
from the colonial era which ought to be removed from the books (2002:102).
Although such actions may on the surface be beneficial to both gay tourists and gay
locals living in these oppressed environments, it is important to note to power structures
inherent in gay tourism that brings Westerners to new environments expecting to be treated
equally by societies that may view them with disgust or indifference. One primary factor to
consider is an inherently neoliberal argument for allowing gay tourism: that to turn away gay
tourists would also waste economic potential and potentially drive off other visitors. Because
neoliberal culture assumes an equal playing field under an open market, gay tourists have a
right just as any other to spend money and travel in any way they wish in a globalized world
because it is good for the international economy. A homonormative image of gay people
existing in the upper class as trendy and savvy consumers also makes them the perfect target
for niche market campaigns (Brown 2012:1065). It could therefore be argued that gay people
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are likewise bringers of wealth in tourism, and places such as the Caribbean could benefit from
servicing affluent gay tourists (Puar 2002: 102).
In such a case, neoliberal economic visions and homonormative views of gay sexuality
are in some sense forced upon local sensibilities. They must then find ways to react to powerful
world governments and organizations that disapprove of their handling of their most important
industry. Puar describes this phenomenon as also drawing on long standing post-colonial
conflicts that use sexuality issues in gay tourism in a wider struggle between the developing
world and former colonial powers (2002:124). Tourist agencies act closely with gay activist
groups when promoting gay tourism to third world destinations, and some tours are also
organized by gay rights groups "for the purposes of educating and engendering queer solidarity
and support" (2002:124). This solidifies gay tourism as a force of spreading homonormativity
while existing under neoliberal power structures. Developing countries must therefore come to
terms with modernizing their economies as dictated by the neoliberal values of the West. With
the economic narrative that is also stapled to homonormativity, modernizing also means
adopting Westernized freedom of sexual identity and the social construction thereof because
doing so allows people to perform better under the free market as private consumers.
Yet the reality of gay tourism in developing countries is not necessarily simply about a
one-sided embrace of homonormativity, as reconfiguring non-homonormative imaginings of
sexuality requires agency on the part of locals in these countries themselves. One ethnographic
work which extensively documents both local and tourist accounts of the gay travel industry is
Gregory Mitchell's 2016 book Tourist Attractions. Mitchell explores the gay sex tourism
industry in Brazil and the reasons both Brazilian male prostitutes, or garotos, and the tourists
participate in it. He frequently discusses conflicting images of gay identity that emerge in the
sex industry and must be navigated for tourist experiences to be of worth for both parties.
Un1ike the Western homonormative sexuality that imposes fixed sexual identities
firmly based in sexual and romantic attraction, Brazilian sexuality is noted to instead be based
on sexual behavior and a dichotomy between the passive and the active (Mitchell 2016:78).
Since homonormative sexuality ties attraction and behavior together, it is difficult for many
westerners to imagine someone having sex with the same sex without also identifying as gay or
at least bisexual. However, many of the garotos Mitchell interviewed identify as straight and
some even have wives and children. If they are in the active role in sex, their masculinity and
heterosexual identity are not compromised according to Brazilians (2016:79).
This causes an interesting relationship between tourists and garotos that is defined by
performance and expectations. Mitchell describes sex workers as being performative "because
their success or failure depends on constructing certain styles of gender that are often rooted in
neocolonial variations of archetypes such as the lusty mulata [or] the Latin macho ..."
(2016:34). Tourists come to Brazil with a sexualized imagining of the local people that plays
into stereotypes of Brazil as a sexual paradise and of its men being hyper-masculine. Although
these stereotypes may or may not reflect the lives of garotos in Brazil, they must perform their
roles accordingly when dealing with gay clients because otherwise tourists would not be as
satisfied with their experience and garotos would not be able to make as much money. Mitchell
notes that this image of Brazilian macho masculinity is only as real as it is when performed,
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because the garotos construct their masculine identity when working to fit larger social molds
of Brazilian sexuality (2016:34).
This relationship between garotos and their clients thus creates what Mitchell refers to
as bounded authenticity, drawing from Elizabeth Bemsetin's sociological work on sex workers
(2016:50). Tourists come to Brazil with certain expectations they desire to come true when
going to a sauna and meeting with a garoto. These expectations arise from a search for the
authentic: their mental image of Brazilian sexuality is the "real" Brazil that tourists want to
experience upon arriving. They want to do more than simply visit famous local sites but also
go beyond what tourists normally do in order to have a unique experience (2016:50). For many
gay clients this means not only having sex with garotos but forming a unique relationship to
them based in shared desire, even if that relationship is only temporary. Mitchell's garoto
informants also reflect on this fact, as one said: "Clients want you to enjoy it. I never enjoy it at
all, but if the client wants you to enjoy it you have to pretend... they want more affection [and]
act as if getting to know a person" (2016:79).
Affluent tourists often show this desire for shared attraction by taking the garotos on
dates, by giving gifts or even going so far as taking them abroad as escorts on vacations. They
also imagine their garoto as bisexual or closeted, so that they feel there is a potential for
attraction on the part of the garoto. This occurs when the tourist fetish of the Brazilian straight
man becomes complicated by the fact that their heterosexual identity lacks the inherent ability
or reciprocate desire, so gay clients image and "[relish] the idea that they were awakening
hidden desires and repressed attractions", assuming that their garoto would eventually create a
desire for them in return (Mitchell 2016:96). Because tourists are also often aware of Brazilian
concepts of sexuality, it becomes easier to imagine a bisexual nature of the men they develop
an attraction to, as their performance also leads clients to believe that the garoto would
otherwise not develop the special relationship they want from them (2016:97). Garotos, aware
of the expectations of their clients, play into the desire for something special by going on
continuous dates and showing outward affection, only later shocking the clients by often
demanding additional payment for time spent with them outside of the saunas (2016:100).
The spread of homonormativity to Brazil therefore certainly seems to be influential on
local sexuality from Mitchell's work. However, it has not simply replaced traditional views of
Brazilian sexual identity. Although locals come to react and shape their identities based on
Western homonormative ideas of gay sexuality, their own views remain because "conflicting
models of sexuality can coexist or overlap and subject can move between them" (Mitchell
2016:93). The garotos move between two different worlds of sexual identity when interacting
with clients and then going back home to their families and respective neighborhoods. Yet their
sexual identity is not necessarily confusing because they have adapted the tourists'
homonormative views within their own system. One garoto may identify as bisexual and
exaggerate or create a pretend attraction to appeal to clients and then go back to a wife as he
has not violated Brazilian concepts of masculinity. Although garotos do sometimes "break the
rules" and take on passive roles for the right price, their public image as straight active men can
coexist with tourist and local sexual expectations (2016:95). Mitchell notes that it is therefore
wrong to assume Westerners are simply inflicting their sexual identities on locals, or that
garotos are operating with a sense of resistance because sex workers also develop a
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considerable amount of their own agency when navigating these expectations (2016:97).
Drawing back to Puar and Duggan's work, there are many ways to analyze the
neoliberal role of bringing homonormativity through tourism in Brazil. Mitchell brings up the
idea of gay people as "turboconsumers" - a group that is affluent and uniquely prepared to
spend money and travel as worldly consumers (2016:101). Some tourists also utilize their
neoliberal roles as consumers when traveling to Brazil arguing that their visits are inherently
good for Brazilian society in uplifting it economically while promoting social tolerance for
LGBT people (2016:102). Gay tourism in Brazil can therefore be seen in the eyes of
Westerners as not merely a vacation destination but as an act of solidarity by using tourist
infrastructures to promote an open view of LGBT sexuality (Puar 2002:125). This conjures up
an image of’ ‘trickle-down equality" (Duggan 2003:53) in which affluent gay tourists use their
wealth and status to benefit the poorer developed world despite not actually bringing any moral
ground in which to start a conversation on the rights of gay people in their destination.
Another case study that analyzes gay tourism in Bangkok, which has in recent decades
especially become popular for sex tourism amid Thailand's rapidly growing economy and
international presence. Dredge Kang analyzes the hyper sexualization of Thailand through
Western eyes in terms of media representation in his article "Queer Media Loci in Bangkok:
Paradise lost and found in Translation" (2011:169). He reflects upon Bangkok as a "gay
paradise" in Western media imaginations as a "city that affords cheap and easy access to exotic
'boys"' (2011:169). Not only is Thailand and its capital tropical and visually stunning, but its
populace is viewed as tolerant to gay people and open to non-normative gender roles and
identities, owing to its construction in the West as an exotic destination for gay people who
want to experience non-western gay sexuality. Kang argues that this image of a tolerant
Thailand and the lack of Thai media perspectives inherent in its creation "may in fact inhibit
the free expression of male-bodied effeminacy" (2011:170). However, he also notes that this
phenomenon of sexualized Thai identity in the West is affecting local desires towards favoring
regional gay tourists from around East Asia instead (2011:170).
Western media often sexualizes gay men in Thailand while glossing over several
cultural differences and the socioeconomic backgrounds of locals tourists interact with. Kang
states that the idea of a gay paradise itself is "lost in translation", as the title would have it,
because while Western imaginings of paradise conjure up a worldly place of beauty and
relaxation, the Thai version comes from Buddhist customs of a paradise only available after
death in enlightenment (2011:169). This has important implications regarding tourist
expectations and local attitudes towards them because what Western media may portray as a
beautiful paradise on Earth conflicts with Thai realities of class difference, labor in sex tourism
and different views on sexuality in general. The images of Westerners that Thais have
conversely come to reflect a stigma against relationships with Western tourists. To local eyes,
tourists then become associated with sex work and Thai people who interact with them are
associated with images of lower-class men interested in using them for financial gain
(2011:170).
Yet tourists look to both Western and local tourist guides and websites, often believing
that the experiences and reviews online will reflect an authentic Thai experience as well as give
advice on what to do and what to avoid (2011:171). Reviews relating to sex work can further
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perpetuate the notion that sex easily available from Thai men and thus create a consumer
culture around sex tourism in Bangkok (2011:172). Such sites and tourist images in media are
part of a larger neoliberal framework that privatizes and commercializes sexual experience in
the region in contrast to local realities. As Michael Peletz notes on the subject of politics and
sexuality in Southeast Asia, "neoliberalism informs gender and sexual dynamics in Southeast
and how far reaching but invariably uneven global processes are experienced in intimate and
embodied ways by variably situated social actors on the ground" (2012:898). When tourists in
Thailand look for the authentic gay culture in Bangkok via modes of consumer culture, they
find the very image of the country they are looking for, as the media involved caters to their
needs and desires. This is not to the benefit of gay sex workers in the city however, who
interact with tourists who are often unaware of their financial struggles and face social stigma
despite the openness of Thai sexuality that tourists perceive (Kang 2011:172).
Not all gay travelers come to destinations and stay only for a short while, and there
exists a growing community of Western expats living in Thailand and elsewhere in Asia drawn
there for similar reasons that Kang writes about. Laura Collins' work on gay expats in the
Philippines reveals how the image of the "global gay" is often troubled and reconceived by
gays and lesbians who travel and stay in places with very different concepts of sexuality than
they are used to at home. Like Puar's theorization of gay tourism as an escape from the normal
and finding of solidarity, Collins argues that expats move to Manila in order to "escape the
regulations of home" (2009:466). Additionally, she writes that this "gay mobility" helps form
the expat's identity while simultaneously troubling their perception of what it means to be gay
(2009:466).
Unlike heterosexual men, who may travel to find unconstrained sexual liberty, gay men
instead travel to form gay places in which to perform gay versions of masculinity and identity
they may be unable to find at home (Collins 2009:469). The destination as a gay space abroad
is thus tied to authenticity of gay identity, and tourists expect to find a uniquely open and
tolerant place to find themselves (Collins 2009:469, Puar 2002:103). Collins notes that this
homonormative gay mobility "offers structures from which gay men resist homophobia,
experience a new sense of themselves, participate in global gay community, and become self-
actualizing agents" (2009:470). Likewise, gay tourists travel abroad and participate in a sense
of "neoliberal masculinity" that is defined by the consumer choices of private individuals in
creating equality while ignoring their relative wealthy status (2009:474). Gay expats in Manila
stay for this very reason as they believe that they have found a home that accepts them, but one
that is carved out from existing local spaces and often sheltered from the inequality around
them.
The existing space in question is Malate- a neighborhood of Manila known for its
history as an artist haven and former sex tourism hub that attracts gay people from around the
country as well as international tourists. Although both many locals and the affluent gay expats
who increasingly call the neighborhood would describe Malate as a place of tolerance that " ...
just brings gay men out" (2009:474), it is also a place of conflicting identities and social
stratification. The space expats create is at odds with mainstream Philippine society as well.
Although many gay icons and drag queens are popular in Filipino pop culture, there is a sort of
what Collins calls a "marginal tolerance" for LGBT sexuality, which has its appropriate time
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and place (2009:475). Rather than being openly accepted, there are class and family lines that
gay people are expected to cross, that includes prejudice against homosexuality in general
while in the middle and upper classes especially, men are expected to keep their gay identity
hidden as to not "bring shame upon the family" (2009:475). Foreigners are, to a large extent,
much more at liberty to disregard or ignore these barriers and create a space that very much
seems tolerant and open as they interact with locals who would not necessarily give them the
impression of being oppressed (2009:476).
These differences between expats and locals then creates the illusion that the
Philippines may be a safe haven sheltered away from the heteronormative oppression that gay
men experienced in their home countries (2009:476). Tourist agencies play on this image of a
gay haven abroad, even though countries like the Philippines are not in many ways, any more
tolerant than Western countries. Although relative social acceptance of LGBT people is high in
the Philippines, there is deep seated opposition to legal recognition of gay relationships rooted
in its deeply catholic culture (Peletz 2012:904).
Just like the previous examples of Brazil and Bangkok, Collins' ethnographic work
shows that the gay expats have brought with them a sense of homonormative gay identity that
also in some ways privileges them to largely ignore social strata and attitudes while exoticizing
the unique sexual culture of the locals. This also creates a homonormative sense of the exotic
other that combines senses of race and nation in their image of the Filipino gay man (Collins
2009:478). Yet the new space and perceived openness of homosexuality also frees the expats to
explore more aspects of their sexuality, as one noted Malate to allow him to "accept his more
effeminate gay self' (2009:479). This troubling and opening up of Western sexuality still exists
as homonormative, because the expats have ultimately formed a community of gay masculinity
that is relatively secluded from the reality of either their home or adopted countries and
enforces the image of affluent gay men who are able to promote tolerance and openness
through wealth.
Globalized Homonormativity in LGBT Activism
Homonormativity is a powerful image of sexual identity that has spread from the West
throughout the world and tourism has played a major role in this fact. Although it has not
simply replaced local customs or attitudes, the image of the "Global Gay" persists as affluent
gay travelers find tolerant spaces that also make it easy to ignore disparities within the LGBT
community and the regions they visit. But what about regions that are more untouched by
tourism? Is it additionally too simplistic to assume homonormativity operates on a dichotomy
between the West and the Third World? One example that may help answer these questions is
Gloria Wekker's ethnography, The Politics of Passion: Women's Sexual Culture in the Afro
Surinamese Diaspora which shows an interesting perspective on Surinamese sexuality in the
country itself and among its sizeable diaspora in the Netherlands.
Suriname is a small, Dutch-Speaking South American country that is still off the beaten
track for most tourists beyond those from the Netherlands, its former colonial power with
which it remains in strong contact with. It is a very diverse nation, owing to a mix of
Indigenous, African, Southeast Asian and European roots with several languages spoken
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alongside the official Dutch and Sman Tongo, the local creole (Wekker 2006:60).
Homosexuality is legal in the country but carries a high social stigma that would make it
unattractive as a gay tourist destination, although Surinamese living in the Netherlands are
typically much more open to the subject (Wekker 2006:71). Yet the country's sexual norms
traditionally vary greatly from the western homonormative view of a fixed gay identity. The
phenomenon Wekker chooses to focus on in her work is Matiwork, a form of female
prostitution in Suriname.
Matiwork presents a radically different view of same-sex female sexuality than the
homonormative image of Lesbians as domestic an uninterested in sex. As Wekker notes it is
"prevalent among white middle-class Lesbian couples [to experience] a sharp drop off in
sexual activity after the second year [as a couple]" (2006:73). Matiwork differs primarily in the
fact that is considered to be behavior- an act in which women are free to engage in sexual
activity regardless of what their sexual identity may be in homonormative terms. Mati
participants are thus inherently active in forming their sexuality and challenge notions of
feminine passivity but are also less associated with ideas of romantic love as it exists as a
prostitution form (2006:73).
It can therefore be said that Matiwork is not explicitly for "lesbians" any more than the
garotos in Brazil would necessarily identify as gay. Yet as the LGBT rights movement grows
in Suriname and more national attention is given to the visibility of gay people, there is an
increasing desire to view Matiwork in homonormative terms. The Surinamese population is
inherently transnational, because there are just as many Surinamese living in the Netherlands
and other Dutch territories as there are in the country itself (Wekker 2006:79).
Because of this, Suriname's local sexualities are shaped by longstanding colonial relationships
and a sharing of ideas between it and the Netherlands than it is by gay tourists or expats
themselves. As Puar notes that gay tourism in the Caribbean reflects political struggle with
colonial powers (2002:124), so too is the status of Matiwork related to Dutch imaginings of
Surinamese sexuality.
This is most explicitly seen in Surinamese LGBT activism, which operates using
language and goals like such groups in the Netherlands itself rather than local sensibilities. The
fact that they use official Dutch rather than the colloquial creole is also symbolic of this
transnational imagining of gay identity (Wekker 2006:73). In this imagining of Surinamese
sexuality, Matiwork is a lesbian phenomenon that is intertwined with homonormative senses of
gay identity rather than a matter of behavior. Although gay relationships are stigmatized in
Suriname, Matiwork has developed its place in female sexuality divorced from gender identity
and the history of violence black female bodies have experienced in the country's brutal past
(Wekker 2006:74). It is not simply a formation of lesbian identity but a matter of freeing sexual
experience that homonormative values would undercut. Although activists and many LGBT
Surinamese in the Netherlands may seek to point to Matiwork as an example of lesbian identity
free from homophobia, doing so would also take it out of context and potentially enter
homophobic discourse that is prominent in Suriname today.
Homonormativity masks not only non-Western experiences of sexuality but also LGBT
people in the West who live outside of the prototypical image of an affluent white gay
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community. As an upward system of equality, it is also a homonormative trend for members of
these groups to rise close to this image in congruence with the difficult social ladder
neoliberalism has produced. One good example of this fact in the West relates to the
integration of Muslim immigrants in Western Europe who bring with them notions of sexuality
that often conflict with homonormative gay identities in addition heterosexual ones.
Although Muslims from the Arab world and elsewhere are not the only groups to bring
with them different views on sexuality, they are increasingly singled out by many European
countries as being homophobic and having dangerously different views on women among
other things. The Netherlands, for example, announced a "homo-emancipation" policy to
encourage the bespreekbaarheid (willingness or ability to talk about) of LGBT issues within
the country's growing Muslim population (Jivraj and de Jong 2011:143). Although there is a
generally larger attitude of homophobia among the Muslim Dutch population than among the
rest of the country, what is notably absent from the national discussion is the voices of gay
Muslims themselves. Without these voices to show the diversity of the Muslim community,
such policies become interconnected with anti-immigrant discourse that likewise forms an
image of a backwards other within their own country (2011:145).
Such a discussion conforms to homonormative notions of an out gay identity that
simultaneously argues for a private domestic gay lifestyle like the Dutch gay upper class. It is
this image that forms a Dutch gay identity which notably loses connection to Muslim gay
people as well as anyone else who does not fit this model. Jivraj and de Jong argue that this is
ultimately a silencing effect on Queer Muslims that will ultimately backfire in bringing
tolerance of LGBT people in their communities, because such individuals are excluded from
what it means to be gay under a homonormative Dutch society (2011:146). Although the
Netherlands is widely regarded as one of the most gay-friendly countries on Earth, having been
the first country to legally recognize same-sex marriage, its homonormative gay culture is
indicative of disparities between LGBT people in the country.
However, gay immigrants to Western countries do not necessarily play silenced passive
roles across the board and there exist many Queer Muslim organizations in Europe that reach
out to members of these communities. In Berlin, where tolerance of gay people is among the
highest in Germany, Ilgin Yorukoglu argues that the economic decline of industry in the city
has in part been replaced by a marketable image of a city of culture and diversity (2010:423).
Yet not all gay people have been so widely accepted and celebrated in popular imagination.
Like the Netherlands, Queer Muslims in Berlin also struggle from a lack of visibility and anti-
Muslim rhetoric in the city's politics and social scenes. Gay Muslims who come to the city as
refugees are particularly vulnerable to deportation, as even though Germany would provide
asylum, family members in their own countries are expected to provide proof of their
homosexuality, something many cannot provide (2010: 423). They are therefore unfairly
judged by both homonormative gay identities and the oppression they face in Berlin and their
home countries.
Muslim LGBT groups in Berlin seek to aid people caught in this divide and provide
help that government policy has ignored. They must do this because "homonormativity
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anesthetizes queer communities into passively accepting alternative forms of inequality in
return for domestic privacy and the freedom to consume" (Yorukolgu 2010:426). The
predominate view in mainstream German gay culture is that Muslim backgrounds are
incompatible with homosexuality, due to a misconception that Muslims are religious fanatics
and incapable of integrating (2010:428). Elevating gay rights under a homonormative frame
allows German gay groups to passively ignore questioning this reasoning as social tolerance of
homosexuality rises as a whole.
Muslim LGBT groups then challenge the homonormative mainstream of German gay
culture by also fighting the social stigma that immigrants face in the country. The German
perception of Turkish immigrants, for example, as homogeneous and staunchly conservative
undermines their integration into society itself as Turkish identity becomes conflicting in a
German national narrative. By creating visibility, they can actively include themselves in the
image of German LGBT culture that otherwise excludes them. Although homonormativity
reveals itself in this case to be more complicated than the West vs the Rest in terms of
globalizing western ideas, it does show that homonormativity also plays into western
imaginations of the Other even within their own countries.
Conclusion
As a stratifying force, homonormativity uplifts gay people within a consumer culture
that does not readily benefit all LGBT people. It instead allows affluent gay people to live
private lives as domestic consumers, in effect silencing calls for liberation and the voices of
those who do not conform. As the status of affluent gay men rises to national and global
imagery, it can therefore wrongly be determined to be a sign of progress that gay people have
amassed a significant purchasing power as model neoliberal citizens. As this homonormative
version of the Global Gay spreads through the world via a variety of forces, notably activism
and tourism, it conflicts with sexual norms and glosses over socioeconomic inequalities.
Although its spread does not replace local sexualities, it does frame how LGBT issues are
discussed and dealt with on the world stage. This is ultimately problematic as it does not
include all the people that should benefit from LGBT equality, nor does it provide a
meaningful moral discourse in which to change attitudes or open minds.
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According to the World Health Organization, over 125 million girls and women alive
today have undergone the practice of female genital circumcision (FGC)n 1. It has also been
condemned by the United Nations General Assembly as “irreparable and irresponsible abuse 2,”
a sentiment echoed by many other human rights organizations like UNICEF and Equality Now.
This practice has been referred to as female genital mutilation (FGM) or female genital cutting
and is the act of removing various parts of the vagina for non-medical reasons. There are
various methods of female genital cutting practiced around the world, mostly in Africa and the
Middle East. FGM holds profound cultural meaning that varies by society and is founded in
deep rooted traditions dating back to ancient times. This operation also causes several physical
and psychological traumas to the women that have undergone the procedure. Whether
considered to be an abomination or a vital part of tradition, the physical and mental properties
of female genital circumcision create visible effects on the status of women in societies where
it is performed.
Currently, there are multiple types of female genital circumcision being practiced.
These methods include clitoridectomy, removal of the clitoral hood, removal of the inner labia,
general pricking or scraping of the vaginal area, and the most severe form, pharaonic
infibulation. This procedure includes the removal of a woman’s inner and outer labia and
sewing the vulva shut, leaving an opening just large enough to let urine and menstrual blood
pass through 3. Usually the female genital circumcision is performed on young girls between
the ages of infancy and fifteen as a rite of passage, a measure to ensure chastity or preserve
virginity in some societies. This practice is most prevalent in Northeast Africa but has also
been found in the Middle East and Western Africa. Of the Middle Eastern region, cases of
female genital mutilation are more widespread in Iraqi Kurdistan, Yemen and Egypt. The most
common form of FGM being performed there is the removal of the clitoral hood or the removal
of the clitoris itself 4. In Kurdistan, an estimated 40% of women and girls have undergone this

"Female Genital Mutilation." World Health Organization. February 1, 2014. Accessed December 2, 2015.
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“Female Genital Mutilation.”
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form of FGM 5. In Africa, the most severe form of FGM, infibulation, is practiced most
commonly in Sudan, Somalia, and Djibouti and an estimated 90% of women have undergone
the procedure 6. In the countries of Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Kenya, the clitoridectomy version of
this practice is performed. The excision of the clitoris, labia minora, and sometimes the labia
majora is prevalent in Sierra Leone, Gambia, Guinea, and Benin 7. The rates of prevalence of
female genital cutting vary between all these nations.
Historically, the origins of female genital circumcision are largely unknown. There are
several cases recorded of women undergoing this procedure dating back to ancient times.
According to the research of political theorist Gerry Mackie, “The early civilization of the
Middle Nile (Nubia, Kush, Meroe)…thrived from the second millennium B.C. to the first
millennium C.E. The Meroite civilization lay at the center of distribution of female genital
cutting (in today’s Sudan where the most intense FGC, infibulation, is practiced) engaged
in…imperial female slavery. 8” Mackie goes on to speculate that it is likely female genital
cutting began in this time period as a way to control female sexuality and promote fidelity.
Another source from the Greek geographer Strabo who was visiting Egypt around 25 B.C.
recorded that “This is one of the customs most zealously pursued by them [the Egyptians] to
raise every child that is born and to circumcise the males and excise the females. 9” At this
point in history Egyptian women were rumored to have excessively large clitorises due to the
hot climate of the region. Multiple explorers to this region, like Strabo, recorded the prevalence
of this practice but based on available evidence the validity of this argument cannot be
supported. The Sudanese writer Ahmed Al-Safi also stated “Female circumcision with
infibulation was practiced by ancient Arabs long before Islam to protect the shepherd girls
against likely male attacks while they were out unescorted with their grazing sheep. 10”
Additionally, female genital circumcision is practiced in multiple societies around the
world. The reasoning behind why this practice became rooted in cultural traditions varies in the
context of each society. Some scholars speculate that female genital circumcision became more
cemented in North African and Middle Eastern traditions with the advent of Islam. The
evidence to support this claim is limited, but none the less remains a vital part of arguments
surrounding this practice. While neither the condemning nor condoning of female genital
circumcision is mentioned in the Qur’an, it is referenced to in the Hadith. 11 One famous hadith
mentions, “A woman used to perform circumcision in Medina. The Prophet (peace be upon
Sarah Tung. "Report: Female Circumcision in Iraqi Kurdistan Still High." New York Times, June 30, 2010, World
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him) said to her: Do not cut severely as that is better for a woman and more desirable for a
husband.” 12 Here it can be discerned that female genital circumcision was likely already in
existence before the advent of Islam, and while Muhammad did not ban the practice, he did not
pardon it either. The scholars of Islam, Rizvi, Naqvi, Hussein, and Hasan argue that the
practice of female genital circumcision is inherently un-Islamic, as it dates to the times of
Egyptian pharaohs and is practiced in African countries were Islam is not the majority religion.
Additionally, “Female circumcision has no place in Islam....this was further certified by
Egyptian Supreme Court ruling in 1997…government ban on female genital
circumcision…The court pronounced that circumcision of girls is not an individual right under
sharia 13 and there is nothing in the Qur’an that authorizes it. 14” Despite discrepancies on the
origins of female genital circumcision, there is undoubtedly enormous amounts of evidence to
show that this practice has detrimental effects on women’s mental and physical health.
In addition to the host of physical injuries that result from female genital circumcision,
there are also multiple mental illnesses, especially PTSD that many women develop after the
procedure. In a study conducted by Dr. Alice Behrendt and Dr. Steffen Moritz, that assessed
the psychological impacts of female genital mutilation on Senegalese women, it was found
that, “circumcised women showed a significantly higher prevalence of PTSD (30.4%) and
other psychiatric syndromes (47.9%) than the uncircumcised women. PTSD was accompanied
by memory problems. 15” Due to the extremely painful and violating nature of female genital
mutilation, women can develop mental disturbances as a coping mechanism for dealing with
this event. However, in countries like Sudan and Somalia where nearly 90% of women
undergo female genital circumcision, the rates of mental disorders as a result of this procedure
are much lower. Behrendt and Moritz hypothesize that because Senegal has a low prevalence
of female genital circumcision practices (around 20%) that women who undergo this practice
have increased anxiety that they are no longer accepted and absorb the negative perceptions of
this practice in their society. 16
Another study by Dr. Jan Kizilhan on the psychological trauma of Kurdish 17 women
who have undergone female genital circumcision suggests that “circumcised girls showed a
significantly higher prevalence of PTSD (44.3%), depression disorder (33.6%), anxiety
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disorder (45.6%) and somatic disturbance (36.7%) than the uncircumcised girls. 18” This study
also indicates that female genital circumcision can cause emotional disturbances in young girls
that can pose as triggers for other psychological disorders like PTSD and schizophrenia. As
with the case of the Senegalese women, since the prevalence of female genital mutilation in
this area is so low (5-10%) women may have increased anxieties because the status of being
circumcised is not accepted in their society 19. As a result of this and other studies, many human
rights organizations have exposed the practices of female genital circumcision in Kurdistan and
this has led to much lower prevalence of the practice in this region over time.
In addition to the psychological trauma, there is a vast array of physical conditions that
occur in women who have been circumcised. The medical side effects vary depending on the
type of circumcision that a woman has been subject to. Generally, immediate effects of female
circumcision are chronic pain, frequent urinary tract infections, susceptibility to STI’s, and
infections 20. The most common long-term symptoms resulting from multiple forms of female
genital circumcision are hemorrhage, infertility, difficulties giving birth, perineal hemorrhage,
and perinatal death. 21 Additionally, women may go into shock from the severe pain endured
while undergoing the procedure. Throughout their lives, the victims of this procedure will also
have decreased or non-existent sexual pleasure, in addition to chronic pain from the removal of
the sexual organs. Female genital cutting often includes removal of the clitoris, which would
take away sexual sensitivity. Most of these symptoms have occurred during the clitoridectomy
and labia removal forms of FGM, but especially during infibulation. The length of the
infibulation procedure is much longer and more invasive, therefore the pain intensity is greatly
increased. An unintended consequence of the second type of female genital circumcision (labia
removal) may result in labial adhesion and result in later infibulation 22.
The immediate and long-term health effects of female genital cutting are most severe
for those who have undergone pharaonic infibulation. There are increased issues during
childbirth for women who have been infibulated. The infant may be impacted in the scar tissue
in the woman’s vaginal canal and there is increased risk for tearing and obstetric fistulas. The
mother is also much more likely to have postnatal hemorrhage or give birth to a still born baby.
Even more grim is the likelihood that infibulated women will be re-infibulated multiple times
throughout life, after penetrative sex and childbirth 23. With each infibulation the likelihood of
infections, development of psychological disorders, and death increase.
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In addition to the medical and psychological detriments of female genital cutting, recent
research asserts that women who have been circumcised will suffer financially due to medical
costs associated with the procedure. According to J. Thomas of the International Perspectives
on Sexual and Reproductive Health journal, in an analysis among women ages 15 to 45 from
six African nations, “the estimated cost of treating obstetric complications associated with
female genital mutilation was $3.7 million. 24” Additional statistics from this analysis suggest
that the average woman who undergoes the most severe form of female genital cutting will lose
approximately one fourth of her life span. Any woman who undergoes other types of female
genital circumcision will lose approximately 0.07 years of her life 25. From the information
present on female genital cutting, it is evident that the practice has severe economic, physical,
and mental detriments.
As a result of these negative aspects, some alternative practices have been created to
decrease the number of women being circumcised. Recently some medical facilities have
agreed to “nick,” rather than remove, parts of female genitalia as a cultural compromise. This
procedure is still highly controversial, as woman’s rights organizations, the World Health
Organization, and other entities have all expressed that even “nicking” the vagina as part of
female genital cutting should be banned. The view of these organizations is that, “a nick is not
indicated treatment or the proper business of pediatricians 26.” Also, “cultural rituals…are not
within the scope of appropriate, expert pediatric practice 27.” The decision of whether to allow
the symbolic nicking practice remains unresolved. With the host of issues resulting from
female genital cutting, much of the world wonders why this practice is so highly regarded in
some societies.
For millennia, the practice of female genital circumcision has been present in multiple
societies around the world. The reason for why this procedure is valued varies by society. But
in nearly every civilization a woman’s decision to undergo circumcision is praised and elevates
her societal status, while those who refuse the procedure have been outcast as social pariahs.
According to an ethnography by Janice Boddy, in Northern Sudan undergoing infibulation
circumcision is a necessary part of becoming a woman and enables her to become fertile. There
is also the widespread belief in this area that, “female circumcision of any kind…increases
male enjoyment in intercourse. 28” Research cross-culturally also suggest that infibulation was
introduced as a way to preserve a woman’s virginity, protect her from rape, and act as a form
of birth control. Interestingly enough, Boddy found in her studies in northern Sudan that it was
women, rather than men, that persisted in keeping this cultural practice alive. She found that
women in this society generally believe, “a girl who has not been purified through
circumcision may not marry…may not have children, and attain a position of respect. 29” It
Thomas, “Female Genital Mutilation Complications Lead to Lost Lives and High Costs,” 162.
Ibid.
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seems that in this region of Africa the practice of female genital circumcision has persisted as
an act of preparing for womanhood; the vital rite of passage that leads to a respected life. It is
apparent that the older women of the community insist on keeping this cultural practice, as it is
what they endured and feel that younger generations must do also.
Moreover, female genital circumcision holds special cultural values for women in the
Kurdistan region of Iraq. Some Kurdish people view FGM as Sunnah, “the Muslim customs
and practices based on the deeds and words of the Prophet Muhammad.” While others of this
region argue that it, “controls sexual appetite induced by the hot climate of Iraq… or that men
prefer to marry circumcised girls because they are seen as pure and respectable. 30” It seems
that women who do not circumcise their daughters in this area may be ostracized for refusing
the procedure. Despite assertions on the cultural values of FGM from more conservative
community members, the rates of people practicing this in Kurdistan and Northern Iraq are on
decline. The practice was officially banned in Kurdistani Iraq in 2011. In a survey conducted
in 2014 by a coalition of UN agencies and the Kurdistan national government, it was found
that, “68% of people, including religious leaders, said the practice should be eliminated, and
almost the same number said it should be banned as a tradition. 31” These recent findings give
new hope to those who wish to see the practice eliminated and to the girls that have refused to
undergo the procedure.
Moreover, female genital mutilation32 persists in Egyptian societies despite global
efforts to abolish the practice, as it holds significant meaning to more conservative groups
within this country. As in the case of other Islamic countries were female genital cutting is
practiced, some Egyptians insist that FGM is part of the Sunnah, actions required by the
Prophet Muhammad. The traditional belief also continues that Egyptian women are naturally
born with larger clitorises and therefore should be cut down to size. 33 In spite of traditional
community members pushing to keep the practice alive, the rates of women being circumcised
in Egypt are slowly declining. The proof this is shown in demographic updates being recorded
over the past twenty years. In 1995, nearly 97 percent of women had been circumcised at some
point in their lives 34. The UNICEF non-profit organization also recorded that 14,332 Egyptian
women were circumcised in this year alone 35. When compared with recent updates of these
statistics, there has been a slight decrease in the amount of procedures being done in Egypt. As
of 2008, around 91 percent of Egyptian women have been circumcised, with approximately
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5,044 girls circumcised in that year. 36 Researchers utilizing the modernization theory suggest
that, “Female genital cutting is a product of patrilineal societies…increased urbanization,
education, wage labor, communication and economic development…alter attitudes about
women’s position. 37” It is the hope of anti-FGM activists in Egypt and around the world that
increasing progressive views will lead to the eradication of this practice. As these more
conservative societies change due to urbanization and outside perspectives, the modernization
theory suggests that female genital mutilation will be slowly phased out.
In conclusion, female genital circumcision is a procedure performed on young women
involving the removal of parts of the vagina, ranging from clitoridectomy to infibulation. The
operation is carried out in many countries, spanning from the Middle East, Western and
Northern Africa, and Southeast Asia. Even though female genital circumcision is an ancient
practice dating back to Ancient Egyptian civilizations, it has more recently become a topic of
great controversy and many human right organizations have sought to eradicate it. Based on
evidence from medical and psychological research, female genital circumcision has been found
in many cases to cause great mental trauma and physical harms, sometimes including death.
Upon analysis of several ethnographies, female genital circumcision has also been found to be
a mechanism invented to control women’s sexuality and chastity. In some societies, women
who have refused the procedure have been ostracized and made ineligible for marriage. The
combination of all these findings has led many government and activist groups to conclude that
female genital circumcision should be eradicated. Millions of women have been permanently
maimed and traumatized in an attempt to preserve this tradition. While the cultural values that
FGM has held for many societies are to be respected, the weight of the lives damaged or lost
by this procedure is too great.
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Political Discourse and Racial Politics in Dominican Republic Borderlands, the sites and
symbols of power, constitute the imaginary somatic and cultural differences that categorize the
elite from the poor. Physical barriers between states serve as a metaphor for the ethnic
segregation beyond the tangible divisions. As a result of nation building tactics and selective
appropriation of culture, identity becomes politicized and translated through symbols of power as
a fixed national image.
In the Dominican Republic, the complex racial politics are locally and nationally
contested with the everyday pursuit of an idealized state of democracy. The centralized power of
patrimonial-style politics, embedded in the nation's history, combined with the resonant forms of
enforced democratic government formalized the imaginative, idealized Dominican Republic
solely beneficial to the elites. When the national symbol of being Dominican is being Hispanic
and not being black, true democracy becomes forsaken (Sagaas, 36). The complex web of
Dominican race relations created through the performance of authoritarian politics work in
tandem to create a cyclical restriction and limitation to the envisioned utopia of democracy. As a
result, the nation's imagined narrative is truly written by the pockets of centralized, symbolic
power.
Dominican Republic's foundation of neopatrimonial rule has been the cultural foundation
of political leadership; thus, leaving political democracy to be sacrificed and scant (Hartlyn, 2).
The rise and appearance of neopatrimonial figures, such as Rafael Trujillo, is due to the country's
tragic history of "foreign occupation, economic ruin, and civil wars during the nineteenth
century" (Hartlyn, 2). Hegemonic forces imposing the restructuring of a nation's political system
limit the true realization of an envisioned "free" nation. The prevailing authoritarianism
portrayed as democracy has been maintained as a cultural thread throughout Dominican
Republic's history. Authoritarian, caudillo-like, political culture has been the underlying force
and the primary reason for democracy's failure in the D.R (Hartlyn, 2). The face of democracy
was masked by caudillo-like figures which were culturally receptive but held the power to soon
formalize and militarize the national image of Dominican Republic.
In the face of international vulnerability, the year 1916 marked the beginning of a series
of consequences to come with the United States occupation (Hartlyn, 12). The origins of
caudillo politics have legitimate roots that strengthened social networks and political
arrangement before the occupation of foreign power began to shape the reorganization of the
Dominican Republic. Informal politics constituted the insecure groupings of elite families, a
weak and dependent church, and no national military institution (Hartlyn, 12). Hartlyn describes
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the evolution of Dominican Republic "from the time of independence until the U.S occupation
of 1916 ended the period of caudillo politics, Dominican Republic was not characterized by a
powerful triad of oligarchy, church, and military" (Hartyn, 12). Informal and weak social forces
and national institutions pre-1916 was steadily compatible with patrimonial-style politics.
Caudillo-like, authoritarian political culture nonetheless is transformed to fit the face of
a democratic government through militarized and institutionalized forms. The intention of
bringing "good government" to Latin American peoples becomes antithetical to the
consequential milieu that would strengthen and legitimize neosultanistic rulers. Wilson's
administrations ultimately failed due to culturally resonant institutions that produced a hybridity
of structures. The immediate actions upon U.S intervention were to quickly establish and
centralize control over the country in order to secure peace and stability (Hartlyn, 37). The U.S
occupation placed military officers in major posts in the executive branch, while press
censorship was imposed and steps were taken to disarm the population (Hartlyn, 37). The
military implemented "technocratic progressive" reforms under the assumption that certain
socioeconomic, financial, and administrative changes would foster the conditions for political
and constitutional stability (Hartlyn, 37). As a result, land titles were regularized and U.S sugar
companies expanded their holdings dramatically (Hartlyn, 37).
Until the extrication of troops, the U.S military sponsored important reforms independent
of there being democratic elections. To this end, the U.S helped oversee the naming of a
provisional president and the enactment of new electoral laws, including the Junta Central
Electoral- a separate electoral oversight agency (Hartlyn, 38). The militaristic transformation
taking place had shifted political power and institutionalized "democratic citizenship" from
weak social groupings and informal establishments. The urbanization of the Dominican
Republic taken place during the U.S military occupation completely changed the nation. The
call for greater social cohesion and mobilization of a new national identity was motivated by the
interconnectedness of highways and improved communications. The major regions of the
country were now even more firmly linked to Santo Domingo (Hartlyn, 40). Newly formed and
newly trained centralized police forces as well as the disarming of the population are the
remnants of the intervention's legacy (Hartlyn, 40).
The ultimate consequence of "bringing good government" to the Dominican Republic in
order to establish stability and formal economy is contradictory to its intentions. The transition
into a democratic nation marked with militarized institutions shifts the power into the hands of
authoritarian figures which had hitherto been allocated diffusely. The democratization of formal
institutions, militarized police force, and centralized power is inadvertently given under a
singular, authoritarian figure. The appointment of a neopatrimonial face would grant the power
to homogenize the nation, culture, and identity to define the newly formed "democratic" nation
As a result of a shifting government and economic system, Dominican racial identities and
ideologies were structured as the newly independent nation was being characterized by
dominant hegemonic U.S and European bases. "White supremacy" ruled the political power
discourse and became firmly ingrained in nation-building tactics (Sagaas, 180). The historical
influence of foreign powers and international organizations catalyzed the desire of a nation once
ruled by disperse, elite families to find a shared, common, national symbol. Growing feelings of
nationalism and need for greater independence among its people is correspondingly a response
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to the legacy of U.S political and economic intervention. However, the "U.S. continues to
influence Dominican politics, producing tensions between those who would like greater control
over their national destiny and those who fear the dangers of a policy of "benign neglect" on the
part of the United States" (Dent, 149). Despite the efforts of Dominican leaders to detach
themselves from foreign political and economic occupation, the establishment of the globalized
market, trade patterns, investment interest, and migration flows is dependent upon its current
state of hegemonic partnership (Dent, 150). Thus, the centralized allocation of political, social,
and economic systems of power narrated the national portrait of the Dominican Republic on the
foundations of racial identity.
Nationally recognized authoritarian figureheads, such as Francisco Moscoso Puello, a
mulatto, described the Dominican people as "constitutionally white" (Sagas, 1). In the mid
twentieth century, historian Manuel A. Pena Battle branded the Dominican national as "Spanish,
Christian, and Catholic" (Sagas, 1). Battle and Puello's assertions highlight the enduring
obsession of contemporary Dominican intellectuals with racial discourse between Haitian and
Dominican national identity. Elites, representing the wealthy and U.S intervention friendly, have
"erected barriers of prejudice and racism to distance themselves from their poor, dark skinned
neighbors" (Sagas, 1). Anti-haitianismo has been a cultural contour that has endured since
Spanish rule; however, the newly formed authoritative led democracy built the platform to
militarize and institutionalize prejudice attitudes. The democratization of the Dominican
Republic through formal institutions and militarization mobilized a stage to reproduce and
politicize racial identities. The question, thus, becomes how racial politics serve as a nation
building tool to define citizenship, democratic practices, and Dominican identity.
In order to secure and curb challenges to elitist status, these same forces found race to be
a useful political tool (Sagas, 2). The false mirage of the racial situation in the Dominican
Republic is marketed as apparent racial harmony, but nonetheless has an underlying theme of
"unofficial" prejudice and racism (Sagaas, 2). Much like the myth of democracy in the
Dominican Republic, elites have objectified nationalist-cultural myths to reproduce their racial
views and political power (Sagas, 3). An apparent "color-blind" myth hopes for racial harmony
in the Dominican Republic, but nonetheless underserves darker skinned outliers of the symbolic
national identity, in order to serve the racial views of the Dominican elites and protect their
political and economic interests (Sagas, 3-4).
The foundation for racial identities and ambiguous ethno-racial classification is a result
of the emergence of the anti-Haitian credo. Sagas defines anti-haitianismo "as a set of socially
reproduced anti-Haitian prejudices, myths, and stereotypes prevalent in the cultural makeup of
the Dominican Republic" (Sagas, 4). The ideological framework of anti-haitianismo is designed
to treat Haitians as the "scapegoats of a society" that are racially and culturally inferior to the
"constitutionally white" Dominicans (Sagas, 4). Nonetheless, antihaitianismo is an ideological
method of political control in order to bring cohesion to a historically heterogeneous racial
identification. This form of political control and ideological cohesion marked being "black" as
being Haitian. Darkened skin color becomes the marker and symbolic representation of the
subordinate class. Thus, Afro-Caribbean members of Dominican society take part in antihaitianismo prejudices. In order to defend status quo, antihaitianismo denies dark-skinned
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citizens, often the makeup of the poor class, their own sociocultural space which limits their
agency and power to "make demands or otherwise participate in politics" (Sagas, 4).
Antihaitianismo ideology has historically been rooted in the Dominican national
discourse and collective thought due to its cultural affinity with elite ideas and power
relationships (caudillo figures) (Sagas, 4). Although the ideology has formally been imposed
from above to create national cohesion and identity, it has been accepted by the nation to define
racial categories and shift national identity to "Spanish, Christian, and Catholic". Post 1916 and
the U.S intervention in Dominican Republic, authoritative figures such as Rafael Trujillo and
Joaquin Balaguer, by means of ethos, exploit the concept of nation by appealing to the sense of
belonging and group identity. The dangerous discourse of caudillo-like figures in a "cohesive
democratic" state threatens the hetero-somatic makeup of the Dominican Republic. The poor,
dark-skinned Afro-Caribbeans of the Dominican Republic are tied to its physical space and
politics but are subjugated to nation-building tools built on the black and white dichotomy.
According to Lewellan in his chapter on The Politics of Identity: Ethnicity and
Nationalism he states that "identity may be constructed or reinforced when a group emphasizes
in-group unity in order to maintain control of an economic niche. Groups artificially created by
foreign powers may assume the classification of the oppressor in order to gain political power"
(Lewellan, 164). Centralized and focused power of formal institutions in the Dominican
Republic has created an imaginary race and nation that establishes the shared culture and
traditions in order to establish the nation as a distinct unit (Sagas, 5). Lewellan's theoretical
explanation of social capital gain by seeking ethnoracial identification away from Dominican
Republic's threat of racially "black", meaning Haitian, explains why dark-skinned Dominicans
tend to politically identify with lighter ethnoracial categories (Contreras, 213). Ethnoracial
stratification worsened with the establishment of large-scale production post U.S intervention.
The maintenance of this "economic niche" sustained itself on two social classes: "a black, low
wage underclass largely from the British West Indies and Haiti, and a bourgeoisie comprised of
foreign sugar producers and merchants" (Contreras, 212). Through policy and formal
institutions, culturally produced notions of race are reified in order for the foreign sugar
producers and merchants to justify their economic capital. Ethnoracial classification of the
oppressor is a strategy used by Dominican Afro-descendants to maintain their national identity
and be subject to further marginalization.
In their quest for legitimacy, Dominican authoritarian and semi-authoritarian regime
exploited the Dominican and Haitian boundaries to exercise political control. Encouraging antihaitian nationalism unites the people while defusing lower-class threats that are politically,
socially, and economically based (Sagas, 12). The elitist discourse reproduced into the
Dominican worldview portrayed Dominicans as "devout Catholics, while Haitians were
voodoo sorcerers who believed in spirits and utilized black magic in mysterious ceremonies"
(Sagas, 36). Distinct somatic and cultural borders are drawn by Dominican elites who thought
of themselves as "white", proudly descending from proper Spanish culture; whereas Haitians
were the true "blacks", primitive in their somatic and cultural inheritance of African slaves
(Sagas, 36). Nation-building tactics were narrated by the newly formed elitist class postdemocratization of the Dominican Republic that developed official national symbols such as
the Hispanic peasant with his traditional merengue and the "Fathers of the Dominican
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Republic": Juan Pablo Duarte y Diez, Matias Ramon Mella y Castillo, and Francisco Sanchez
del Rosario (Sagas, 36). Nurturing a national identity through symbolic appropriation is
reproduced as the cultural cement that binds the Dominican ethnic identity and their
"nationalism is linked in varying degrees to a past, present or hoped-for future national territory
and nation-state sovereignty" (Donnan and Wilson, 6).
The Dominican Republic's post U.S intervention nationalistic efforts have been
successful in creating political ideological control but limiting in the hopeful realization of
democracy. Antihaitianismo ideology maintains a socioeconomic structure in which darkskinned citizens occupy the lower rungs of the social pyramid and are taught to solely perform
manual labor (Sagas, 125). Formal policies reify racial discourse based on ethnic borders that
are threatening to Dominican Republic's economic, cultural, and/or social structures. An
ethnographic study of the Dominican towns of Boca Chica and Andres in The Devil behind the
Mirror, Gregory states that "the ability of residents to secure a livelihood, whether in the formal
or informal economy, was conditioned by the strength of their claims to citizenship" (Gregory,
36). The pathway to citizenship is based off the nationalistically produced conception of
personhood that is dependent upon a member's ability to identify with ideologies of a common
national culture. Most commonly, those unable to secure a "livelihood" were the poor, lower
class, Afro Caribbean Dominicans.
In order to establish one's legality through state authorities, possession of documents
certifying their Dominican nationality, such as birth certificates and national identification cards,
were ritually asked upon and granted entry into the formal economy. Gregory's theory, "policing
of citizenship", was the ritually situational checking of identity papers used by the police and
other authorities that "governed the movement of people within and across the social division of
labor" (Gregory, 36). However, being "sin papeles" left many out of the jobs in the formal
economy which stratified access to goods, services, and rights associated to citizenship. In other
words, the policing of the "laboring poor" is equivalent to the dark-skinned citizens who occupy
the lower rungs of the socioeconomic structure. The act of being "sin papeles" subjected them to
"arbitrary harassment and arrest by the police" with little social capital to act upon to defend
themselves (Gregory, 36). The foundation for the act of "policing of citizenship" is a result of
the democratization and institutionalization of the U.S interventionist legacy that intended to
stabilize and formalize the Dominican Republic. Instead, the elitist painted portrait of the
idealized Dominican Republic reified its anti-Haitian credo through formalized government. A
resonant U.S militaristic intervention held its legacy.
Daily attempts to navigate the Dominican Republic's "democratic" process were confined
by the inequitable attainment of citizenship among poor, dark-skinned Dominicans. Gregory
defines citizenship as a "continuing series of transactions between persons and agents of a given
state in which each has enforceable rights and obligations" (Gregory, 39). Citizenship is
contested and challenged through rituals among state authorities and the diverse population
under control. The testing and exercise of power relationships and practices marked struggles
over access to employment, political participation, and other rights (Gregory, 39). According to
Donnan and Wilson's chapter: The Symbols and Rituals of Power, "anthropologists recognize
that one of the most important interfaces between symbols and politics occurs in ritual[... ]ritual
is 'symbolic behavior that is socially standardized and repetitive'[ ... ] and are perhaps the most
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formal behavioral patterns in any society" (Donnan and Wilson, 68). In the midst of the policing
of citizenship ritual, determining power relationships are contingent on the symbolic meaning of
skin, occupation, birth certificate, national identification cards. The repetition of these rituals
reifies power and institutionalizes limitations to citizenship and democratic practice.
Nonetheless, transactions between state authorities and citizens stratify the movement of
people through space and incorporation into labor markets that categorize and "mark subjects
with weakened or nonexistent claims to the nation and its resources" (Gregory, 39). The
ritualistic behavior of the policing of citizenship was able to repeatedly transform symbolic
differences of race, class, gender, and national origin into the real manifestation of power
created by a foundation of economic, political, and cultural division. The limited agency given
to the poor, dark-skinned Dominicans to take place in the initial envision of democracy was
indebted to their imaginary sense of true Hispanic origin and Spanish surname.
The self-righteousness of the United States' intentions to bring about "good government"
was the beginning of a series of consequential cultural adjustments from the previous political
structure of the Dominican Republic. The centralized government called for a desire to bring
about a cohesive ethnic identity through selective appropriation. However, nation building
tactics politicized racial identities that stratified inchoate ethnoracial categories that ultimately
appeared as a black and white dichotomy. For Dominicans to truly live in a democratic system,
the extension of democratic rights to the country's largest minority must be recognized. The
contradictory nodes of maintaining a racially built nation yet democratic constitution is a multilayered cultural battle that the Dominican Republic faces to ensure true "stability and peace".
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CJ Barringer The Heterozygote Cystic Fibrosis Advantage over Cholera
It has been hypothesized by many scholars that the high frequency of Cystic Fibrosis
(CF) is due to a selective advantage within the gene’s heterozygous state. The pathophysiology,
population genetics, molecular genetics, and epidemiology of the disease are believed to be key
components when assessing the carrier advantage of CF over cholera. While this theory has been
supported in molecular experimentation, the historical significance and epidemiology do not
support the theory. By thoroughly examining all the evidence and research provided, this paper
will show how further testing is needed for an in-depth look into the study of genetics and
pathological diseases.
Carissa Speck Maasai Beadwork: Empowering Women and Challenging the Gender System
The Maasai are pastoral community located throughout Kenya and Tanzania. Gender
inequality is evident in this society however, the increase of capitalism has led the Maasai people
to earn income in other ways. Tourism has had a massive impact on the Maasai community
economically. With the large influx of people visiting Kenya and Tanzania, anthropologist have
and selling of traditional jewelry. This paper will show how capitalism is having a beneficiary
and cultural impact on the Maasai community’s rigid gender structure
Amanda Cline Effects of Disease on Bone
Disease can create a wide variety of effects that can be seen on the human skeleton. This
paper will focus on the analyses and presentation of Rheumatoid Arthritis, Osteoarthritis,
Osteoporosis, and Osteopetrosis on bone pathology. While there are a few similarities, each
disease manifested in unique ways regarding bone pathology. This research will show the
varying responses seen from these eleven diseases.
Sapphire Garcia Cultural Revitalization and Resistance and Prenatal Care Service Delivery in
Hawaii County, Hawaii
Understanding the relationship between Hawaiian cultural revitalization, provider
retention, and prenatal care in Hawaii has a value for clinicians and public health professionals
seeking to deliver culturally competent prenatal care. Three focus groups were interviewed to
discuss any linguistic, paralinguistic, or sociolinguistic challenges that they felt they faced in
their pursuit of prenatal care. Emerging themes suggest that the dynamics of provider retention,
patient satisfaction, and service delivery show a reflective change in cultural paradigm. The
research presented focuses on regional trends in revitalize traditional practices including the
expectation of a culturally competent prenatal care.
Allie Ferguson Osteoarthritis and Associated Risk Factors: An Assessment of the Relationship
between the Body Mass Index and Osteoarthritis of the Knee Joint
Osteoarthritis is a chronic degenerative condition that has been observed in all
populations worldwide so far. It results in pain and diminished quality of life for those afflicted,
and there is currently no known cure. Obesity is thought to be the most strongly associated
modifiable risk factor for osteoarthritis. Obesity impacts the expression of osteoarthritis in the
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knee joints of both men and women due to several implications of obesity upon the body.
Additionally, metabolic factors due to the differential hormone levels in obese individuals
compared to non-obese individuals are now thought to trigger inflammation and degradation
associated with osteoarthritis. The aim of this study is to contribute to the existing literature
published in recent years ascribing obesity as a risk factor for osteoarthritis. The scope of this
study will deal with whether or not there is a correlation between obesity and osteoarthritis of the
knee joint, and whether or not the strength of this correlation differs between males and females.
Claire Weatherall & Camryn Berry Sex Determination Using Metric and Non-metric Traits
The use of metric and non-metric traits can be employed when attempting to estimate or
determine the sex of an individual. However, both methods vary in reliability depending on the
traits being analyzed. The research presented employs the use of using metrics to assess sexually
dimorphic traits in the long bones of archaeological specimens. Non-metric traits were applied
when assessing the skull and pelvis in an attempt to determine sex. While this research is
promising, it is necessary for further studies to be conducted in order to determine whether there
is a relationship between metric and non-metric traits as well as the possible correlation with
epigenetic traits.
Brent Kennedy Graffiti: Clans, Tribes, Nations, and Wannabes
By using visual images collected from New Orleans, LA; Hawaii Island, HI; Wichita,
KS; and Novi Sad, Serbia, as well as archaeological and historical records, this presentation
focuses on the semiotics of modern graffiti. This research will show how modern graffiti can be
viewed as a fundamental human behavior. By focusing on participant encoding within and
outside tourscapes, this study demonstrates graffiti as a multi-layered information exchange and
not just a straightforward territorial marker or soft-power rebellion.
Audra Howe & Justine Ely Environmental Effects of Weathering on Saw Marks on Bone
This research presents the current findings of an ongoing experiment which focuses specifically
on the effects of weathering found on kerf marks made by different kinds of handsaws. This
particular study follows Dr. Symes research on kerf marks using different types of handsaws for
the purpose of identifying weapons used in forensic cases. The experiment seeks to measure and
quantify the weathering of kerf marks in the hope that assistance will be given in the estimation
of the duration of exposure.
Megan Fuller The Revitalization of Hand Tapped Tattoos in Hawaii
In the 1800s, missionaries outlawed tattooing in Hawaii in order to better enforce the
native Hawaiians to adhere to Despite the fact that tattooing is no longer illegal, years of lost
knowledge and modern regulations on the art still hindered the revival of the traditional
Hawaiian method of tattooing. With the sovereignty movement and cultural renaissance of
Hawaiian tradition, hand tapping is coming back into practice. Hand tapping represents not only
cultural ties to the past, but the ancestors who possess the knowledge previously. This research
will focus on the methods of Tonga and Samoa as well as look into older revitalization
movements associated with Hawaiian culture and hand tapping tattooing.
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Ryan Frome, Brittany Bingham & Brian M. Kemp Carbon and Nitrogen Isotopic Analysis of
Humans and Animals in the American Southwest
Stable isotopes undergo a process known as fractionation, in which isotopic ratios are
altered as they move through the biosphere. By studying the influences of fractionation on
carbon, it is possible to determine from bone collagen the percentage of maize consumed by that
human over other plants present in the area. Similarly, by studying the influences of fractionation
on nitrogen, it is possible to determine which level of the trophic scale humans are on in
comparison to animals and plants of the same area. This research focuses on are stable isotope
analyses in academic literature to determine the diets of humans in comparison to domesticated
animals, with an emphasis on better understanding the disparity between the expected diets and
actual data collected of humans and turkeys in the American Southwest.
Jessica Aldrich & Jacob Griffith and Peer H. Moore-Jansen Use of Computer Vision and
Machine Learning Techniques to Determine Age-at-Death of Human Crania
Age estimates of crania found in the field are currently done subjectively with limited
precision and accuracy which limits the creation of a biological profile for the deceased. Current
methods involve visual cranial suture analysis, specifically the Meindl and Lovejoy method. This
method attempts to quantify the qualitative data collected about the skull by assigning values
(from 0 to 3) based upon the perceived percentage of suture closure. While this method is often
considered the gold standard in cranial suture analysis, its subjective nature is a primary
limitation. Through the use of machine learning and computer vision techniques, this study is
working to quantify the amount of light penetration through the cranial suture joints. The results
yielded an accurate estimation within ±10 years of the actual age of the skull. The development
of this method may provide the foundation for a quantitative approach to determining the age-atdeath for skulls found in the field.
Walker Burgett Secrets of the Human Leg: Sex and Group Affiliation in Skeletal Measurements
of the Lower Appendicular
Research in forensic science over the last century has made it possible to identify an array
of individuals from skeletal remains alone. Within the field today there are a number of methods
including sexing, aging, stature, and group affiliation that researchers have identified based on
examining skeletal features and measurements of known individuals. This project examines
skeletal measurements of the lower appendicular which include the femur, tibia, fibula, and
patella. A series of standard and non-standard measurements will be used on these bones to
identify morphological traits, specifically sexual dimorphism, and group affiliation, also
commonly referred to as ancestry. What we do in this life is scribed on our bones forever, with
research like this and others it can be possible to bring the mystery of the dead back to life
unfolding a history that was once lost.
Morgan Kruger & Cheyenne Stillinger Time of Death: Looking at Visible Deterioration of Cut
and Fracture Patterns After Exposure
Estimating time since death by looking at a skeleton with severe injuries can create
difficulty for forensic scientists. This research project focuses on the time required for bones
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with inflicted trauma, to deteriorate when exposed to environmental elements. Using deer
remains, the data was collected and analyze to determine accuracy in estimating time since death
by looking at the visible deterioration of cut and fracture patterns after exposure.
Hannah Whipple Salina: Revitalizing Removal Techniques of Skeletal Remains
This research focuses on Wichita State University’s skeletal specimen Salina.M-J2012.
Incased in a closed frame, this specimen is coated in a varnish/mortar substance preventing
observers from conducting a proper forensic analysis of the skeletal remains. Salina.M-J2012
shows how poor techniques in preservation of skeletal remains can have detrimental effects on
human bone. By conducting a chemical analysis with Dr. Doug English of Wichita State
University Chemistry Department, this research will demonstrate how acids and bases can have
beneficiary effects in extracting the enclosed skeletal specimen. This research is leading into a
further chemical analysis surrounding the composition of the human skeleton and how the
enduring effects of bone density holds up against acids or bases at varying pH balances.
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meradeth.snow@mso.umt.edu
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Nebraska
Dr. Cristina Pop
Alpha of Nebraska
Department of Anthropology
Creighton University
Omaha, NE 68178
cristinapop@creighton.edu
Nevada
Dr. Todd White
Alpha of Nevada
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5003
c.white@unlv.edu
New Hampshire
Dr. Robert G. Goodby
Alpha of New Hampshire
Dept. of Anthropology
Franklin Pierce University
40 University Drive
Rindge, NH 03461-0060
goodbyr@franklinpierce.edu
New Jersey
Ms. Brooke Nappi
Alpha of New Jersey
Dept. of History & Anthropology
Monmouth University
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
bnappi@monmouth.edu
Dr. Maisa Taha
Beta of New Jersey
Dept. of Anthropology
Montclair State University
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
taham@mail.montclair.edu
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Dr. Maria Kromidas
Gamma of New Jersey
Dept. of Anthropology
William Paterson University
300 Pompton Rd., Science East 5017
Wayne, NJ 07470-2103
KROMIDASM@wpunj.edu
Dr. Cherubim Quizon
Delta of New Jersey
Dept. of Anthropology
Seton Hall University
South Orange, NJ 07079-2687
cherubim.quizon@shu.edu
Dr. Rob Scott
Epsilon of New Jersey
Dept. of Anthropology
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-1414
robertsc@rutgers.edu
Dr. Allan Dawson
Zeta of New Jersey
Dept. of Anthropology
Drew University
Madison, NJ 07940
adawson@drew.edu
Dr. Jared Beatrice
Eta of New Jersey
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
College of New Jersey
P.O. Box 7718
2000 Pennington Rd.
Ewing, NJ 08628
beatricj@tcnj.edu
New Mexico
Dr. Lois Stanford
Alpha of New Mexico
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001
lstanfor@nmsu.edu
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Dr. Kathy Durand Gore
Beta of New Mexico
Dept. of Anthropology & Applied
Archaeology
Station 53, 1500 S. Ave. K
Eastern New Mexico University
Portales, NM 88130
kathy.gore@enmu.edu
New York
Dr. Jaimin Weets
Alpha of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
SUNY – Potsdam
Potsdam, NY 13676-2294
weetsjd@postdam.edu
Dr. Mary H. Moran
Beta of New York
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Colgate University
Hamilton, NY 13346-1398
mmoran@mail.colgate.edu
Dr. Douglas V. Armstrong
Delta of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13244-1090
darmstrong@maxwell.syr.edu
Dr. Paul Pacheco
Epsilon of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
SUNY at Geneseo
Geneseo, NY 14454-1401
pacheco@geneseo.edu
Dr. Karen Brison
Zeta of New York
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Union College
Schenectady, NY 12308-2365
brisonk@union.edu
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Dr. Timothy P. Daniels
Eta of New York
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY 11549-1090
Timothy.P.Daniels@hofstra.edu
Dr. Connie M. Anderson
Theta of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
Hartwick College
Oneonta, NY 13820
andersonc@hartwick.edu
Dr. Adam Harr
Iota of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
St. Lawrence University
Canton, NY 13617-1475
aharr@stlawu.edu
Dr. Kathleen Blake
Kappa of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
SUNY at Oswego
Oswego, NY 13126
kathleen.blake@oswego.edu
Dr. Donald Pollock
Lambda of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
SUNY at Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14261-0026
dpollock@buffalo.edu
Dr. McAlister Billingsley
Mu of New York
Dept. of Anthropology & Sociology
Elmira College
Elmira, NY 14901
dbillingsley@elmira.edu
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Dr. Anna Konstantatos
Nu of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
Adelphi University
Garden City, NY 11530
konstantatos@adelphi.edu
Dr. Michael Malpass
Omicron of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
Ithaca College
Ithaca, NY 14850
malpass@ithaca.edu
Dr. Sean Rafferty
Xi of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
SUNY at Albany
Albany, NY 12222
rafferty@albany.edu
Dr. Celeste Gagnon
Pi of New York
Dept. of Social Science
Wagner College
Staten Island, NY 10301
celeste.gagnon@wagner.edu
Dr. Benjamin Junge
Rho of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
SUNY at New Paltz
New Paltz, NY 12561-2443
jungeb@newpaltz.edu
Dr. Anne Galvin
Sigma of New York
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
8000 Utopia Pkwy.
St. John’s University
Queens, NY 11439
galvina@stjohns.edu
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Dr. Lisa Anselmi
Tau of New York
Dept. of Anthropology
1300 Elmwood Ave.
Buffalo State College
Buffalo, NY 14222-1095
ANSELMILM@buffalostate.edu
North Carolina
Dr. Paul Thacker
Alpha of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology
Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, NC 27109-7807
thackep@wfu.edu
Dr. Robert L. Bunger
Beta of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27834-4353
bungerr@ecu.edu
Gamma of North Carolina-inactive
Dept. of Anthropology
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27414
Dr. Charles Egeland
Delta of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology
University of North Carolina at
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170
cpegelan@uncg.edu
Dr. Timothy Smith
Epsilon of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology
Appalachian State University
Boone, NC 28608-2016
smithtj2@appstate.edu
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Dr. Gregory Starrett
Zeta of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology
University of North Carolina at
Charlotte, NC 28223-0001
gsstarre@uncc.edu
dahart@uncc.edu

Dr. David M. Stothers
Beta of Ohio-inactive
Dr. David M. Stothers
Dept. of Sociology, Anthropology & Social
Work
University of Toledo
Toledo, OH 43606-3390

Dr. William Alexander
Eta of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology
The University of North Carolina at
601 South College Road
Wilmington, NC 28403-5907
rebere@uncw.edu

Dr. Joseph Gingerich
Delta of Ohio
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701-2979
gingerij@ohio.edu

Dr. John Williams
Theta of North Carolina
Dept. of Anthropology & Sociology
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC 28723
jawilliams@wcu.edu
Dr. Jennifer Carroll
Iota of North Carolina
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Campus Box 2035
Elon University
Elon, NC 27244
jcarroll16@elon.edu
Ohio
Dr. Robert V. Riordan
Alpha of Ohio
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435-0001
rriordan@wright.edu

Dr. W. Scott McGraw
Epsilon of Ohio
Dept. of Anthropology
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210-1106
mcgraw.43@osu.edu
Dr. P. Nick Kardulias
Gamma of Ohio
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
College of Wooster
Wooster, OH 44691-2363
pkardulias@.wooster.edu
Dr. Maggie Jackson
Zeta of Ohio
Dept. of Anthropology
Cleveland State University
Cleveland, OH 44115-2214
mag.jackson@csuohio.edu
Dr. Fareeda Griffith
Eta of Ohio
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Denison University
Granville, OH 43023-0810
griffithf@denison.edu
welu@denison.edu
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Dr. Lawrence Greksa
Theta of Ohio
Dept. of Anthropology
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106
lawrence.greksa@case.edu

Dr. Hillary Crane
Delta of Oregon
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Linfield College
McMinnville, OR 97128-6894
hcrane@linfield.edu

Dr. Sam Pack
Iota of Ohio
Dept. of Anthropology
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio
pack@kenyon.edu

Pennsylvania

Oklahoma
Dr. Alicia Odewale
Alpha of Oklahoma
Dept. of Anthropology
The University of Tulsa
Tulsa, OK 74104-9700
alicia-odewale@utulsa.edu
Oregon
Dr. Kenneth Maes
Alpha of Oregon
Dept. of Anthropology
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-6403
kenneth.maes@oregonstate.edu
Dr. Charles Klein
Beta of Oregon
Dept. of Anthropology
Portland State University
Portland, OR 97207-0751
chklein@pdx.edu
Dr. Aaron Green
Gamma of Oregon
Dept. of Anthropology
Pacific University
Forest Grove, OR 97116
aaron@pacificu.edu

Alpha of Pennsylvania- inactive
Alliance College
Alliance College closed in 1987
Beta of Pennsylvania- inactive
Gannon University
Anthropology department eliminated
Dr. Cassandra Kuba
Gamma of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
California University of Pennsylvania
California, PA 15419-1394
kuba@calu.edu
Dr. Gabby Yearwood
Delta of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
yearwood@pitt.edu
Dr. Abigail Adams
Epsilon of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana, PA 15705-1018
aadams@iup.edu
Dr. Faith Warner
Zeta of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
Bloomsburg University
Bloomsburg, PA 17815-1301
fwarner@bloomu.edu
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Dr. Douglas Bird
Eta of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
dwb5537@psu.edu
Dr. Benjamin Luley
Theta of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Gettysburg College
Gettysburg, PA 17325-1486
bluley@gettysburg.edu
Dr. Elizabeth Newell
Iota of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Elizabethtown College
Elizabethtown, PA 17022-2298
newellea@etown.edu
Dr. Elaine Bennett
Kappa of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
Saint Vincent College
Latrobe, PA 15650-2690
elaine.bennett@stvincent.edu
Dr. Lenore Barbian
Lambda of Pennsylvania
Dept. of History, Politics, Languages and
Cultures
235 Scotland Rd.
Edinboro University
Edinboro, PA 16444
lbarbian@edinboro.edu
Dr. Ruth Jolie
Mu of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology
Mercyhurst University
Erie, PA 16546
rjolie@mercyhurst.edu
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Dr. Rebecca Chancellor
Nu of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology & Sociology
700 S. High St.
West Chester University
West Chester, PA 19383-2106
RChancellor@wcupa.edu
Dr. Khori Newlander
Xi of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology and Sociology
Kutztown University
Kutztown, PA 19530
newlander@kutztown.edu
Dr. Lauren Wynne
Omicron of Pennsylvania
Dept. of Anthropology & Sociology
Ursinus College
Collegeville, PA 19426
lwynne@ursinus.edu
University of Rhode Island
Dr. Kristine Bovy
Alpha of Rhode Island
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
kbovy@uri.edu
Dr. Jessica Skolnikoff
Beta of Rhode Island
Dept. of Anthropology & Sociology
One Old Ferry Rd.
Roger Williams University
Bristol, RI 02809-2921
jskolnikoff@rwu.edu
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South Carolina
Dr. Allison Foley
Alpha of South Carolina
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
College of Charleston
19 St. Philip, Room 102
Charleston, SC 29424
foleya@cofc.edu
Dr. David Markus
Beta of South Carolina
Dept. of Sociology, Anthropology and
Criminal Justice
Clemson University
130 Brackett Hall
Clemson, SC 26934-1356
dmarkus@clemson.edu
South Dakota
Dr. Dona Davis
Alpha of South Dakota
Dept. of Anthropology
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069
Dona.Davis@usd.edu
Tennessee
Dr. Kandace D. Hollenback
Alpha of Tennessee
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Tennessee
1621 Cumberland Ave
Strong Hall Room 505
Knoxville, TN 37996-1525
kdh@utk.edu
Dr. Richard R. Jones
Beta of Tennessee
Dept. of Behavioral & Social Science
Lee University
Cleveland, TN 37320-3450
rjones@leeuniversity.edu
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Dr. H. Lyn Miles
Gamma of Tennessee
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
Chattanooga, TN 37403
Lyn-Miles@utc.edu
Dr. Andrew Wyatt
Epsilon of Tennessee
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Middle Tennessee State University
Box 10
Murfreesboro, TN 37132
University of Memphis- pending
Delta of Tennessee
Texas
Dr. Amy Speier
Alpha of Texas
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
The University of Texas at
Arlington, TX 76019-0599
speier@uta.edu
Dr. Servando Hinojosa
Beta of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley
SBSC 344
1201 W. University Drive
Edinburg, TX 78539-2999
servando.hinojosa@utrgv.edu
Dr. Patrick Gallagher
Gamma of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
The University of Texas at
San Antonio, TX 78249-0652
patrick.gallagher@utsa.edu
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Dr. Michael Jordan
Delta of Texas
Dept. of Sociology, Anthropology, and
Social Work
Texas Tech University
PO Box 41012
Lubbock, TX 79409-1012
michael.jordan@ttu.edu
Dr. Jennifer Mathews
Epsilon of Texas
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Trinity University
San Antonio, TX 78212-7200
jmathews@trinity.edu
Zeta of Texas- inactive
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Texas, Austin
Austin, TX 78712
Dr. Jamie Johnson
Eta of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
University of North Texas
Denton, TX 76203-0409
jamie.johnson@unt.edu
Dr. R. Jon McGee
Theta of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
Texas State University
San Marcos, TX 78666-4616
rm08@txstate.edu
Dr. Mark McCoy
Iota of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, TX 75275-0336
mmccoy@smu.edu
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Dr. Garrett Cook
Kappa of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
Baylor University
Waco, TX 76798-7173
garrett_cook@baylor.edu
Dr. Christine Kovic
Lambda of Texas
Anthropology Prog./Suite 2617-22
University of Houston-Clear Lake
Houston, TX 77058-1098
kovic@uhcl.edu
Dr. Wendy Branwell
Mu of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
South Texas College
McAllen, TX 78501
wbranwell@southtexascollege.edu
Dr. Andy Gordon
Nu of Texas
Dept. of Comparative Cultural Studies
233 McElhinney Building
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77204-5020
agordon3@uh.edu
Dr. Miguel C. Leatham
Xi of Texas
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Box 298710
Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, TX 76129
m.leatham@tcu.edu
Dr. Catherina Laporte
Omicron of Texas
Dept. of Anthropology
MS 4352
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-4352
claporte@tamu.edu
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Utah
Alpha of Utah-inactive
Dr. David F. Lancy
Dept. of Social Work, Sociology &
Anthropology
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322-0730
dlancy@cc.usu.edu
Dr. Ronald Holt
Beta of Utah
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
Weber State University
1299 Edvaison St.
Dept. 1208
Ogden, UT 84408-1208
rholtz@weber.edu
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Dr. Jonathan Glasser
Gamma of Virginia
Dept. of Anthropology
The College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, VA 23187-8795
jglasser@wm.edu
Dr. Doug Dalton
Delta of Virginia
Dept. of Anthropology
Longwood University
Farmville, VA 23909-1801
daltondm@longwood.edu

Vermont

Dr. Dennis Blanton
Epsilon of Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
blantodb@jmu.edu

Dr. Deborah Blom
Alpha of Vermont
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405-0168
dblom@uvm.edu

Dr. Sascha Goluboff
Zeta of Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, VA 24450-2116
goluboffs@wlu.edu

Virginia

Dr. Jennifer Nourse
Eta of Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
University of Richmond
Richmond, VA 23173
jnourse@richmond.edu

Dr. Donna C. Boyd
Alpha of Virginia
Department of Sociology & Anthropology
Box 6939
Radford University
Radford, VA 24142
doboyd@radford.edu
Dr. Daniel Temple
Beta of Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA 22030-1446
dtemple@gmu.edu

Dr. Christopher Loy
Theta of Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Christopher Newport University
Newport News, VA 23435
christopher.loy@cnu.edu
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Dr. Jason C. James
Iota of Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
University of Mary Washington
1301 College Ave.
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
jjames@umw.edu
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Wisconsin

Washington

Dr. Paul Brodwin
Beta of Wisconsin
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0413
brodwin@uwm.edu

Dr. Sarah Keller
Alpha of Washington
Dept. of Geography & Anthropology
Eastern Washington University
Cheney, WA 99004-2499
skeller@ewu.edu

Mr. Daniel Strouthes
Gamma of Wisconsin
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Eau Claire, WI 54702-4004
stroutdp@uwec.edu

Dr. Rob Quinlan
Beta of Washington
Dept. of Anthropology
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-4910
rquinlan@wsu.edu

Dr. Peter Peregrine
Delta of Wisconsin
Dept. of Anthropology
Lawrence University
Appleton, WI 54911-5626
Peter.N.Peregrine@Lawrence.edu

Dr. J. Hope Amason
Gamma of Washington
Dept. of Anthropology
Central Washington University
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7544
Amason@cwu.edu

Dr. Emily Margaretten
Epsilon of Wisconsin
Dept. of Anthropology & Sociology
Ripon College
Ripon, WI 54971
MargarettenE@ripon.edu

West Virginia

Dr. Sameena A. Mulla
Zeta of Wisconsin
Department of Social & Cultural Sciences
Marquette University
PO Box 1881
Milwaukee, WI 53201-1881
sameena.mulla@marquette.edu

Dr. Susanna Donaldson
Alpha of West Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506-6326
smdonaldson@mail.wvu.edu
Dr. Nicholas Freidin
Beta of West Virginia
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
Marshall University
Huntington, WV 25755-2678
freidin@marshall.edu
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NATIONAL GRADUATE RESEARCH AWARD WINNERS
2002-2003 Winners
Adams, Justin; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Loughlin, Michael; University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
Louis, Bertin; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Shackleford, Laura; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri Stackelbeck, Kary;
University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
Venter, Marcie; University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
2003-2004 Winners
Cochrane, Laura; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Muldoon, Kathleen; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Flannigan, Eileen; University of Montana, Beta of Montana
Owczarak, Jill; University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
Pittman, James Maxwell; University of Southern Mississippi, Beta of Mississippi
Turner, Bethany; Emory College, Beta of Georgia
2004-2005 Winners
Alstatt, Kristoffer; Southern Methodist University, Iota of Texas
Hejtmanek, Katherine; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Lee, Hyeon Jung; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Quincey, Jennifer; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
2005-2006 Winners
Kelley, Lisa; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Fourrier, Marc; Washington University at St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Allison, Kerensa; Washington State University, Beta of Washington
2006-2007 Winners
Crawford, Tafline; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Shaffer, Christopher; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Vandercone, Rajnish; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Luecke, LeAndra; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Murphy, Daniel; University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
2007-2008 Winners
Capriles, Jose; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Grillo, Katherine; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Rademaker, Kurt; The University of Maine, Alpha of Maine
2008-2009 Winners
Watsa, Mrinalini; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Persons, Brooke A.; The University of Alabama, Beta of Alabama
Chrostowsky, MaryBeth; The University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
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Moreno, Maria, The University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
2009-2010 Winners
Marshack, Joshua; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Orkin, Joseph; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Weyher, Anna; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
2010-2011 Winners
Doumani, Paula; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
Moore, Deborah; University of Texas at San Antonio, Gamma of Texas
2011-2012 Winners
McDonald, Monica; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
2012-2013 Winners
Missing
2013-2014 Winners
Eusebio, Michelle; The University of Florida, Delta of Florida
Lang, Colleen Walsh; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
van der Heide, Griette; The University of Texas at San Antonio, Gamma of Texas
2014-2015 Winners
Encalada-Falconi, Karla; The University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
Gilligan, Cherilyn; Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Epsilon of Pennsylvania
Musgrave,Stephanie; Washington University in St. Louis, Beta of Missouri
2015-2016 Winners
Missing
2016-2017 Winners
Hart, Ashleel; University at Buffalo, Lambda of New York
Loewen, Tisa; New York University, Rho of New York
Waugh-Quasebarth, Jasper; University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
2017-2018 Winners
Dike, M. Ruth; University of Kentucky, Delta of Kentucky
Kate, Emily; Pennsylvania State University, Eta of Pennsylvania
Yi-Ling, Ling; Washington University, Beta of Missouri
Noffke, Ariel; State University of New York at Buffalo, Lambda of New York
Torpie-Sweterlitsch, Jennifer R.; Gamma of Texas, University of Texas at San Antonio
Williams, Nancy; University of Tulsa, Alpha of Oklahoma
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NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD WINNERS
1975 Frances A. Francis, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
1976 Sharon D. Sublett, Eastern Washington State College
1977 Pamela J. Dorn, Georgia State University
1978 Linda R. Carnes, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
1979 Eileen Van Schaik, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
1980 Kathleen A. Hinkle, Ball State University
1981 Sharon D. Dettmer, Ball State University
1982 Pat A. Bartils, Georgia State University
1983 Katherine E. Arnold, Florida Atlantic University
1984 Lisa Cottrell, Georgia State University
1985 Susan R. Loth, Florida Atlantic University
1986 No Award Given
1987 Katherine L. Ferraro, East Carolina University
1988 Evan Peacock, Mississippi State University
1989 Beverly E. Saltzman, Emory University
1990 Nancy M. LeFevre, California State University at Fullerton
1991 Danyelle K. Means, University of South Dakota
1992 Michelle L. Pender, Washington University
1993 Natasha Schull, University of California at Berkeley
1994 Timothy Ritchey, Ball State University
1995 Katherine L. Lederer, University of California at Berkeley
1996 Ashley R. Tupper, College of William and Mary
1997 J. Rebecca Ferguson, College of William and Mary
1998 Nicole Branton, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
1999 Nishant Hasmukh Shah, Emory University
2000 Sara J. Rivers, Murray State University
2001 Janaki Deepa Meyappan, Emory University
2002 Shveta Jayen Drakumar shah, Emory University
2003 Jenny Hoffman, Washington College
2004 Abigail Dumes, Washington University in St. Louis
2005 Eliza Wethey, Tulane University-Beta of Louisiana
2006 Joanna Salicki, Bloomsburg University
2007 Danielle Deemer, New Mexico State University
2008 Megan Bond, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
2009 Angela Toole, University of Missouri in St. Louis
2010 Neal Kazuhiro Akatsuka, University of Hawaii at Manoa
2011 Esteban Ferraro Botero, Montana State University
2012 Matthew T. Kerr, University of North Carolina Wilmington
2013 Missing
2014 Jacob Welch, University of Kentucky
2015 Lacy Marbaker, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
2016 Missing
2017 Sydney Stark, Case Western Reserve University
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NATIONAL DEAN’S LIST SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
1993 Alice Oleson, University of Iowa
1994 Kimberly A. Kaufman, University of Southern Mississippi
1995 Kathleen Tucker, Murray State University
1996 Robert Lusteck, Mississippi State University
1997 Fedra Papavasiliou, University of Texas, San Antonio
1998 Julie Tarantino, Western Kentucky University
1999 Sara J. Rivers, Murray State University
2000 Amy M. Schell, Emory University
2001 Shveta Jayendrakumar Shah, Emory University
2002 Stacey Curry, University of Southern Mississippi
2003 Allison Werner, University of Notre Dame
2004 Sharon Cabana, Bloomsburg University
2005 Danielle Deemer, New Mexico State University
2006 Judith Steinhilper, Bloomsburg University
Award Terminated
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LAMBDA ALPHA NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
The Lambda Alpha National Anthropology Honors Society offers a scholarship award, the
National Scholarship.
The National Executive Office will offer a $4000 annual base award for the National Lambda
Alpha Scholarship. The National Lambda Alpha Scholarship is awarded to a graduating senior
majoring in Anthropology. These are limited and closed competitions. A well-qualified
candidate has a reasonable chance to win. In order to ensure a quality set of candidates,
potential applicants will be allowed to join the honorary but must be accepted by their chapter
and paid up before the application deadline. Each chapter may nominate only one candidate
per award.
The chapter of the scholarship candidate for either award must forward the following materials
to the National Executive Secretary by the March 1st deadline:
1. Letter of nomination from the department or appropriate academic unit (this letter must
specify to which scholarship the candidate is applying).
2. Curriculum vitae
3. Transcripts of all undergraduate grades
4. A statement, signed by applicant, giving permission to the National Executive Council
to view submitted manuscripts, and permission to publish the manuscript in the
Lambda Alpha Journal.
5. Two supporting letters of recommendation (one must be from a professional
Anthropologist).
In addition, candidates for the Lambda Alpha Scholarship award must also submit a statement
of future professional plan and an original and six copies of their professional writing (e.g. a
publication or course paper). Co-authored publications and contract archaeological reports are
not acceptable. The submission should be of “article length”. The purpose is to evaluate formal
writing skill, not to demonstrate research productivity. Submitted writing exhibits should be
accompanied by a disk copy in RTF or Microsoft Word format. If the essay sample of the
winning application is not published or copyrighted, the Lambda Alpha Journal reserves the
option to publish the material as an article in the upcoming issue.
If notice of receipt of submitted materials is desired, please send them by certified mail or
enclose with them a stamped or postal paid self-addressed card. There is often a delay in
submission of transcripts sent directly from the university. Candidates are advised to confirm
their processing. The winner of the National Lambda Alpha Scholarship will be announced
before June 2017.
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